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ABSTRACT 

Han YU is famous in Chinese history both for his 

literature and for his defense of Confucianism at a time 

when it was being seriously challenged by Buddhism and 

religious Taoism. Although his influence was limited during 

his own lifetime, in later times Han Yti came to symbolize 

the conservative Confucian values that are often identified 

with the traditional Chinese state. 

This study examines Han Yti's life and thought in an 

attempt to determine to what extent his later image as an 

ideal Confucian was or was not Justified. A chapter on the 

historical bQckground provides th~ cont2~t for Han YU's 

biography, which is divided into five chapters. This is 

followed by a chapter discussing the intellectual back-

ground of Han Yti's thought. Two further chapters discuss~ 

first, the basis of Han YU's conservative image, and, 

second, a number of his writings which illustrate the limits 

of his conservatism. 

Han Yti's ideas are related to the political and 

social circumstances of his times, and it is found that 

while he is indeed a conservative and a Confucian, the 

extent of both ~is conservatis~ and his Confucian orthodoxy 

have bee~ e~~ggerated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Han YU <A.D. 768-824> is known for hia defense of 

traditional Confucian value& at a tiae when those values 

were being challenged by the alternative value ayateaa of 

Buddhiaa and religioua Taoiaa <Too-chiao, oa differentiated 

froa Taoisa aa a philosophical aystea>. He waa only 

aoderotely influential during hia own lifetiae, and he waa 

not well known during the latter years of the T'ang dynaaty 

<618-907> under which he lived, or during the aucceeding 

period of the Five Dynaatiea (907-960>. Hia reputation 

began to grow during the Sung period <960-1279>, however, 

and he caae to ayabolize the conservative Confucian values 

that hove been thought of as essential ingredients in the 

ideology of the traditional Chinese atata. 

It has long been recognized that significant 

changes took place in Chinese society during the period of 

transition froa the T'ong to the Sung. Aaong other thinga, 

these chongea included aaJor differences in the coaposition 

of the ruling claas and of ita ayatea of values. The T'ang 

woa the loat dynasty under which politics were doainated by 

a hereditary elite whose roota went bock nearly a thouaond 

yeora. Thia elite all but diaoppeared after the fall of 

the T'ang and waa replaced for the reaainder of the 

iaperial period <i.e., up to 1911> by a new elite whoae 
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status derived not fro• heredity but fro• succeas in 

coapetitive civil aervica axaainationa. The value& of the 

new elite reflected the growing influence of a new for~ of 

Confucianiaa <Neo-Confucianisa: tao-hatieh or li-hstieh> 

which was now restored to a place of doainance in Chinese 

thought after appearing to lose ground to Buddhism and 

TaoisM for aaveral centuria& previously. 

In view of the contrast between the two periods 

represented by the T'ang and the Sung <which is aore 

coaplex than is indicated hare>, it i& of interest that Han 

YU, who was born and lived under the T'ang, was Most 

appreciated and adaired during the Sung dynasty and ita 

auccea•ora. His reputation endured, in fact, as long aa 

did the social and political aystea which assuaed its basic 

feature& in the Sung. 

The peraon aost responsible for establishing Han 

YU'a reputation in the Sung was probably Ou-yang Hsiu 

<1007-1072>. Ou-yang Haiu was hiaaelf an iaportant writer, 

thinker, and atateaaan, and hi& adairation for Han YU was 

an iaportant factor in creating the larger-than-life iaage 

of Han YU that waa passed on to later generations. It ia 

probably fair to aay that Ou-yang Hsiu found in Han YU 

confiraation of aany of hia own literary and intellectual 
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values, and that thia helps to account for th. high praise 

he gave to Han YU. 1 

One aight even go ao fer aa to auggest that the 

political and intellectual cli.ate of the Sung and later 

Chinese dynasties provided a Much more receptive ~t.o&phere 

for Han YU's ideas than did Han YU's own time. This is not 

aeant to suggest that Han YU was consciously ahead of his 

time. Rather, the issues that concerned him tended to fade 

into the background during the reMainder of the T'ang 

period, only to ro-e.erge Ro~e pr~Minently in the Sung as a 

new and aore open rulin9 class sought solutions to problems 

that the T'ang had left unsolved. 

Sung stateaaen and thinker. were concerned with 

problems such aa the proper balance of power between 

central and local adainistration, civilian verSU6 military 

control over defense, the baais for selection of capable 

official., and what sort of values would be conducive to 

aocial haraony and economic prosperity. These were g to be 

aure, i.aues that were of concern to all Chinese 90vern-

ments throughout history. However. the Sung solutions, 

which e~pha.ized a strong central administr«tion, civilian 

control over defense, and co •• it.ent to Confucian values as 

a basic factor in the aelection of officials, coincided 

i Se., for exaaple, Ou-yang Hsiu'. evaluation of Han YU 
at the end of hia biography in the Hsin T'ang Shu (New T'ang 
Hi.tory> (Peking~ Chung-hua ahu-chU, 1975>, chapter 176. p. 
5269. Hereafter cited in the forM HT5 176, p. 5269. 
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cIo.ely with Han YU's view. on these subJects. This ~ade 

hi. idea • •••• particularly relevant to th.ir proble.s. 

Another factor that ~ade Han Yil'. view. attractive 

was his atrong support for traditional Chinese valuss. 

Unlike the T'ang, who were Milit~rily dOMinant over their 

neighbora, the Sung .tate waa .ilitarily weak and hed to be 

constantly on it. guard against for9ign invasion. Pride in 

the superiority of their cultur. helped to _aintain Chinese 

•• If-r.sp.ct despite ~hsir _ilitary weakness, and Han YU's 

writings helped to Justify that pride. 

It was not without r.ason, therefore, that Han YU 

was given a heroic i_age as a sYMbol of values that were 

a.sociated with national atrength, _orality: and cultural 

pride. Laudabl~ a6 their intentions May h~ve ~ee~, 

however, tho •• who pro.oted Han YU's i.age as a sort of 

C~nfucian saint tended to rob hi. of his hu.anity by 

.xaggerating hi. virtues to the point that it was no longer 

poaaibla to ad.it that he suffered fro. the sa.e weaknesses 

and inaecurit1e. a8 other ~en. 

Han Yil's i.age as an ideal Confucian conaervative 

who would not think an i_pure thought nor associate with 

any but upright Confucian g.ntle_en has led to distortions 

of his character by both hi. critics and hi. defenders. 

Purveyor. of goa.ip and apologists for the id.ologies that 

Han YU attacked delight.d in stories that showed hi. in a 

bed light. behaving in way. contrary to hi. ideal i_age. 
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Those who favored Han YU either diacounted evidence that 

co~flictsd with his i.age or .ade excuaes for inconais 

tencisG in his behavior. It becaMe difficult to aeparate 

Han YU as an individual hUMan being f~o. the i~age that had 

been built around hi •• 

Even Modern Chinese scholara who have studied Han 

YU have had difficulty separating the aan fro. the iMaga. 

Their interpretations have •• oreover, frequently been 

cOMplicated by a desire to relate Han YUle ideas to Modern 

political ideologies that did not exist during his 

lifeti.e. Han Tling-i, for exaMple, a descendant of Han YU 

who residea in Taiwan, ia naturally favorably dispoaed 

toward hiM, but still finds it necessary to ahow that Han 

Vil'a political views are basically consistent with those of 

Sun Yat-sen. 2 

Co •• unist historians in .ainland China who are 

accuato.ed to viewing hiatory in terM. of claa. struggle 

tend to ae. Han YU as a r~prea.ntative of the claas of big 

landowners who were politically do.inant during the T'ang. 3 

Even so eMinent a aodern hiatorian aa Haiao Kung-ch'uan 

2 Han '1"1ng-i" Hon Ch'ang-li aau-haiang y.n-chi'..l 
(Studies in Han yUls Thought) (Taipei: Shang-wu yin-ahu 
kuan, 1982). 

3 Cf. Hou Wai-lu at al., Chuna-kuo ssu-haiang t'ung
~ (General Hiatory of Chineae Thought) (Peking: Jen-ain 
ch'u-pan she, 19~9), vol. 4a, pp. 319-342. 
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••••• to take Han YU to ta.k for advocating valu •• contrary 

to those of .odern d •• ocracy.4 

While auch approaches to Han YU'. life and thought 

do have their u.... it ••••• that one Might legiti.ately 

wi.h to ••• k out the .an behind the i.age. and that is the 

purpc •• of this .tudy. We .hall atte.pt to &e= Ran YU not 

a. a Confucian saint, but a. a *~n living in e particular 

historical context. To the extent that it ia po.sible to 

do .0. we .hall exa.ine hie thoughts and opinions in 

relation to the circY~atanca. that gave riae to the.. In 

this way w. can gain a .ora balanced view of Han YU and 

also, perhaps. 80 •• in.ight into the T'ang root. of the 

chang •• which ca •• to fruition in the Sung. 

To avoid ~ialeading the reader, eo.e co ••• nts 

r.garding the nature and liaitation. of thie study .ay be 

in order. The author i. by training and by inclination ~ 

historian, with a hi.torian's bias toward a chronological 

approach to the pre.entation of data. While this study 

deala with idea •• it ia not concern.d with philo.ophy for 

its own sake. but with the relationship between idea. and 

historical circu.atancea. Han YU i. not iMportant aa a 

philosoph.r. but that do.s not .ean that hie ideas are not 

historically .ignificant. 

4 Haiao Kung-ch'uen. ~q-kuo ch$ng-chih •• u-haiong 
ahih (Histo*y o£ Chin.s. politicol Thought) 2 vola •• (1945-
1946; rpt. T.ip~i: Hua-keng c~'u-pan yu-heien kung-sau, 
1977), vol. 1. pp. ~06-408. 
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Han YU is i.portant a. a literary figur •• but thia 

a.p.ct of hi. li~. i. d.alt with only bri.fly h.r.. To 

dat •• four doctoral di •• ertationa have b •• n written on 

various s.p.ct. of Han YU's litersture r but none on his 

li~e and thought. S It i. not .y purpose to duplicGte what 

other a have alr.ady done. but to auppl •• ent their work by 

providing additional .aterial that ia n.ce.aa.y for a 

co.pl.t. und.ratanding of Han YU and his place in history. 

"y purpose in uaing Han YU'. literary work. a& 

historical .ource .ateriala i. siailar to that of F.W. ~ote 

in his study of the King po.t Kao Ch'i (1336-1374).6 Han 

YU'a lit.rature. like Kao Ch'i'. poetry. uia looked upon 

pri.arily as a aourc. for the historian and not a. art in 

ita own right." It is hoped that through thia approach it 

will be pos.ibl. to attain in ao~. degree the gocl that 

5 Th. v6!sinul di.s.rtations are a& followa: Diana Yu
.hih Ch.n ".i. Han YU aa 9 Ku-w.n Stylist (Yal. Univeraity. 
1967); St.ph.n Owen p )h. Po.try of "eng Chiao (751-814> and 
Hgn yu (768-824>: A Study of a Chin.a. Poetic R.for. (Yal. 
Univ.raity. 1972), Charlea HartDan. Languag. and Allusion in 
th. Po.try of Han yu; The "Autumn S.nti.ante" <Indiana 
Univ.r.ity, 1974): "ad.lin. Spring. A Styliatic Study of 
Tang Guwen: Th. Rhetoric of Han Xu and Liu Zongyuan 
(Univ.raity of Waahington. 1983). Two of th ••• have b •• n 
publi.h.d; St.ph.n Ow.n'. The Po.try of M.ng Chiao and Han 
~ (N.w Hav.n: Yale Univer.ity Pr •••• 1975) doe. not differ 
.ignificantly from hi. original dis •• rtation, but th. 
articl. entitl.d "!len YU aa a Ku-wrn. Styli.t"· by Diana Yu
.hih M.i which app.ar.d in the August, 1968 i •• u. of the 
Taing-hua 30urnal of Chin ••• Studi •• (n •••• vol. 7, no. 1. 
pp. 143-207) i. an abridg •• ent of h.r di ••• rtation. 

6 F. W. "ot •• Th. po.t Kao Ch'i. 1336-1374 (Princ.ton: 
Princoton Univ.raity Pr •••• 1962). 
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Prof .. _~or lIote .et for hi •• tudy of Kao Ch' i, "to liIoe hiD 

a. a .a~ of h!~ tiDe, re.arkable by rea.on of hi. arti.tic 

~eniu., but al.o a ~an who.e life repre.ent. for u •• OD. 

thing of t~e 8ignificance of the age in which h. lived. 

Through hiD we ar •• nab19d to .e. auch of hi. tiDe and his 

p)ace, hia aociety and hi. civil.i:::t!o::." It is ay hope 

that thia .tudy of Han YU Dight, like Prof •• aor lIote'a 

.tudy of Kao Ch'i, "bring us clos.r to the aeaning of his 

life, and of hia tiD.a.-7 

Becau •• tho nature of thia study is historical and 

not literary, I have avoid.d the t.Dptation to engage in 

t~an~lation Zor it~ o~n ~eke. In pursuing ay rea. arch I 

have Dade exen.ive utie of priDary Chine.e .ourcea. When 

quoting fro. th •• e source., howev.r, I have generally not 

thought it nec ••• ary to re-tranalat. tho •• of Han YU'. 

writings which have already be.n translat.d by others. Two 

DaJor exc.ptions to this rule are the iMportant .asays, "An 

Inquiry into the Way" and the "lIe.orial on tho Buddha'. 

80ne." It •• ~aed d.sirable to include full translations of 

both piec •• for tho reader'. r~for~nce since they have 

play.d .uch an •••• ntial role in the forDation of Han YU's 

i.age. All translation. not oth.rwi.e attribut.d ar& DY 

own. 

7 lIote~ Kao Ch'i. p. 4. 
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Another r.a.on for li.iting the aaount of dir.ct 

translation to b. included i. that fr.qu.ntly .uch 

tran.lotion would require .xtenaive annotation and/or 

co.aentary not directly r.l_v~nt to the .ubJect under 

di.cueeion. It he. often ••••• d preferable to .uMaarize or 

paraphra.8 Han VU'. worde in order to bring out aor. 

cl.arly the .ignificance of what he haa to .ay. sa well a. 

to avoid undue i~tarruption of the biographical portion. of 

the text. 

I have tri.d to avoid explanatory footnotes 

whenever po •• ible by incorporating explanatory ~aterial 

into the text. In quoting Chine.e text. I have in.erted in 

parenthe.e. inforaation that would have baan undorctcod by 

a T'ang r.ader but which aay not be apparent to a aodern 

W •• tern read.r. I have tried to provide aufficlwnt 

background inforaation to .~k. the t.xt coaprehensible to a 

non-.inologi.t r.ader while .till including ref.renc •• to 

original .oure •• for the u •• of aore .pecial1zed readera. 

In d.ciding how .uch explanatory infor.ation to provide p 1 

have tried to includ. only what i. n.ce •• ery to underatand 

the t.xt. I have not att •• pted to id.ntify .v.ry cla •• ical 

r.fer.nc. or to trace the .ourc. of ev.ry allu.ion. 

Oat •• and biographical r.f.r.nc •• ar. provided for 

aaJor figure., but not for tho •• who are only aentioned in 

PG~~1ng, ~uch 0: recipient: o£ lettere £ro~ Hen VU who are 
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not oth.rwi •• i.portant. Official titl •• have g.nerally 

b •• n tranalat.d in accordanc. with Charl •• o. Hucker'. 

~ictionarY of Official Title. in ~ap.ri81 Chinp.8 I have 

aade exc.ption. wh.r. it ••••• d that Huck.r'. tranalation 

aight ai.lead the non-ainologiat reader or where hi. teras 

diff.r froa •• tabli.hed uaage by We.tern T'ang specialists. 

An exaaple of the foraer ia the tera ~, which Hucker 

render. ~~ " •• rvic •• an" aeaning one who is qualified for 

governa.nt •• rvic.. I hay. tranalated it u8ually aa 

"gentleaan" and occaeionally a. ".cholar" becauae thi. 

ahow. aore accurat.Iy what the t.r •• ignifi.d in the T'ang. 

Exaaplea of t.ra. in the latter category are teai-haieng 

end chi.b-tu-.hih, which Hucker render. aa "Grand 

Councilor" and "Military Coaaieaioner." I have retained 

the tranalation. "chief ainiet.r" and "ailitary governor" 

aa u.ed in .tandard Engliah language worke on the T'ang 

auch ae volu.e three of the Caabridg. Hiatory of China. 9 

Ideally, a .tudy of thia kind ahould pre.ent the 

developa.nt of Han YU'a thought in a atraightforward, 

chxonological aannar, integrated into an account of hi. 

11f. and ti.... Ihi. was .y original int.ntion. How.ver, 

Han YU never d.vi •• d any organized philo.ophlcal _y.t=a. 

8 Charl •• O. Huck.r, A Dictionarv of affie}al Titlea in 
Iaperi.l Chin. (St.nford: Stanford Univ.raity Pr •••• 1985>. 

9 Den1~ Twitchatt. ed •• The C.abridge "iAtory of China 
(Caabridge: C •• bridge Univ.r.ity P~ •••• 1979). vol. 3. 
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ftoreovsr, .any of the texts which raveal iaportant aspects 

of hi. thought cannot be dGt~d ~c~u~at@ly. thus aaking it 

difficult to £it th •• into a chronological fraaewo~k. 

Under the.e circuastance., there ere two possible 

approaches to under.tanding Han YU'. thought. One i& to 

exaaine hi. ideas without .pecific reference to the 

particular circua.tance. that proapted thea. The other i. 

to deal fir.t with his life, in order to ob.erve the 

various external factors that May have influenced hia and 

how he re.ponded to tha., and then, ~ith the advantage of 

the perspective this allow., to deal eaparataly with tho •• 

text. which cannot be fitted into the chronological 

fra.ework. While this approach i. not entirely satis

factory either, I believe that it can provide a .ore 

accurat. view of Han YU's thought than one which doe. not 

take account of the conte~t in which his idea. were born. 

Knowing how Han YU behaved and what he said in situations 

where we do know what tho circua.tances ware put. u. in a 

better position to ~y~J~at. hi. ideas in aituations where 

~. do not know the circu~~tance. that pro.pted th... Thie, 

in turn, puts us in a better position to evaluate the extent 

to which Han YU's iaag8 as an ideal Confucian conservative 

ia Juatified. 

It should be understood that while I believe that 

the extent of Han YU'. conservatisM has been exaggerated, 

thia ia not intended a. an ~tt~ck on hi: per:cne! 
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integrity. It ~as not unusual in Chine.e history for 

so •• one co •• itted, like Han YU, to Confucian ethical value. 

to find hi.self fro. tiae to ti.e in situationa where it 

was necesaary to aake 80.e co.proais •• regarding tho.e 

value& in order to aurvive in the real world. In Judging 

situationa of thia kind, it ia neceaaary to note carefully 

on what iaauGa an individual was willing to cOMpro.is. and 

on what occasion. he refu.ed to co.pro.iae. If Han YU doe. 

not quite .~asure up to the ideal iaage created for hi. by 

lat~r generations, it r~~aine true that he wae willing to 

riak his life in support of his principle& when he believed 

that it .attered. 

The general ~or.at of this atudy i& intended to 

present tha inforaetion necessary _0 'n understanding of 

Han YU'a life and thought in the .oat logical and practical 

.anner, given the nature of the source aaterials. A 

chapter on historical background provides the general 

aetting, focuasing on iasues that contribute to an 

undarstanding of Han YU'. life and ti.ea. 

Thi. is followed by five chapt~r. in the general 

for.at of a chronological biography (nien-p'u) of Han YU. 

This fora at peraita ua to aee Han YU's thoughts and actions 

in context. The biography haa been aade fairly co.plete 

because there i8~ at the tiae of writing, no coaplete 

biography of Han YU availablQ in any Weatern language. The 

;ourcee used ere neerly all Chineae. "axiaua use has been 
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Made of Materials dating to Han YU'a own lifetiM.. This 

do ... not guarantee their accuracy, of cour •• , but it doe a 

Minimize the effect& of distortions due to the iMag8 which 

he enJoyed in later ti~e •• 

"ost of the pri~ary source Material. relevant to a 

study of Han YU's life have been incorporated into the 

biographical chapters of Lo Lian-t'ien's Han YU yan-chiu 

(Han yu Studi.s).10 Becauae ao~e of these .aterials are 

otherwise difficult to obtain, and because Lo's is the beat 

biography of Han YU in Chinese, I have frequently cited his 

text evan though the same Material. are also available in 

other sources. When referring to Han YU's own writings, I 

have cited them in the standard Modarn editions edited by "a 

Ch'i-ch'ang (prose) and Ch'ien Chung-lien (poetry>.11 These 

edition~ note textual varianta in the Many editions of Han 

YU's prose and poetry, and include annotation which draws on 

traditional sources frOM the T'ang up to the nineteenth 

century. I have given spacific page references to Han YU'a 

writings in theae editions .0 that the reader who knows 

Chineae May refer to the entire text of a piece rather th~n 

10 Lo Lien-t'ien, Han yu yan-chiu (Taipei: HaUeh-sheng 
ahu-~hU, 1977). Hereafter cited as HYYC. 

11 "a Ch'i-ch'ang, ed., Han Ch'ang-li wen-chi chiao
~ (Han YU's Collected proae Collated and Annotpted) 
(Taipei: Shih-chieh ahu-chU, 1972). Hereafter cited aa 
HCLC. Ch'ien Chung-lien, ad., Han Ch'ang-li .hih hai-nien 
chi-ahih (Hpn YU'. Poe •• Chronologically Arranged and 
Annotated) (Taipei: Shih-chieh ahu-chU, 1977). Hereafter 
cit=d a. HCLS. 
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only the excerpts quoted by Lo. because ao~.tiM.a auch 

excerpts read out of context May produce a aisleading 

i.pres.ion. 

To facilitate crose-reference to other Engliah 

language works on T'ang history. in MY reference. to the 

source aaterials for T'ang history I have tried to use 

standard editions and abbreviations such as thoae cited on 

pages xiv and xv of voluae three of The Cp~bridge History of 

China (cited above). 

I have indicated the sources for iMportant dates 

and evente in Han YU'. life. but I have not thought it 

neceasary to describe in detail every question that h~~ 

been raised by traditional critics over the last thousand 

years. The reader who is inter •• ted in such Mattera i6 

referred to Lo Lien-t'ien and the aources he cites. 

A MaJor oaia&ion in .y biog~aphy of Han YU i& an 

account of hie develop.ent as a writ~r. Ae I hove atated 

above. there are already 5everal studies of this topic in 

Engliah. There is. 06 well. un exteneive .econdary 

literature in both Chin@ae and Japane.e on Han YU as a 

writer. Moat of it of very little use for a atudy of thia 

kind. Rather than say nothing at all about this subJect. I 

have included a au •• ary of Han YU'a literary theory at the 

point in hi. biography when it .ee.s likely that aany of 

hi. literar~ ~iews took shape. My .uM.ary reli •• he~vily 

on ti.e views of Char Ie. Hart.an because his interpr.t~tion 
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of Han YU coincides Most clo.ely with MY own. which I had 

forMed independently before encountering HartMan', work. 

I have added interpretive cOMM.nta whan it Aee.ad 

appropriate to do so. So.e of theae COM.enta are neces 

sarily in the nature of an "educated guess." This is 

unavoidable because the biographical inforMation which 

T'ang writers thought worth recording about an individual 

was often differ.nt froM what a Modern hi.torian would wish 

to know. Moreover, Much of what we know about Han YU COMes 

fro. biographical Materials prepared after his death by his 

friends and followers. Such .aterials naturally aought to 

preaent their aUbJect in a favorable light. Theae becaMe, 

in turn, MaJor source Materials for the biographies of Han 

YU which were included in the two atandard histories of the 

T'ang, the Old T'ang Historv (Chiu T';ng Shu or ai~ply 

T'ang Shu)12 and the Hew T'gng Hiatorv (H.in T'ang Shu). 

While there were certainly honest hi.to~ians in 

T'ang China who tried to write obJective hiatori •• 

(obJective at leaat fro. their point of view), it i. known 

that the official ~iatoriea of the reign periods during 

which Han YU waa politically ac~ive underwent .everal 

revisiona in which controveraial Material. were altered or 

exciaed. Soae of this Material .ay have concerned Han YU 

12 Liu HaU (887-946>, ed., Chiu T'ang Shu, 16 vola. 
(94S; Peking: Chung-hua ahu-chU, 1975). Hereafter cited as 
CTS. 
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either directly or indirectly. We know, for exaaple, that 

ona of the recorda which waa reviaed was the "veritable 

record" (~ih-lu) of the T'ang .aperor Shun-t.ung which had 

be.n prepared by Han YU. Although this record i. proa.ntly 

included a.ong Han YU's collected work., .erious questions 

have been rai •• d as to whether it actually reflects Han 

YU's views in it~ present for=. 

Stories ~hich circulated orally for =o=~ ti~e 

Lefore they were written down .sy have been subJect to 

eabelliaha.nt by atorytellera ae they paasad fro. one 

person to another. Such talaa aay still be essentially 

true, but they ahould be u •• d with .o.e caution. It 61so 

happened on occasion that alaaant. froa one story aight 

enter into another .tory where they originally had no 

place. This aay account for some of the aora fantastic 

.leaents in Han YU's biography, .uch as hi. expelling the 

crocodiles fro. Ch'so-chou in 819. 13 

Kuch of what WQ know about Han YU coaes fro. hi. 

own writings, but here, too, we often fail to find what we 

would l1ke to know. Ideally, we would like to know what 

aotivated hi. to write each text that we exaaine. What 

were the circuastanc •• in which it was written? When 

13 Cf. the di.cu.aion of .iailar que.tiona in relation 
to the biography of Li Ao in chapter three of Tiaothy Hugh 
Barrett, Buddhi ••• Tooia. gnd Cgnfuciani •• in the Thought of 
LJ 60 (Unpublished Ph.D. dis.ertation, Yale Univeraity, 
1978). 
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Meanings are aMbiguous is it by accident. or siaply a 

Matter of literary convention. or is he deliberately being 

obscure because he doesn't dare to speak aore directly? 

Han YU ia Much More daring in hie writing than aany of hie 

conteaporariee. but were there eoae topic. that daunted hiM 

as well? We can only speculate and hope that as More 

epecialized .tudie. of T'ang hiatory becoa. available it 

will be possible to ~ill in at lea6t .oae of the gaps. 

While eoae inforaation on the intellectual cli.ate 

of Han YU'a tiae has been included in the chapter on the 

historical background. further details on this topic have 

baen deferred for incluaio~1 in a separate chapter preceding 

di.cus.ion of tho.e of Han ~U'a writings which relat. to 

hia thought. bQt which cannot be fitted conveniently into 

the bio9~aphical chapters. It is hop@d thet this wil! =eke 

it eaeier for the roader to •• e how Han YU'e thought fit. 

into the general int.llectu3l context of the T'ang. 

With the background provided by the previous 

chapters. we are able to .ee that the texts for which Hen 

YU is be.t known. "An Inquiry into the Way·' end the 

"Keaorial on the Buddha's Bone." are rather extre •• 

exaMples of only one a_pect of hi. thought. We can find a 

nuaber of exaMples in his collected work. that .how hia to 

be More flexible and les_ intolerant than these two texte 

aight lead us to believe. 
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I have not atteapted to include evary one of Han 

YU's prose piece. which relate. to hi. thought, only a 

repre.entative aelection which illuatrate. the points which 

! wish to e.pha.ize. I believe that the .election. which I 

have cho.en are adequate to fairly repre.ent Han YU'. views 

when read in conJunction with the previous chapters. 

If the picture of Han YU that e.erge. fro~ this 

study is 80Mewhat .oro .oderate than we aight have thought, 

it is true, nevertheless, that he ia atill a Confucian and 

.till a co~&ervative. We aay hop., th.refore~ that by 

gaining a deeper understanding of Han YU'. Confuciani •• and 

his conaervative views, we Might also obtain a .ore accu

rate indic~tion of the para.eter. of Confucian conservati •• 

at an early atage of the T'ang-5ung transition. 
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THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

The iaaue. that concerned Han YU and the range of 

choices available to hiM to deal with theM were largely 

deterMined by the historical context in which he ~ound 

hiM.elf. The .peoi~io context wae China under the T'ang 

~yna&ty during the years 768 to 824 (i.e., the yeara of his 

life>. However, ao •• of the i.sues that were iMportant 

during this period were the result of trends and event a that 

had their beginninga in an earlier tiMe. Therefore if one 

wiahe. to under.tand the circuM.tance. of Han Yij'a life it 

1a useful to know SOMething of that earlier tiM •• 

In later generations, M.n looked back to the T'ang 

aa a golden age. At the height of ita power the T'ang 

dynasty was th. greateat eapir. in ASia, perhaps the 

greateat in the world. It doainated it. neighbors 

politically and Militarily, and its power was Matched by it. 

cultural brilliance. The T'ang was the period of China'. 

greateat poet •• and it. capital waa the greatest Metropolis 

in the world. its cO.Mopolitan .plendor reflecting the 

s.lf-confidence of 1ta ruling elite. 

However, the Most glorious period of the T'ang 

dynasty was already paat when Han YU wa. born. In 768 the 

dynasty was atill recovering frOM the effects of a great 
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rebellion that had nearly d.stroyed it. 1 An Lu-shan (703-

757), the original leader ~or who. the rebellion is na.ed. 

had been assassinated in 757, lesa than two years after the 

fighting began in 7~5. Officially, the rebellion had ended 

in 763 with the death of it& la&t leader. 3hih Ch'ao-i. Sy 

this ti.e. however. the position of the court wae eo weak 

that it could not de.and unconditional surrender of the 

rebels who re.ained undefeated. Con.equently. an 

aCCOMModation was reached by whi~h the cOMManders of rebel 

forc.s which were firMly entrenched in local areaa were 

given official appoint.ents by the court and allowed to 

re.ain where they were in return for e foraal pledge of 

loyalty to the throne. The areas under rebel control were 

thus technically re.tored to the e.pire. but in practice 

they re.ained beyond the e.peror's Juriadiction. It was one 

of the pri.ary goal. of the e.perors who ruled China during 

Han YU'a lifeti •• to regain direct control over the.e area6. 

To co.plicate the situation further, the court could 

not be certain of the reliability of ita own troop.. Ti •• 

and again during the rebellion the court had shown its.lf 

1 There is a brief de.cription of this rebellion in The 
Ca.bridge Historv of China. chapter 8, pp. 474-486. "ore 
detailed inforMation .ay be found in E. G. Pulleyblank. The 
Background of tbe Rebellion of An Lu-aban (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1955)~ Robert des Rot~urs, Histoire de 
~} Lo~-cb§n (Paris: Pre.se. Universitaires de France, 
1962)= Howard S. Levy, Biogrophy of An Lu-shan (Berkeley: 
Univ.rsi~y of California Pre.s, 1960). 
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inept at coordinating Military caMpaigns and providing 

aupplie. and rein£orceMent. when and where they were naeded. 

SOMe generala had re.ponded by establishing power baaes o£ 

their own independent o£ central control. Thesa generals 

were not opanly disloyal but they had little confidence in 

the civil bur@sucracy of the central gov~rnM.nt and they 

Might resiat with .ilitary force if their authority were 

threatened. It was po •• ible for the court to appoint 

officials to and collect taxes fro. the.e areas, but only 

with the cooperation of the generals (who usually bore the 

title of Military governor, chieh-tu ahih>. Several ti~es 

during Han YU'. lifetiMe the court atte.pted to bring th~6e 

areas back under its direct control. Eaparor Te-tsung (r. 

779-805> nearly lost his throne in such an atteMpt that 

failed in the early 780's. Hsien-tsung (r. 805-820> was 

More successful, but only after a prolonged period of 

Military conflict. 2 A MaJor political conaequance of the 

rabellion of An Lu-shan was thus a reversal of the trend 

toward centralizetion that nad characterized ~ne reign of 

2 On the reign of Haien-tsung, ••• The Caabridge 
History of China, pp. ~22-~38 and 611-635; and Charles A. 
Peterson, "'The Re.toration Coaplated: Eaperor HSien-t.ung 
and the Province.,"' in Arthur F. Wright and Oeni. Twitch~tt, 
eds., Perspectives on the T'ang (New Haven: Yale Univero~ty 
Pres., 1973), pp. 151-191. 
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Hatian-taung (r. 713-756).3 A new ad~iniatrative layer was 

added to the central government a. the empire wa& divided 

into provinces <literally "circuits". tao) under .ilitary 

governors or civil governors (kuan-ch'a .hih. translat~d by 

Hucker as ··surveillance commissioner"). These provinces 

were not full-fledged administrative units like the 

provinces of the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties. Basic local 

administration reMained in the hands of prefects (tz'u-shih) 

and magistrates (hsien-ling> as before. although the 

governor aight also hold the concurrent rank of prefect of 

the principal prefecture of a province. 

The lead~ng officials of districts (hsien) ~nd 

prefectures (chou) were nor.ally appointed by the central 

government except in those areas where a ~ilitary governor 

exercised an effective veto power over such appointments. 

It should be noted. howGvar. that not all Military governors 

were independent-ainded generals. The title could also be 

granted to high-ranking civilian officials. The custom 

developed. for exaMple. of giving such appointments to 

outgoing chief Ministers. Although all ~ilitary governors 

had a large body of trained soldiers under their co~mand 

(civil governors did not>. there was an important difference 

aMong theIR in the nature of the relationship between the 

3 Cf. Pulleyblank. Background. ch. 4. Negative 
rea~tion to thia policy of centralization May have been a 
contributing factor in building support for An Lu-shan. 
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governor and his troops. The ar.ies of the .ost powerful 

ailitary governors were bound to thea by tie~ of personal 

loyalty. whereas governors who owed their positions solely 

to appointaent by the throne were often strangers to the aen 

they co •• anded. 

It was still possible. of course. for an imperial 

appointee to win the respect of his troops. and it was 

equally possible for a veteran general to alienate the~. In 

either case~ the question of loyalty depended as Much on the 

personal qualities of the COMMander as on recognition of his 

righ~ to co •• and by virtue of his rank in the civil or 

ailitary bureaucracy. The iaportance of personality is 

reflected in the frequency of local rsbe!!ions provoked by 

disputes over who would be the successor to a popular 

general. Han YU barely escaped being caught up in such a 

rebellion after the death of Tung Chin in 799. 

The reverse side of this emphasis on personality is 

the weakness of bureaucratic authority revealed by the 

knowledge that such authority was not universally recognized 

throughout the T'ang e~pire. If local troops could ignore 

iMperial decrees and reJect imperial appointees and get away 

with it. the very concept of a unified Chinese e~pire was in 

Jeopardy. Possible alternatives included the breakup of the 

.apire into a nUMber of coapeting kingdoaa, a8 happened 

during the period of disunity froa 304 to 518, or a 
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redefinition of the concepi of eMpire to allow for greater 

local autonoMY, perhaps even a confederation of 

semi-independent provinces Joined together in voluntary 

cQopuration. 

The last alternative, which &oundG reasonable enough 

in a aodern context, was 80 outlandish in Han VU's time that 

it was never considered. The T'ang eMpire finally did fall 

apart, but not until 907, long after Han YU's death. How 

did the empire survive for ao long, despite the centrifugal 

forces that threatened to dis_eaber it? Part of the reason 

aust be that none of the threatening forces was strong 

enough by itaelf to overthrow the eapire, and they did not 

trust one another enough to forM a lasting alliance. Beyond 

this, however, the T'ang govern.ent was able to adopt a 

variety of different tactics to deal with 8 changing 

situation without ever abandoning the ideal of a centralized 

bureaucratic eapire. 

In the period iaaediately following the rebellion, 

the chief concern of the T'ang court was to ensure its own 

continued survival--by whatever aeana necessary. This 

aeant, on the ona hand, that Tai-tsung (r. 762-779) and his 

representatives had to be very cautious not to antagonize 

the .en who controlled powerful ailitary forces, even though 

they were technically his subordinates, lest the country 

again be plunged into civil war. Perhaps Tal-tsung lacked 
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the personal qualities of a strong le~der anyway, but under 

the circuastances his options were severely li.ited. 

On the other hand, the vary fact that convantional 

adMinistrative procedurQ& could not be fully i.ple.ented 

presented new opportunities to those who could find 

alternate ways of solving govern~ental proble_s. With its 

survival at stake, the court wae willing to consider 

alternatives that would have been unacceptable under le6s 

urgent conditions. 

A good axa_ple ~~ ~ eerioue proble. that was solved 

through the use of unorthodox aethods <and one which 

indirectly affected Han YU> is the rebuilding of the 

i.perial financial syste •• 4 Already in need of renovation 

before the rebellion began, by the tiMe it was over the 

financial .yste. wae in near total disarray. The court 

desperately needed r~vanue to pay the salaries of officials 

and of those troops who reaained loyal, aa well as to repair 

the physical daaage caused by the long years of warfare. 

Under noraal circuastances this revenue would have 

cOMe fro. regular taxes iaposed uniforMly throughout the 

e.pire in the fora of grain, cloth, labor service, and local 

4 The basic aource& on the T'ang financial ayst •• are 
D. C. Twitchett, Financial Adainiatration under the T'anq 
Dynaaty, 2nd ed. <Caabridge: CaMbridge Univeraity Press, 
1970): and ChU Ch'ing-yUan, T'ang-tai ta'ai-chang ahih 
(Hiatory of T'anq Financial AdMinistration) (19~3; Taipei: 
Shih-huo ch'u-pan ahe, 1978). 
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products. Thes. taxes would have been collected by local 

o~ficial. baaed on recorda of households which had 

theoretically been granted equal allotMents of land in 

proportion to the size and aakeup of each faaily (the "equal 

field" systea). However, the local cenaus records which 

provided the basis for the periodic redistribution of land 

were badly out of date and throughout auch, if not all, of 

the eapire no redistribution of land had taken place for 

aany years despite the fact that the rebellion had 

occasioned Massive .oveaents of population. 

If conditions had returned to what they were before 

the rebellion, the taak of rebuilding the financial systeM 

along ita foraer lines would have been difficult and tiae 

consuMing, but not insurMountable. However, the situation 

was cOMplicated by the court's inability to enforce its 

ordera in all part. ox the eapire. Militury co~eendera who 

had taken over the apparatus for the collection of local 

revenues to p~ovide for their own support were extreaely 

reluctant to return control over those revenues to the 

centre 1 govern.ent. The.e areas, which included auch of 

north China, therefore reaained beyond the reach of the 

throne'a tax collectors, and aade it necessary for the court 

to aeek out alternate source. of revenue. 

This urgent need for revenue created an opportunity 

for aen who had exceptional talent in the field of finance. 
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Two such .en appeared. and between thea devia.d the aeans to 

keep the eapire aolvent until the tiae when the court once 

again felt atrong enough and confident enough to atte.pt to 

reassert its authority over the provinces which had 

previously resiated it. 

Ti-wu Ch'i (710-780)5 and Liu Yen (718-780)6 both 

rose to the highest level. of the T'ang gov~~fi~~fit due to 

their ability to find solutions to the court'a financial 

problea.. Their aoat iaportant ref ora was the developaent 

of a governaent ~onopoly on the production of salt, which 

becaae a MaJor source of revenue in the period i •• ediately 

following the rebellion. 

Although the concept of a governaent aonopoly on 

aalt was not new. the circuMstances of its re-introduction 

in the T'ang dyna.ty gave it unprecedented iaportance. 

Since nearly all the .aJor salt-producing areas were in 

territory which the governaent still controlled, a salt tax 

could provide accesa to revenue froa other areas whQrQ 

direct taxation was not possible. Froa a aodest beginning 

when it was firat proposed to Su-tsung (r. 756-762) by Ti-wu 

Ch'i in 758. the revenue froa the aalt aonopoly increased to 

5 Biographies in CT5 123. pp. 3511-3516: HT5 149. pp. 
4801-4802. 

6 Biographie. in CT5 123. pp. 3511-3516: HT5 149. pp. 
4793-4800: ChU Ch'ing-yUan. Liu Ven p'ing-chuan <A CriticAi 
Biography of Liu yen) (1937= Taipei: 5hang-wu yin-ahu kuan. 
1970). 



the point that by 780 it was the source of Mor~ than half of 

the governMent's caah incoM •• 7 

The succ.as of tho salt aonopoly waa due in large 

part to the adMinistrative genius of Liu Ven. who aaseMbled 

and trained a large staff to carry out ita operations fro~ 

hie baae at Vang-chou where the Grand Canal Joined the 

Vangtze. In addition to his responsibility for the salt 

aonopoly in southern China. 8 Liu Ven was concurrently 

transportation cOM.iasioner (chuan-yUn .hih) in which 

capacity he re-opened the Grand Canal and built a fleet of 

ship: which carried not only salt. but also t(IX grain and 

cloth and local tribute iteMa frOM the Vangtze valle:, to the 

capital at Ch'ang-an. Due to his efforta the financial 

strain on the court W8S greatly reduced, and consequently he 

wielded great power. 

Even though Liu Ven conaiatently e.ployed hia power 

in the court's behalf. the potential danger should he ever 

beCOMe disaffected was so great that it could not help but 

cause uneasine.s a.ong those who wiahAd to restore the 

authority of the central govern.ent over the whole country. 

When the first serious atteMpt at reforM waa Made late in 

Tai-tsung's reign. Liu Van was on the side of the refor.ers. 

7 Twitchett. financial AdMinistration. pp. 52. 276. 

8 North China, which was l.s~ iMportan~ in this regard, 
wa~ under the authority of the DepartMent of Public Ravenue 
(~~. in Twitchett'a tranalation). 
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but the alliance could not be a secure one as long as Liu 

syabolized adainistrative valuee directly oppo.ed to those 

o£ the established bureaucracy. His headquarters £ar £roa 

the capital with a sta££ .elected by hi.sel£ repr~a.nted the 

sort of centri£ugal tendency that the bureaucracy wiahed to 

revers.~ and hie eaphasia on technical expertiae in the 

.~l.~ti~n of personnel differed sharply froa the 

bureaucracy's pre£erance £or cultivated gentleaen fro. good 

In Gll probability Liu Yen's departures £roM 

standard bureaucratic practice were aotivated by a desire 

for greater effioienoy in the enterprises under his co •• and. 

and not by any intention to alter bureaucratic standards. A 

si.ilarly practical aotivation .ay wall lie behind his 

partiCipation in a plot to overthrow YUan Taai (d. 777>, the 

chief .inister who had doainated the court during aost of 

Tai-taung'a reign. 9 YUan was deposed in 771 and executed 

along with hia entire £aMily, while those who ware 

identified aa ••• bars of his faction were de.oted and 

exiled. This treat.ent of his follo~er& was aore or lea& 

standard political procadure at the ti.e. but it had the 

defect of punishing the innocent along with the guilty. 

9 Biographie. in CT5 118. pp. 3409-3416: HT3 145. pp. 
4711-4715. See also The CaabFidge Historv o£ China, pp. 
~76-578. 
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YUan Tsai wa. corrupt, but he was not incoMpetent. 

He knew how to recognize Men of ability and was willing to 

.Mploy theM a. long aa it waG not to hiG disadvantage to do 

50. He had, for exaMple, lent his support to the financial 

innovation. of Ti-wu Ch'i and Liu Yen. There waG at the 

saMe tiMe a sizeable pool of young Men frOM respectable 

backgrounds who had talent and aMbition, but who lacked the 

personal connections which were all but indispensable for 

entry into and advanceMent within the bureaucracy. Such Men 

Might accept patronage wherever they could find it, for 

otherwise they Might never have the opportunity to 

deMonstrate their abilities and realize their aMbitions. 

Therefore, the fact that a Man acce~ted a position in YUan 

Tsai's ad~inistration did not necessarily ~ean that he 

supported YUan's corrupt activities. After all, YUan had 

been in power since 764 and had already ~ade arrange.ents to 

provide his own succe.sor upon his retire~ent, ao who could 

be sure that hi. faction would not reMain in power for Many 

yeara to COMe? 

This May help to explain how it was that Han YU'. 

older brother, Han Hui(736-780), ca.e to be a part of YUan 

Tsai's adMinistration. Han Hui's office was not high and he 

was not p.raonally 6ccuaed of any corrupt activitie., but he 

was di.Mi.sed froa hi. poat and subsequently exiled to the 

Malarial aouth where he died in 780, Just aa other forMer 
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.a.bar. of YUan Taai's faction were returning to power under 

a new a.parore 

31 

Ta-taung aasu.ed the throne in 779 detar.ined to 

r.ator. the court to the poaition it had 8nJoyed under 

HaUan-taung bafora tha r.bellion. At 37 he was old enough 

to r •••• b.r the glories of HsUan-tsung'a reign and 

experienced anough to have a .ind of his own 80 that he 

would not per~it any chief .inist.r to dominate hi. as YUan 

Taai had do.in~ted Tai-tsung. Yet, he was atill politically 

naive in .o.e r.~pects. He badly undereati~ated the 

atrength of the l' •• istance that would be provoked by hia 

att==pta at reaa~erting the authority of the throne. 

Moreover, he lacked the patience and the diplo.atic skill to 

.anipulate hi. opponents so that their atrength could be 

divided and they could be dealt with one at a tiae as the 

opportunity pr •• ent.d ita.lf. 

Te-tsung found support for his a.bitions aMong thoee 

officials whoae fortunes depended on the success of the 

central govern.ent. These officials were as anxious as the 

a.peror to bring the breakaway territories back undar direct 

govern.ent control, but thay did not all ahare the eaperor's 

f.elings about how power should be diatributed between the 

throne and the civil bureaucracy. It is true that this 

&ltuation axiated to 60.a axt.nt under all dynaaties, but it 

was particularly aignificant for tha T'ang bacause the 



eaperor was weaker and the highest officIals were stronger 

than under later dynaaties. There were aany aen in the 

T'ang governaent who caMe frOM elite backgrounds and whoae 

social 5tatu5 did not depend solely on their poaition in the 

iaperial bureaucracy. Such Men were la5s easily awed by the 

iMperial presence than their colleagues of huabler origin 

and they were readier to argue with the ruler over policies 

and Methods of adainistration. None of theM individually 

had enough power to threaten the eMperor directly, but 

together they foraed a group that he could not afford to 

alianate. 10 

Yang Yen (727-781), the chief Minister who directed 

the first stage of Te-tsung'a att.Mpt to restore central 

authority, did not COMe froa the highest level of the elite; 

but h~ ~aa appointed on the recoMaendation of Ts'ui Yu-fu 

(721-780), who did coae froa the highest level of the 

olite. ll Yang Yen had been YUan Tsai's designated 

succes50r, 50 his appointaent .ignalled the return to power 

of aany of thoae who had been reaoved frOM office when YUan 

wa. deposed. 

10 Cf. David Johnson, The "edieval Chinea. Oligarchy 
(Boulder, Colo.: We.tview, 1977), ch. 7. 

11 Yang Yen'. biographies are in CTS 118, pp. 3409-
3416: and HTS 145, pp. 4711-4713. On Ts'ui Vu-fu, see 
Patricia Buckley Ebrey. The Aristocratic Faailie. of Early 
Iaperial China (Ca.bridge~ Ca.bridge University Pre.s,1978), 
pp. 186-187. 
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The Most iMportant reforM of the new adMinistration 

waa a MaJor reatructuring of the financial .yat.M. Upon 

Yang Yen'. recoM.endation, a nUMber of existing taxes were 

consolidated into a aiMplified tax aaaeaa.ent payable in two 

the two-tax syate. (liang-.hui £a) r.preaented .ore than 

Just a siaplification of the tax .y.teM, however. It 

constituted tacit recognition of change. that had taken 

place aince the beginning of the dynaaty. By basing tax 

a ••••••• nt. on land and per~onal property rather than on the 

nuab.r of adult .alea, the court effectively acknowledged 

that land was new being bought and sold and that it wa. no 

longer equally distributed aMong the people (if indeed it 

ever had been). The current political situation waa 

recognized in the fact that the tax quotas for each provinca 

were not ba.ed only on property as.eaa.ent. b~t were 

d.terMined by negotiations between the Military governors 

and .pecial cOMMia.ionera .ent out by the court. Only a 

part o£ the taxes collect:d under the new systeM were 

actually .ent on to the capital. Another part waa to b. 

retained at the local level to cover the expensea of local 

ad~inistration.12 

12 Twitchett, financial Adainiatration, pp. 39-43, 157-
164; T'co Hai-aheng and ChU Ch'ing-yUan, T'anq-tai ching-chi 
~ (An EconoMic Hittory of the T'ang) (1~36; Taipei: 
Shang-wu yin-shu kuan, 1972), pp. 1~2-162. 
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In this way the central governaant regained at least 

so~a degree of control over revenue& which had been 105t to 

it, while those provinces which were effectively autonomous 

retained most of their autonoay. The initial returns froa 

the new syste~ were quite encouraging, for in the first year 

it brought in aore revenue than all sources coabined in 779, 

including the salt ~onopoly. This was important because 

control over its finances was essential if the court hoped 

to build up its strength sufficiently to regain full 

political control over the eapire. Since the power of the 

independent military governors was based on the strength of 

their ar_ies, the court had to be prepared to field strong 

armies of its own against them, and armies had to be fed and 

paid in order to ensure their continued loyalty. 

But the restoration of his power thet Te-tsung hoped 

for was not to be. Political infighting aaong his officials 

and his own overconfidence both contributed to the failure 

of his attempt to reassert his authority. 

It was one of the goals of the reform to make the 

court less dependent on revenues froa the salt monopoly. It 

succeeded in attaining this goal, but Liu Ven still wielded 

aore power than the court wished any official to hold. At 

the same time, Vang Van felt honor bound to avenge his 

former patron, VUan Teai, and he held liu Ven responsible 

for VUan'. death. Consequently, in 780 Liu Ven was first 
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stripped of his co.~iesionerships, and later executed on 

charges of plotting against the throne. Vang Ven has been 

bla~ed for arranging Liu Ven's death as a aatter of revenge, 

but even if thie were true (and it i. not certain that it 

is), it is hardly conceivable that he could have done so if 

it were contrary to the e~peror'a wishes. It is likely that 

Te-tsung felt that the potential threat from Liu's power 

outweighed the value of his financial expertise and that he 

was relieved to be rid of hiM.13 Aside fro~ his involveMent 

in this affair, it appears that Vang Ven was a capable chief 

Minister, but he was Just as proud and stubborn as the 

e.peror and Te-tsung found his arrogant attitude 

irritating. 14 "oreover, he was potentially ~ powerful 

faction leader with followers of his own as well as what was 

left of VUan Taai'a faction. The policies he advocated 

suggest that he may have represented the intereata of the 

civil bureaucracy More than those of the .aperor. 15 

13 Another possible reason for Te-tsung to feel 
hostility toward Liu Ven is contained in a story related by 
Sau-Ma Kuang (1019-1086) in which Liu waa aaid to have been 
involved in an unsuccessful atteapt to roplace the future 
Te-tsung's aother as eapress and set up the son of the new 
eMpress as heir apparent. This .tory cannot be confir.ed, 
however. See Tzu-chih t'ung-chien (Universal "irror for Aid 
in GovernMent; hereafter cited as TCTC) (1084; Peking: 
Chung-hua ahu-chU, 1976) 226, p. 7276. 

14 An exaMple of the friction between theM ia contained 
in the biography of Li Pi (722-789> in HTS 139, p. 4637. 

15 E.g., reducing the financial power of the eunuchs, 
who eoa.tiae. acted a. personal agenta of the .Mperor. 
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Te-tsung felt aore cOMfortable with Lu Ch'i <dates 

unknown). the rough Mannered descendant of on. of the aoat 

e~inent lineages of the T'ang. who was appointed chief 

Minister in 781. 16 Unlike Yang Yen. Lu Ch'i was willing to 

tell the eaperor what he wanted to hear. Not surprisingly. 

Lu Ch'i and Yang Yen did not get along. and before the year 

wos over Yang Yen had been reaoved fro. office on charges of 

secretly harboring iMperial pretensions. He was sentenced 

to distant exile and then. after he was safely out of the 

capital and on his way. a eunuch was sent after hi. with 

orders for hi. to co •• it suicide. 

Two powerful civiii~n officials who Might have 

interfered with Te-taung's pursuit of his own policies were 

thus eli~inated at the beginning of his reign. There is no 

proof that the •• peror personally engineered the deaths of 

either Liu Yen or Yang Yen, but he did nothing to save 

either one when it waa clearly in his power to do &0. Te-

tsung did not like atrong chief Miniatera, especially if 

they had large nuabers of political supporters. 

In order to aake hiM.elf Ie •• dependent on his high 

officials for political advice, Te-tsung relied incraaningly 

on the acholera of the Han-lin Aced •• y, whose role had 

changed fro. that of Mera acadeMic specialists in 

16 Biographie. in CTS 135, pp. 3713-3718; HTS 223B. pp. 
6351-6354 <in the section devoted to "evil _inisters"). He 
belonged to the Lu lineage of Fan-yang. 
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HsUan-t.ung'a reign to personal advis.ra of the .Mp.ror 

under Tai-taung. 17 He 800n found hiMself in n •• d of good 

advice, for a new rebellion began in 781 which alMost cost 

hiM hia throne. 

The iM •• diate atiMulus for the rebellion was Te-

tsung'a refusal to aanction the herdditary succession to the 

governorship of Ch'eng-te province (in present Hopei 

province). Ch'eng-te was Joined in rebellion by other 

provinces that also had a stake in Maintaining the status 

guo. Despite initial victories by ar~iea of the central 

governM.nt, the tide of battle 800n turned against Te-taung 

as soae of his own best generals Joined the rebellion after 

the eMperor failed to reward theM adequately for their 

successes. The high point of the rebel advance took place 

in 783 when rebel troops occupied the capital and Te-taung 

waa forced to flee to the west to .scape theM. IMperial 

forces recaptured the city the next year and the eMperor was 

able to return, but his arMies were unuble to defeat the 

rebels on their hOMe ground. This rebellion, like the 

rebellion of An Lu-ehan, concluaed with no COMplete victory 

for either aide. Te-teung kept his throne, but the 

provinces that atarted the rebellion kept their autonoMY as 

well. 

17 On the Han-lin AcadeMY in this period. aee The 
CaMbridge History of China, pp. 595-596. 
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The rebellion ended in 786, the aaae year that the 

young Han VU arrived in Ch'ang-an hoping to begin a corser 

in governaent service. By this tiMe Te-tsung was thoroughly 

disillusioned. He did not trust hls officials and so caMe 

to rely More and More on personal advi~ors such a~ the 

Han-lin scholars and eunuchs whoae status depended solely on 

their service to the eaperor. Eunuch power increas.d 

greatly during Te-tsung's reign aa thGy were given parManent 

co •• and of the Shen-ts'e ArMY which included the palace 

araiea .tationed at the capital. Excessive eunuch influence 

in government affairs had been one of the targets of Vang 

Van'a reforMS, but now the foundation was laid for a 

aiynificant expansion of that influence. Te-taung was able 

to control his eunucha and use theM for hi. own purposes, 

but 1n later reigna the eunuchs bsca=e a political force to 

be reckoned with. 

Much of the financial benefit froa Vang Ven's 

reforMS was lost as a result of the rebellion, &0 the court 

had to rely once again on incoMe frOM the aalt aonopoly. 

Once the rebellion was ever, the governaant was again faced 

with the problea of provinca. which r.fu •• d to .ubait their 

quota of tax revenues. However, a process of deflation 

aince the tiae when quota. were a ••••• ad for the two-tax 

Gyat.. aeant that taxea which wera aaaes •• d in teras of cash 

but paid in kind (a. aoat taxea wer.) brou5ht in aore 
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revenue for the state. Detailed criticis~ of the abuses 

which had crept into the tax syste. were included in a 

Memorial subMitted in 794 by tho chief .inister Lu Chih 

(754-80~>, a forM9r Han-lin acadeMician who had been one of 

the eMperor's closest advisors during the rebellion. 

NeverthelQ&s, no MaJor r.for~ was undertaken until 809 under 

Te-tsung's grandson. the eMperor Hsien-tsung. For the 

re~aind.r of his reign Te-tsung concentrated on protecting 

his position and accu~ulating financial resources (which 

were later put to good use by HSien-t&ung>.18 

SOMe progress had been Made in strengthening the 

financial foundations of the court (at the expense of 

increased hardships for the taxpayers>, but the country 

remained divided. The effectiveness of the central 

ad~inistration continued to be li~ited by factional disputes 

between groups of officials who often se.~ad to be More 

inter •• ted in advancing their own interests and blocking 

their politic6l opponents than in solving the proble~s of 

the .~pire. The frequent conflicts of interest betwoen the 

.Mperor and his officials contrast sharply with the 

legendary and highly idealized relationship that was 

18 Denia Twitchett. "Lu Chih (754-805>: I~perial 
Adviser and Court Official." 1n Arthur F. Wright and Denia 
Twitchett. eda •• Confucign Personalities (Stanford. Stanford 
UniverSity Pre.s, 1962), pp. 116-118; Peterson, "Re.toration 
COMpleted," pp. 179-181. 
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believed to have exiated at the beginning of the dynaaty 

between the e.peror T'ai-taung (r. 626-649) and hia 

aini&tero. 19 

If diaunity at the higheat lev'la of govern.ent 

contributed ~o the political instability of the PO&t-

rebellion period. why did it exiat? We. there a general 

deterioration of aoral values aMong the governing clasa that 

preventsd thea froM aetting aaide their peraonal interesta 

in order to pur.ue a COM.on goal that would benefit 

everyone? Had aoae change occurred in T'ang aociety that 

cOMpelled thoae with political aabitions to behave in a .ore 

cOMpetitive aanner? 

On the curface little had changed since the 

beginning of the dynasty. The highest poata in the 

govern.ent continued to be held by .e.bera of elite faailiee 

that had providGd such officials for generationa, often with 

hi.tories going back hundred. of years. There were aoae 

high officials froM non-elite backgrounds •• uch a6 Chang 

Chiu-ling (678?-740) who aerved aa chief .inister under 

19 The claaaic state.ent of this ideal relationship is 
Wu Ching (670-747). Chan-kuan cheng-yao (Esa.ntials of 
~overn.ent in the Ch.n-kuan Period (927-649» (705; 
Shanghai: Ku-chieh ch'u-pan ahe. 1978). For a aore aodern 
interpretation. s •• Howard J. Wechsler. "Arror to the Son of 
Heaven: Wei Cheng at the Court of T'ang T'ai-teung (New 
Haven: Yala Univeraity Pr •••• 1974). ch. 4. 



HsUan-tsung froM 734 to 737, but in general the aaae class 

provided the higheet officials throughout the dynaaty.20 

However r Just becauae aoat officiala caae froa the 

aaae social class does not aean that they always agreed with 

one another. Recent atudies by Howard Wechsler have shown 

that even the relationship between T'ang T'ai-taung and his 

Miniatera was not as perfect ss tradition Made it out to 

be. 21 Ch'en Yin-k'o, in a pioneering study which was first 

published in 194~, pointed to a conflict of intereats 

between old elite faailies of the northeast and the aore 

r@cently arisen elite of the northwest (which included the 

T'ang iaperial faaily>. According to Professor Ch'en the 

northwestern elite, which had its base in the Kuan-chung 

area where the capital was located, dOMinated the early 

years of the dynaaty, but when Eapress Wu usurped the throne 

in 691 she wiahed to weaken the political influence of the 

old elite which had supported the T'ang, and favored instead 

new aen froM the aouth and seat who were largely recruited 

through the us~ of civil service exaainationa. 22 

20 Johnson, nedieval Oligarchy, pp. 121-152. 

21 wechaler, ~tr.ror to the Son of Heaven, pp. 135-154, 
193-196: The Caabridge History of Chino, ch. 4. 

22 Ch'en Yin-k'o, T'ong-toi ch.ng-chih ahih ahu-lun kao 
(A Tentotive Diaeu •• ion of T'an9 Politicol Hiatory) (1944: 
Hong Kong: Chung-huo ahu-chU, 1976), pp. 1-49. 
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More recent research by other .cholera haa caused 

this interpretation to be aodi£ied aoaewhat. Howard 

Wechsler haa exa.ined aix caaes during the reign o£ T'a1-

taung in which groupa o£ o££iciala diaagreed over iaportant 

political iaauea. and has £ound no evidence o£ co.aon 

background £actora linking the aeaber. o£ the £actions thus 

£oraed. 23 David Johnaon'e atudy o£ the T'ang ruling elite 

(which he refera to aa an oligarchy> led hi. to conclude 

that the reign of EMpreas Wu did not lead to the ria. o£ a 

new claas of officials choaen via the e~a.ination syatea. 24 

This doea not aean that theae factora were never 

iaportant in the foraation of political £actions. but that 

other £actora were often aore iaportant. Officials froa the 

aaae area aight find theMaelves on opposite sides of a 

particular iasue while aen fro. different status groupa 

within the elite foraed alliances that ignored their 

different aocial backgrounds. To illustrate this. we aight 

note that Ta'ui Vu-fu. who recoaaended Vang Ven aa chief 

ainister. and Lu Ch'i. who helped bring about Yang's 

dis.iasal and death. were both descended froa the aoat 

eainent northeaatern lineages (the T.'ui lineage o£ Po-ling 

and the Lu lineage of Fan-yang>. We aight £urther note that 

23 Howard J. Wechaler. "Factional!.a in Early T'ang 
Govern.ent." in Wright and Twitchett. Per.pectiv.s on the 
T'eng. pp. 87-120. 

24 Johnaon. Medieval Oligarchy, p. 139. 
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despite his distinguished lineage Ts'ui Yu-fu had taken the 

civil service exaMination and earned the chin-shih degree. 

while Yang Yen held no degree (his father was a chin-shih, 

but declined an offer of official appointaent froa Hailan

tsung>. 

The truth i. that changea had taken place since 

the beginning of the dynasty that did affect the status of 

the elite. They h5d originally risen to a position of 

dominance in Chinese society through a co~bination of 

factors that included land ownerahip, ailitary power, office 

holding. education. and alliances with other powerful 

faMiliea. Their rise began during the latter half of the Han 

dynasty <206 B.C.-220 A.D.>. and their position W5S 

consolidated during the period of disunion which followed 

the fall of the Han. A relatively saall nuaber of elite 

lineages was able to control large areas of land which were 

farMed by their relatives and by peasant farmers who looked 

to their elite patrons for protection against bandits and 

tax collectors. "any of the short-lived dynastie. that 

ruled north China during the period of disunion were founded 

by non-Chinese peoples who obtained the throne through 

ailitary conquest. Since a large Chinese lineage with all 

its relatives and clients of various sorts could Mobilize a 

substantial ailitary force of ita own. the foreign rulers 

oft~n found it More practical to collaborate with such 
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lineages than to fight them. Under an adMinistrative systeM 

that had it. origins in the last year& o~ the Han dynasty, 

the great faMilies were able to obtain a aonopoly on 

political office. in the provinces. Society waa divided 

into a nUMber of atatua group. which beca.e hereditary, and 

accea. to office was liMited to those who belonged to the 

appropriate status group. Elite lineage. aought to preserve 

their status by interMarrying only with each other, 

providing their sons with a good education, Maintaining 

genealogie8 to identify their MeMbers, and placing a8 Many 

lineage Me.bers as possible in governMant offices. 2S 

South China was siailarly doainated by elite 

lineages. Changes of dynasty typically took place via 

palace coups that did not affect the structure of society. 

Many of these elite lineages of both north and south still 

existed at the beginning of the T'ang, and they retained 

their superior status. This presented soa$thing of a 

problea for the founders of the T'ang dynasty, since the 

traditional status of some of these lineages was higher than 

that of the T'ang imperial faaily. It was in the interest 

of the T'ang founder a to reduce the influence of the elite 

lineages, but it had to be done in such a way as to avoid 

provoking them into starting another civil war. SOMe of the 

25 Cf. Johnson, Medieval Oligarchy and Ebrey, 
Aristocratic FqMilies, pessi •. 
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Methods they adopted to accoMplish this goal had been tried 

on a aMaller acale under earlier dynastiea. One auch method 

struck at the econo~ic foundation on which Much of the power 

of the elite rested. The govern.ent essu~ed control over 

the distribution of farm land, which could no longer be 

freely bought and sold. Land was given to farM families 

under a formula which was intended to provide each adult 

aale with an equal portion of arable land. Lesser portions 

were granted for the support of women, minors, and those not 

able to care for the.selves. Except for small plots granted 

in perpetuity (for houses and Mulberry trees>, this land was 

subJect to redistribution as individuals diad or moved into 

different catagories. 
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The Equal Field (chun-t'ien) system probably did not 

teke land away from the ~lite lineages, but it did Make it 

~ore difficult for them to expand their land holdings as 

th3y needed to do to provide a constant quality of life for 

an increa3ing number of descendants. Moreover, peasants who 

could expect to receive free land from the govern.ent at 

reasonable tax rates had little incentive to become tenants 

of the elite or to com. end their land to them to escape 

taxation unless the elite offered very good terMS which 

would, of course, limit their own profits. It is uncertain 

whether the Equal Field system was ever fully i.plemented 

throughout China, but documents from Tunhuang have shown 



that it was at least partially iMplemented as far Gway as 

the western outskirts of the eMpire as late as 769. 26 Even 

if it was only partially iapleMented, however, it seeMS 

likely that it released a substantial number of peasants 

from economic dependence on the elite and correspondingly 

limited the maJor source of the elite's economic power. 27 

The ailitary power of the elite was similarly 

diluted by the establishment of a garrieon militia (fu-ping) 

systeM that created more than 600 sMall (from 800 to 1200 

men) military units of soldier-farmers that trained in the 

agricultural off-season and served in rotation in the 

capital guards. These units were under the direct control 

of the central government and, along with the dynasty's 

regular armies, provided sufficient military forces to keep 

the peace 80 that there was little excuse for the local 

elite to maintain a fighting force of their own. It is true 

that Many of the officers of the militia came from elite 

families, but they served as agents of the central 

government under th~ supervision of central authorities, not 

26 Ikeda On, "T'ang Household Registers and Related 
DOCUMents,"' in Wright and Twitchett, Perspectives on the 
T'ang, pp. 121-150. 

27 On the general characteristics of the "'equal field" 
.ystem, see Twitchett, Financial Administratio~, pp. 1-8; 
Wsn Kuc-~ing, "'The System of Equal Land Allotmente in 
Medieval Timea," in E-tu Zen Sun and John De Francis, eds., 
Chinese Social History: Tranalations of Selected Studies 
(Washington: American Council of Learned Societiea, 1956), 
pp. 157-184. 
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aa independent leadera of banda of their peraonal 

followers. 28 

The political power of the elite was also reduced by 

the lose of their hereditary right to hold certain offices. 

They could atill become officials, but in order to do so 

they had to compete on a national level, and if they did 

then win appointaent to a post ~~ the prefectural or county 

level they could not expect to be assigned to the sa~e area 

where their faailies had their econo~ic base. Those who 

aspired to high posts in the central government found that 

in order to co.pete effectively they had to live in the 

capital. This usually required the~ to separate theMselves 

fro~ their ancestral home and fro. the agricultural lands 

that provided them with economic security. If a fa~ily 

reMained separated frOM its original base for several 

generations, its links to that base were likely to become 

weaker while new connections bound it More closely to its 

new environ.ent. 

This process could lead to the fragMentation of a 

large lineage into a number of smaller sub-lineages that 

acted independently of one another even though they were 

identified by others in teras of their membership in the 

original lineage. There are no 6tatiatics to show how this 

28 s •• The CaMbridge History of China, pp. 97-102; 
Pulleyblank, Background, pp. 61-62 and the sources referred 
to on p. 140. 
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process affected the elite as a whole, but an instructive 

exa~ple is provided by Patricia Buckley Ebrey'e study of the 

Ts'ui faaily of Po-ling, one of tho ~O&t eminent of the 

northeastern lineages. 

Already by the early T'ang Men who were descended 

from the original Ts'ui lineage could be quite distantly 

related to one another (sixth cousins). Their ancestral 

hOMe was in An-p'ing county in what is now Hopei province, 

but during the T'ang Many of thea .oved to other areas, 

especially the secondary T'ang capital of Lo-yang. Those 

who .oved apparently did not retain any close connection 

with their kinSMen in their ancestral home. Moreover, even 

though there were Many Ts'uis living in Lo-yang, they did 

not Join together for cereaonies or ancestor worship and 

they did not Maintain a CO.Mon ce.etery. The largest active 

kinship unit they forMed corresponded to the traditional 

Mourning group consisting of persona related to one another 

within five generations in the aale line. MeMbers of such 

groups were required by tradition to participate in one 

another's funerals, and in at least aOMe cases they did 

offer Mutual aid and cooperated in perforMing ancestral 

sacrifices and in aaintaining a COMMon graveyard. They 

recognized their kinship to other Ts'uis in Lo-yang, but 

they treated their distant relatives more or lea. as they 

did MeMbers of other proMinent faMilies. They did not for. 
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a political bloc based on their kinship and aight even 

coapete with one another in politica. 29 

49 

In place of birth aa a qualification to hold 

political office the T'ang offered two alternatives. One 

was to pass a coapetitive civil service exa~ination, and the 

other was via the ~ <protection) privilege which permitted 

the aon8 end grandsons of high officials to enter govern_ent 

service in relatively low-ranking positions. The yin 

privilege differed froa the systea eaployed during the 

period of disunion in that heredity alone was no longer 

enough to qualify one for office. In order to qualify for 

the yin privil@ge. one's xather or grandfather Must have 

served the T'ang well enough to have been proaoted at least 

to the fifth rank in govern.ent. 80th aethods of 

recruitaent 8~ill favored the elite since they were ~ore 

likely to be well educated than the non-elite, and they were 

also aore likely to be related to high officials. 

Co.petition W8~ greatly increased however. since not only 

did all levwla of the elite have to coapete with one another 

for appointaent to govern.ent offices; now there were 

non-elite coapetitors as well. 

Since there was no other source of eaploy.ent that 

offered aa auch prestige as governaent service, coapetition 

for the available positions was keen. Unfortunately for the 

29 Ebrey. Aristocratic Fa.ilies. pp. 91-93. 



aany young gentleaen fro. good faailies who caae to the 

capital in search of such eMployaent, there were not enough 

good positiona to go around. For that reason, even one who 

could qualify for a position either by passing an 

exaaination or via the ~ privilege could not be certain of 

receiving an appoint.ent. Soaetiaes there were ten tiMes as 

aany candidates as positions available. 30 Even .en who had 

the right to cl~ia the ~ privilege aight take an 

exaaination in hope of iMproving their chances of gaining a 

position. Han YU noted that in his tiae soae 3000 aen aight 

COMpete 1n the .xa~ination for the chin-shih ("presented 

.~holar") degree conducted by the Ministry of Rites, and 

that only 200 of these could expect to advance to the 

eelection exaaination conducted by the Ministry of Personnel 

which aight finally lead to an appointaent. 31 

Success in obtaining a position was not deter~ined 

solely by the candidate's personal ability. It could be 

very helpful to have an influential patron. This W8S 

poaeible in the T'ang because the exaaination process was 

not then characterized by the extreM. ~~crecy that becaMe 

the rule in later dynasti8s. Candidates atrove to Make the 

30 30 HTS 45, p. 1175; there ia a French 
translation of this pas.ag_ 1n Robert de. Rotour., Le Traite 
de. ExaM.ns~ 2nd ed. (San Francisco: Chinese Materials 
Center, 1976>, p. 246. 

31 HCLC, p. 146. 
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ecqueintance of iMportant aen who aight recoaa.nd the. to 

the exaainers. Often th.y p~eeent=d saaples of their 

writing which they hoped would get the attention of a 

potential patron. 32 ThoBe who obtained a position with the 

help of a patron naturally felt an obligation toward him and 

could be expected to support hia politically. Later on, it 

waS atill helpful to heve a patron to ensure ti_ely 

proMotions and to iaprove one's chances of getting a 

d~~i~"bl. post in the capital rather than an undesirable one 

far away in the provinces. One _an aight have several 

patrons at different stages of his career, to each of whoa 

he owed a debt which waB payable in teras of political 

support. Since patrons and clients tended to riae and fall 

together, it was in the client's interest to help keep hie 

patron in power end this, in turn, contributed to the 

factional strife that coaplicated T'ang political life. 

Even though politics continued to be dOMinated by 

aen froa elite backgrounds, the int.rnal dynaaic. of elite 

aociety were diff.r.nt froa what they had been during the 

long Period o~ disunion. The lineages that had foraerly 

enJoyed the higheat .ocial status were atill respected, but 

in the world of politics they were often overshadowed by 

a •• bers of l •••• r lineages and 80aetiMes even by n.w aen of 

32 Cf. Victor nair, "Scroll Presentation in the T'ang," 
Harvard Journal of A.iatic Studies, vol. 38, no. 1 
(1978>, pp. 35-60. 
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non-elite origins. Large lineages like the Po-ling T&'ui 

were effectively aub-divided into a nUMber of sub-lineages 

each of who. sought its own fortune. 

The gradual breakdown in the enforceMent of the 

Equal Field .ysteM aade it easier to acquire land for elite 

and non-elite alike. There were large eatates controlled by 

wealthy faailies and Buddhist teaple., but there were also 

opportunities for ordinary people and faailies froa the 

lower levela of the elite to increaae their holdings and 

thereby obtain the econoaic aeans to seek at least SOMe' 

degree of upward Mobility. 

The rebellion of An Lu-ahan brought disaster to 

Dany, but left in it. weke large areas of vacant land and a 

political vaCUUM--a circuastance that could be easily 

exploited by anyone favorably situated to take advantage of 

the opportunity. Many elite faailies fled to the relative 

safety of the south where .0Me experienced iMpoverishMent 

and aisery, but others found new econOMic opportunities and 

aoae found a atiaulating intellectual cliMate. It is a.ong 

the displaced literati who sought refuge in the :outh that 

E. G. Pulleyblank finds the origins of the intellectual 

aov.aenta of the chen-yUan period (785-80~: which he 
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conaidera to be .. the era of greatest and .. ost aignificant 

intellectual activity" of the poat-rebellion period. 33 

Pulleyblank detecta a~ong the.e refugee 

intellectuala a new aeriouaneaa and activiat aenti .. ent along 

with a concern for aocial proble ... that contrasts with the 

period i. ..... diately prior to the rebellion when .... en of 

character had tended to seek to aaintain their personal 

integrity through withdrawal froa the world or, at least, in 

the indi.vidualiatic cultivation of such things aa poetry, 

fine wri.ting, or philoaophy." Now even writera with Taoiat 

tendencioa who had previously re .. ained aloof fro. political 

life exhibited a new spirit of aocial concern. Groups of 

educated young •• n .. at together to discuss conte .. porary 

political probleaa and tho.e with scholarly intereata turned 

to claaaical texta in .earch of ways to rafor. the world. 

One pro~in6"~ group of young aen who .. et in the area of what 

ia now Nanking in the year 765 included Han Yij'. older 

brother. Han Hui. 34 

It i. not known preciaely what Han Hui and his 

friend. talked about, but ao .. e of the general 

characteristica of the new intellectual .. ove.ent can be 

33 Edwin G. Pulleyblank, "Neo-Confuciani ... and Neo
Legalia. in T' ang Intell.ectual Life. 755-805." in Arthur F. 
Wright, ed., The Confucian Persuasion <Stanford: Stanford 
UniverSity Pre ••• 1960>. pp. 77. 82. 

34 Pulleyblank, "Neo-Confucianis .. and Neo-LegalisJR." 
pp. 84-85. 
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de.cribed. One Q&P_ct wae a More critical approGch to the 

claaaica which was exeMplified by a new interpretation of 

the Spring and AutuMn Annqle by the scholar Tan Chu 

(725-770) and hia followers. Tan Chu criticized the 

traditional cOMMentaries to the classic and proposed a new 

analysia of the original text. Hi8 disciple Chao K~uang 

(fl. 770) was critical of the atandard T'ang cOMaentaries on 

the cla.sica for what he considered their excessive .aphasis 

on punctuation and textual criticis~ wh@n he felt it was 

More iaportant to understand the generel •• aning of the 

classical texts. The ideas of Tan Chu and Chao K'uang were 

propagated by Lu Ch'un (fl. 775-804). who becaae an 

influential teacher in the capital. In Pulleyblank's words, 

"A new critical spirit was abroad which aade aen seek in the 

Clasaica for interpretations consonant with raason rather 

than .erely ~on_~atent with the orthodox co.aentaries. 35 

Better known than the school o£ Tan Chu was the ku-

wen ("ancient prose") !love.ent which saw the .eans to bring 

about social and political reforM in a return to the style 

and spirit of the great writers of the Chou (1027-256 B.C.) 

and Han dyna.tiea. Advocates of ku-wen contended that the 

prose style known aa "'parallel prose"' <p'ien-t'i wen)p which 

had been dOMinant in elite society ever aince the Period of 

35 Pulleyblank. "'Neo-Confucianisa and Neo-Legalis.,"' 
pp. 78, 88-90. 



Diaunion, waa unauitable for ths ~xpr.aaion of aerious ideas 

aince it required too Much attention to aspecta of atyle 

that they considered frivoloua and auperficial. For the., 

this ay.bolized the defecta of conte.porary society which 

ae •• ad to value what was auperficial while holding 

traditional Confucian virtues in too little eateeM.36 

While there had been periodic exprea.iona of 

dissatisfaction with parallel prose ever since the last 

years of the Period of Diaunion, such feelinga took on the 

character of a Move.ent only in the post-rebellion period. 

Ita first leaders were already Maturo adults when the 

rebellion be~an and the oldest of the., Hsiao Ying-ahih 

(706-7581>, probably died before it ended. All of the~ we~e 

descended fro. old elite fu.ili.s, but neither they nor 

their i •• ediate ancestora held high official p06ta. They 

had all earned the chin-shih degree and they all knew each 

other. They expres&ed Confucian senti.ents in writings 

about history and literature, but these &anti.ents were 

expressed in a rather general way and not a8 a&pects of a 

detailed prograM for rafor.. The ConfUcian concept that 

interested th •• the .oat was that of wen, whoae •• anings in 

36 On ku-wan, .ee Diana "ai, Hqn YU as a ku-wen Stylist 
(disa.>, pp. 20-34: George. "argouliea, Le Kou-wen Chinoise. 
(Paria: Peul Guenther, 1926). On Parall.l Proae, a •• Ja •• s 
Robert Hightower, "So.a Characteristics of Parallal Proaa," 
in ~tudi9 Serio; Bernhard Korlgren Dedicqtq (Copenhagen: 
EJnar "unkagaard, 19~9>, pp. 60-91. 



v~riou& context. included literature, culture, pattern, and 

refine.ent, reflecting the values that were fore.ost for 

the •• 37 

Their co~~it.ent to Confucian values was not 

exclusive, however. YUan Chieh (719-772) was also 

interested in Taois~, while Haiao Ying-shih and Li Hua (c. 

710-c. 767) are known to have studied Buddhist autras 

together. Tu-ku Chi (725-777) studied both Taoia. and 

Buddhis •• 38 His student Liang Su (d. 793)--whoae patronage 

Han YU i •• aid to have .ought while a candidate for the 

chin-.hih degree --was a lay follower of T'ien-t'ai Buddhism 

who wrote a treatise on Buddhiat •• ditation. 39 

Such eclectic intereata were not unuaual in the 

T'ang. Both Buddhia. and religious Taoia. flouri.hed, due 

in part, at l.aat, to i.perial patronage. Both had 

developed aub.tantial following_ during the period of 

Diaunion, and it was in the int~re8t of the T'ang founders 

to obtain their .upport if po.aible. Stanley Weinatein has 

pointed out the i.portance of i.perial patronage in 

deter.ining the fortune. of different achools of Buddhia. 1n 

37 David McMullen, "Hi.torical and Literary Theory in 
the Mid-Eighth Century," in Wright and Twitchett, 
Perapectives on the T'ang, pp. 307-342. 

38 McMullen, pp. 312-313. 

39 Barrett, Thought of Li Ao, pp. 162-181. 



the early T'ang. 40 TaoisM was aingled out for favored 

treatMent because of the fortunate coincidence that Lt, the 

of Lao-tzu, the legendary founder of Taoi&.. Li was also 

the surnaMe of another legendary figure in religious Taois~, 

Li Hung, ft .essianic leader destined to beCOMe a perfect 

rular. 41 It was only natural that the T'ang rulers would 

exploit these coincidences for political purposes, but 

several T'ang e.perora were personally interested in Taoist 

teachings, especially those concerning Methods of attaining 

i.~ortality (the deaths of several T'ang eMperors haa been 

attributed to their consuMption of elixirs of i •• ortality>. 

The relative equality of Buddhi&~. Taoia. and Confucian in 

the view of the T'ang court was SYMbolized in the custOM of 

inviting representatives of all three teachings to debate 

one ~nother on the occasion of the eMperor's birthday.42 

Because BuddhiSM was so influential in the T'ang, 

developMents in Buddhist thought May sOMetiaes be •• en as 

reflecting g&neral trends. Tnt'S. Pulleyblank points to the 

40 Stanley Weinstein. "IMperial Patronage in the 
ForMation of T'ang Buddhi ..... in Wright and Twitchett. 
Perspectives on the T'ang. pp. 265-306. 

41 Anna Saidel. "The I.age of the Perfect Ruler in 
Early Taoist Massianis~: Lao-tzu and Li Hung," in ~ory of 
Religion •• vol. 9, nos. 2-3 (1969/70), pp. 216-247. 

42 Lo Hsiang-lin, T'an9-tai wen-hua .hih (T',n9 
Cultural History) (Taipei: 3hang-wu yin-shu ku,n, 1974>. pp. 
159-176. 
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&yncretisM of T'ien-t'ai BuddhisM which tried to harmonize 

the differences a~ong different Buddhist &chools by fitting 

them into different levels of a single &ysteM, and suggests 

that this prepared the way for Confucian writers to find 

equivalents to Buddhist metaphysical concept& in the 

Confucian cla&sics. 43 TiMothy Barrett, referring to Chinese 

Buddhis~ in the late eighth century, acknowledges the 

existence of eclectic tendencies aMong Buddhist thinkers who 

tried to reconcile the differences that separated Buddhist 

sects, citing the exa.ple of the .onk ChiaO-Jan (7341-7911) 

who was a good friend of Liang Suo Barrett also notes, 

however, that those who studied the doctrines of other 

schools Might become More conscious of what was distinctive 

in their own. He finds this tendency in both of the two 

greatest Buddhist thinkers of the tiMe, Ch'eng-kuan 

(737-838) of the Hua-yen school and Chan-Jan (711-782), 

ninth patriarch of the T'ien-t'ai school. Both .en 

"exe.plify an ••• rgent awareness of doctrinal traditions as 

orthodoxies to be .aintained."44 Chan-Jan was acquainted 

with ae.bers of the ku-wen .0veMent, &0 it is perhaps not 

entirely coincidental that this attitude ascribed to him 

43 Pulleyblank, "Neo-Confuciani3M and Neo-Legalisra," p. 
92. 

44 Barrett, Thought of Li Ao, pp. 167-170. 
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should be so siMilar to the attitude toward ConfucianisM 

exhibited by Han YU and hi. followers. 

All of the factors discussed so far conetituted 

significant ele.ents of the world into which Han YU was 

born. As we examine his biography we shall see how he was 

affected by the social and political changes that had taken 

place since the beginning of the dynasty. We shall see as 

well how he responded to the political and intellectual 

issues of his time, and how he fits into the historical 

context outlined above. 
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LIFE AS A STUDENT: 768 TO 795 

Han YU wae born in 768 (the aonth and day are not 

known) into an elite faaily of respectable. but not .~inent. 

status. His father, Han Chung-ch'ing (d. 770). was 

aagistrate of Wu-ch'ang on the Yangtze River during the 

early days of the rebellion of An Lu-shan. and then in 757 

was tran&ferred to the aaae pOet in P'o-yang in Kiangsi. An 

inscription praising hia good adainiatration of Wu-ch'ang is 

included in the collected worka of the poet Li Po (701-762), 

and the Han Hui chuan (Account of Han Hui, which dates froa 

the Sung) states that he was £riendly with both Li Po and Tu 

Fu (712-770).1 It is not known how long he reaained at 

P'o-yang, but at the time of his death 1n 770 he held the 

rank of aasiatant in the iaperial library (pi-shu lang>. 

This was not a particularly high poat {sixth degree, third 

cla&s).2 but it was located in the capital where 

1 Li Po, Li T'ai-po ch'Uan-chi (Coaplete Collection of 
Li Po's Worka> (Taipei: Ho-l0 t'u-shu ch'u-pan she, 1975) 
29, pp. 670-673; Han Hui chuan in Ch'en Hung-ch'ih, ~d., 

Ch'Uan T'ang-wen chi-.hih <Records of Hatters Relating to 
the Co.plet. T'anq Proae), 3 vola. <Preface dated 1873; 
Taipei: Shih-chieh ahu-chU, 1967), v. 2, ch. 39, pp. 503-505. 

2 For T'ang official titles, in addition to Hucker one 
should also refer to Robert d •• Rotour., Trait_ d_§ 
Fonctionnaire. _t Trait_ de l'Ar ••• , 2nd .d., 2 vola. (San 
Franci.co: Chines. Hateriala Center, 1974>. 
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opportunitiea for advanceaent were better then in the 

provincea. Han YU'a grandfather and great-grandfather had 

held alightly higher ranka (fifth degr&e, third claaa and 

fifth degree, fourth cla.s reep~c.tively) as prefecturGl 

officials. "ore distant ancestor. had held even higher 

rank., including one who had been granted the title of 

prince under the Later Wei dynasty (386-534).3 

Like other elite lineage., the Han lineage had been 

sub-divided at aeveral ti.e. in the past 60 that in Han YU'. 

ti •• there were aeveral lineages which traced their origins 

to a co •• on ancestor in the diatant paat, but which had for 

.any generation& operated independently of one another. The 

Moat eainent Han lineage in the T'ang was the Han fa.ily of 

Ch'ang-li which included Han Huang (723-787) who took over 

Ti-wu Ch'i'a financial posts in 770, and who ~s governor of 

the Yangtze delta area in the 780'. helped Te-taung hold on 

to hia throne. 4 Han YU ia ao.eti ••• identified aa a MeMber 

of this lineage, but this identification ia erroneou8. 5 The 

3 Li Ao, Tei-taeng Li-pu ahang-ahu Han-kung haing
chuang <Account of Conduct of the Honorary "ini.ter of the 
"inistry of Rit.~ Lord Han (Han YU» in Ch'Uan T'ang-wen 
(Co.plete T'gng Prose), 20 vola. (1814; Taipei: Ta-t'ung 
ahu-chU, 1979), vol. 13, ch. 639, pp. 22a-27b; Huang-fu 
Shih, Han Wen-kung Mu-chih Ming (TOMb Inacription for Han 
~) in Ch'Uan T'ang-wen, vol. 14, ch. 687, pp. 1~a-16a; HTS 
73A, pp. 2857-2859 (genealogy of the Han faaily). 

4 2iographiea in CTS 129, pp. 3~99-3603; HTS 126, 4434-
4438. Genealogy in HTS 73A, pp. 2860-2873. 

5 Cf. HYYC, pp. 1-3. 
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error derivea at leaat in part because Han YU called hiaaelf 

Han Ch'eng-li in aoae of his writings and aany of his 

readers auto~atically aaauaed that he had adopted the naMe 

of his ancestral hOMa. Since aany prOMinent faMiliea had 

not actually resid~d at th. location of their ancestral 

hOMes for aany generations, and aince different branchas of 

a lineage were not necessarily in close contact with one 

~nothQr, such errors ware eaay to aake. Han YU was probably 

aware of this and he was probably alao aware of the 

assu~ption~ that atatus-conscioua T'ang reader a would be 

likely to aake upon encountering his self-designation. He 

had a well-developed senae of irony and he undoubtedly felt 

that he belonged in the aaae rank with his More illuatrious 

cousins. 

There haa alao bean contu.ion regarding Han YU'. 

place of residence. We have already aeen that he waa not 

~roa Ch'ang-li aa soae of his biographies claia. Other 

aources identify hiM as being frOM Nan-yang in aouthern 

Honan. This appears firat in Li Po's inscription for Han 

Chung-ch'ing, and ia repeated in Han YU's biography in the 

Hain T'ang Shu. 6 In thia case the error appeara to be due, 

for Li Po at leaat, to aistaking Nan-yang for Ho-yang (it 1s 

poasible that Li Po got thia inforaation frOM an inforMant 

rather than froa Han Chung-ch'ing and that it w&a the 

6 Li Po, p. 670; HTS 176, p. 5255. 
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inforMant's error). There ia aMple evidence in Han YU's 

collected works to ahow that the faMily's per.anent 

residence waa at Ho-yang (present Keng-haien in Honan). The 

atrongeat evidence in favor of thia location ia that this 

was where the faMily buried its dead, even if the death had 

occurred elaewhere.' Ho-yang was on the north side of the 

Yellow River, across the river and northwest frOM Lo-yang. 

the secondary capital of the T'ang. 

Han YU's place of birth i& not .pecified in any of 

hie biographie •• but it was pr.su~ably either Ho-yang or 

Ch'ang-an. Nothing is known of his Mother except that she 

died before he was two ~onth. old. He W6& cared for by a 

wet nurse naMed Li Cheng-chen who was twenty in 768 and who 

subsequently reaained with the Han faMily until her death at 

the age of 63 in 811. 8 

He was only two years old (three ~) when his 

father died in 770. The responaibility for raiaing hiM then 

fell to his older brother Hui who was at thia ti •• already 

32 years old. Because of the difference in their cge&, it 

ia po&aible that Han YU and Han Hui had different .other&. 

In addition to Hui, Han YU had two other older brother •• 

, Cf. HYYC. pp. 3-4. 

8 Han YU'. toab in.cription for hi. wet nur •• i. in 
HCLC. p. 324. It has been translated by Shih Shun Liu in 
Chine.e Claa.icgl Prose (Hong Kong: Chine.e Univeraity 
Preas. 1979), p. 81. 
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both of who. di.d young. One of th.ae brothers. Chi.h (the 

oth.r's na •• is not known. nor are their dat.s). liv.d long 

.nough to have two sons. Lao-ch'.ng and Pai-ch'uan. Han Hui 

wae appar.ntly unable have sona of his own because he 

adopted Lao-ch'eng as his heir. Lao-ch'.ng was 50a.what 

younger than Han YU (his birth date ia not known). and as 

they lived together in the aaae houa.hold they becaae 

constant coapaniona. 9 

Very litle is known about the details of Han Hui's 

career. Aa we have aeen in the previoua chapter. in 765 he 

waa in the south diacuaaing statecraft. If he had not 

already returned to the north earlier, he c.rtainly would 

have done &0 in 770 for his fath.r's fun.ral. After that he 

was obliged to observe the traditional three years of 

.ourning for hi. father. pr.au.ably at the faaily ho.a in 

Ho-yang. In 774 h. obtained a poat at the capital and 

proce.ded to Ch'ang-an, taking his faaily with hia. No rank 

ia specified for hi. until 777 wh.n he was an iaperial 

diarist (sth'i-sthU §b!t-]~D>· It was in the :fourth Month of 

this y.er that he was re.oved :fro. o:ffice on chargea of 

involve.ent with the faction of YUan Taai. Apparently he 

reaained in govern •• nt service. but in what capacity ia not 

9 Han YU aentiona this in hi •• ~crificial pray.r for 
hie neph.w, HCLC. pp. 195-198. Thia 18 tranalat.d in Liu, 
Chin~a. Cla.§ista1 Pro •• , pp. 83-89; and in Cyril Birch. ed., 
Anthology of Chin.a. Literqtur. (New York: Grov. Pre.a, 
1965), pp. 246-249 (translation by J. K. Rideout>. 
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known. In 779 he wa. slandered at court and exiled to Shao-

chou in northern Kwangtung where he died that .aa. year at 

th~ age of 41. 10 

According to the Han Hui chuan, Hut was noted for 

his "pure speech" (ch'ing-yen), writing& on Morality, 

.inging, and whietling. Both Hui and hi. uncle, Han YUn-

ch'ing, were said to be followers of Hsiao Ying-shih and Li 

Hua, and Hui wrote ku-wen in the Manner of Liang Suo A 

piece entitled Wen-heng ("An Evaluation of Literature") 

which ia quoted in the Han Hui chuan laaent. the loe. of 

classical standards in both ethical behavior and literature. 

Han YU lived with his brother for aoae ten years and it is 

quite likely that the values he held in adult life owed 

so~ething to Han Hui'. influence. 11 After Hui's death the 

re.ponsibility for aanaging the Han faaily'. affairs passed 

to his widow. She was a M.Mber of one of the great faMilies 

of the T'ang, the Chengs of Jung-yang. Her personal naMe ia 

not known, but Han YU praised her care for hia in a 

aacrificial ode written on the occasion of her death in 

794. 12 She aupervi.ed Han YU'e upbringing and education 

fro. 779 through 785. 

10 HYYC. pp. 30-31; Han Hui chuan, pp. 504-505; TCTC 
225. p. 7243. 

11 H9 n Hui chuan, pp. 504-505. 

12 HCLC, p. 194-195. 
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The fa.ily r.turned to Ho-yang, but did not reMain 

there long, aa the outbreak of r.bellion in the northea&t in 

781 .ade their hOMe in Ho-yang potentially unsaf.. Han YU's 

aunt then Moved the whole fa.ily to HsUan-ch'.ng south of 

the Yangtze (in present Anhwei province) where they had an 

alternate residence <pieh-yeh). Pull.yblank susp.cts that 

Han YU's father had obtained this property when he was 

serving in the south during the An Lu-shan rebellion. 13 

"any years later. Han YU recalled that although there were ~ 

"hundred .ouths" to feed at HaUan-ch'eng, his aunt was a 

good aanager and conaequently during hi. youth he never had 

cause to worry about his econo.ic well-being. 14 

One cannot help but wonder how Han YU's adult views 

aight have diff.red if he ~~d spent these years in the 

sophiaticated ataoap~ere of Ch'ang-an or Lo-yang rather than 

in the relative iaolation of HaUan-ch'eng. ~~ it ~es. rh~~~ 

waa probably little to distract hi. froa the cla.sical texts 

that foraed the basis of a standard education. This 

reaulted in a certain naiv.te that put hia at a disadvan-

tage when he first went to the capital, and it .ay alao help 

to account for his exclusive co •• it •• nt to Confucian values. 

Han YU does not indicate wheth.r he received hi. education 

13 Pulleyblank, OINeo-Confucien1 •• and N.o-L.gali ..... 
ppo 8S and 324 n. 24. 

14 HCLC, p. 19~. 
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directly froM Han Hui and Hui'. widow. or whether they hired 

tutors to teach hi.. Pr •• uMably Han YU had acc ••• to his 

older brother's books. but he doean't Mention this. either. 

and hiB early reading appears to have been liMited to the 

standard Confucian cla8sics. 

In 786. the year that the rebellion against Te

tsung ended. Han YU undertook the Journey to Ch'ang-an to 

enter the cOMpetition for a career in governMent service. 

While enroute to the capital he wrote what SOMe critics 

believe to be hi. firat political .tateMant in the fora of a 

poeM describing the Chung-t'iao Mountains (inside the bend 

of the Yellow River) and the river in adMiring teras. This 

has been taken by SOMe to be veiled praise for a poor but 

virtuous gentle.~n naMed Yang Ch'eng wl.o was then living in 

r.tir~~ant in that or.a. 15 (Of coura., it could be thet he 

Just adMired the Mountains.) 

When he arrived in Ch'ang-an at the age of eighteen 

(nineteen ~), he soon discovered that he was not well 

prepared for life in the capital. He didn't know anyone. 

He reMarks in a poe. that, "Ch'ang-on has a al11ion 

foailies, (yet) when I go out there is nowhere to go."16 

Looking back on this tiM. in a letter written .everol years 

later, he acknowledges that, "I did not yet underatand huaan 

15 HCLS, p. 2J HYYC, pp. 33-34. 

16 HCLS, p. 3. 
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affairs. Reading the books of the sages, I took it that 

one' •• MploYMent (a& an official) was entirely for the sake 

of others, not to benefit oneself. When I reachad the age 

of twenty (aui, i.a. in 787), Guffering in poverty with 

insufficient food and clothing, seeking (help) from those 

who were close to .e--only then did I understand that 

eMploy.ent is not only for the sake of others."17 

One possible source of assistance was lost to Han YU 

in the intercalary fifth .onth of 787 when his cousin Yen 

(753-787; son of his uncle Han YUn-ch'ing) was killed by the 

Tibetans while accompanying a diploaatic .ission sent to 

.eek a peace treaty with theM. Han Yen had passed the 

chin-shih examination in 783 and ~eemed to hftve a promising 

career ahead of hiM when he died, leaving a seventeen year 

old wife and a seven .onth old daughter. The mother and 

child were at first cared for by various relativGs, but 

eventually becaMe the responsibility of Han YU, who in 800 

arranged for the girl to .arry Li Ao.18 In a poem called 

"Signal Fires" Han YU hinted that the eMpire could not long 

delay a solution to its border proble.s. 1S 

17 HCLC, p. 97. 

18 See Li Ao'a tOMb inscription for hi. Moth~r-in-Iaw, 
Ch'lian T~an9-wen, vol. 13, ch. 639, pp. 17b-19a. 

19 HCLS, p. 3. 
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When he arrived in the capital Han YU was iapressed 

with the way the chin-shih candidates were honored by other 

people and decided to aee how he could bscome one of them. 

He e~aained soae of the compositions that had been written 

for the chin-shih exaMination and concluded that "it was 

possible to be without learning and yet to succeed" in the 

examinations. 20 Nevertheless. Han YU was not a candidate 

for the exa~inations in 787. 

Part of the reason for this ~ay have been his 

straitened economic circumstances. In need of assistance. 

he used his relationship with his cousin Yen as an excuse to 

pay his respects to General Ma Sui (726-795). who had been 

highly honored for his part in putting down the recent 

rebellion. Ma Sui had been sent to Ho-yang in 775 to put 

down a Mutiny aMong the troops there and may have become 

acquainted with the Han family then. 21 In 784 M~ had led 

troops against the rebel Li Huai-kuang in cooperation with 

Hun Chen (736-799). whose secretary (shu-chi) was Han Yen. 

It was probably the connection established at this tiMe that 

brought Han YU to fta's door in 787. Ma had been a chief 

ainister (tsai-hsiang) since 786. but suffered a loss of 

20 HCLC. p. 97. A longer excerpt froM this letter has 
been translated by Margaret Tudor South in Li Ho: A Scholar
official of the YUan-ho Period (806-821) (Adelaide: 
Libraries Board of South Australia. 1967). p. 250. 

21 CTS 134. p. 3691. 
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prestige when his military power was taken away by Te-tsung 

in the sixth ~onth of 787 because he had supported the peace 

talks with the Tibetans which had ended so disastrously when 

they broke the truce. fta retained all of his non-military 

titles and his position as chief ~inister.22 

Perhaps because Han Yen had so recently di~d in an 

affair for which he was partly responsible, Ma Sui gave Han 

YU gifts of food and clothing and treated him very well. 23 

This relationship continued until Ma's death in 795, and is 

reflected in a short essay by Han YU which describes how the 

Ma fa~ily's cat nursed the kittens of another cat that had 

died and auggests that the cat had been influenced by its 

owner's virtuous behavior. 24 

He took the chin-shih examination for the first time 

in 788 and failed. He took it again in 789 and failed 

again. Both tiaes the examiner was the sa.e, and both times 

he had £r~~nds who passed. In 790 he returned to 

Hatian-ch'eng to visit his faaily. On the way he stop~ed in 

Ho-chung <present Yung-chi haien in Shansi) to pay his 

respects to Hun Chen, hi. cousin Yen's foraer auperior, who 

was the ailitary governor there. This aay have been the 

first ti~a he ~et Hun Chen, aince despite his for.al title 

22 CTS 134, pp. 3697-3700. 

23 HCLC, p. 310. 

24 HCLC, p. 58. Cf. Spring, Tang Guwen, pp. 215-217. 
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of chief Minister Hun had not been residing in Ch'ang-an. 

Han YU wrote a poeM for Hun with an introduction praising 

hiM. but was not able to duplicate the relationship he had 

established with fta 5ui. 25 

When he reached Cheng-chou. he took the tiMe to 

write to Chia Tan. the Military governor of Hua-chou. and 

sent saMples of his writing. presu~ably hoping for a 

recomMendation (which he apparently didn't get).26 

In 791 Han YU was back in Ch'ang-an for the 

exaMinations. but again he foiled. It had now been five 

years Since he first arrived in the capital. and he had 

still not accoMplished his goal of winning an official 

position. His tiMe had not been entirely wasted however. 

because he had Made friends whose support would be important 

later on. He had also benefitted frOM the ~ental stiMu

l~tion derived fro~ contact with other bright young Men with 

whOM he could exchange ideas and literary techniques. 

Already at this tiMe he was beginning to attract a circle of 

friends who adMired his literary skill and his co.mit~ent to 

Confucian values. 

It wa~ perhaps at this tiMe that he developed the 

literary theories for which he later becaMe faMOUS. As 

Mentioned in the previous chapter. it was at this tiMe 

25 HCLC. p. 46. 

26 HCLC. ppm 383-384. 
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helpful for candidates for the examinations to attract the 

attention of proMinent ~en. and one popular way of doing 

this was through one's literary cOMpositions. We Might also 

note that printing had not yet been invented and 

consequently such literature was nor~ally circulated in 

Manuscript forM. There were ~any young men who hoped to use 

their literature to further their careers, 60 it was 

desirable that one's cOMpositiona should be distinctive in 

SOMe way so that they Might have a better chance of getting 

attention and being circulated. Han YU certainly understood 

thi&, and he was fairly successful at producing compositions 

that stood out because of their unique qualities. 

Han YU wrote both poetry "nd prose, but his 

reputation derived priMarily from his prose in the ku-wen 

8tylg. ~hile there ie :o~~ doubt os to whether HQn YU ~ver 

actually studied with Liang Su, who was at that time the 

best known proponent of ku-wen. he certainly did associate 

with others who were advocates of ku-wen literature. 

Han YU himself ultimately becaae the aost faMOUS 

T'ang advocate of the "ancient style" in literature, and his 

views on literature and literary style have often been taken 

aa a reflection of his conservative Confucian political 

views. While there ia some truth in this interpretation, 

one ahould not exaggerate the conservatism of Han ya's views 

on literature. 
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Perhaps the Most frequently quoted state.ent of Han 

Yil': literary po.ition co.es froM a letter he wrote in 801 

in which he .ays. "In the beginning. I dared not read any 

book that was not of the Three Dynasties (Hsia. Shang, and 

Chou) or the Two (halves of the) HanJ I dared not harbor any 

idea that was not of the sages."27 

Thia quotation certainly seeMS to support Han Yti's 

conservative iMage. However, as Charles HartMan has pointed 

out, this stateMQnt Must be reconciled with another in the 

aaMe letter in which Han YU expresses the desire to 

"expurgate all cliches ... 28 Such a reconciliation is 

po.sible if one understands that it is not Han Yil's intent 

aiMply to MiMic the style of the ancient writers, but to 

approach the act of writing in the aaMe way that they did. 

He aays as auch in a letter written to a student in 812: 

50Meon. aaked Me when writing whoM is it b.at to 
take as a Model. I MU6t re.pectfully answer it is 
best to take the ancient sagea and worthies as 
Models. If one replies that in the extant writing~ 
of the .agea, the language is not the saa., so which 
is it best to take as a Model, I Muat reply, take 
their idea aa the aodel not their language. 29 

27 HCLC, p. 99, translation by Diana Kei, Hgn YU as a 
Ku-wen 5tyliat (disa.), p. 36. Parenthe.e. added. 

28 Hartaan. Language and Allusion, p. 50. 

29 HCLC, p. 121, tran.lation by Charles 
HartMan, "Han Yil and T. 3. Eliot," Rendition. 
(AutuMn, 1977), p. 69. 
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Han YU did, in fact. write in different styles on 

different occa.iona. and it aee •• that his opposition to 

parallel prose probably derived in large part froM ita use 

of a CO.Mon style for all occasiona, regardless of whether 

the style was really auited to the purpose of the text. Han 

YU insiated not that a single atyle be adopted for all prose 

writing. but that the style should be appropriate for the 

purpose of the piece. This was what he ad_ired in the prose 

atyle of the ancient authors of the Han and earlier periods. 

Thoae whoM Han YU considered the best writers of the Han 

dynasty--Ssu-Ma Ch'ien (145-90 B.C.), Ssu-I.a Hsiang-Ju (179-

117 B.C.), Liu Hsiang (79-8 B.C.), and Yang Hsiung (53 B.C.-

18 A.D.)--all had distinctive writing styles of their own. 

Han YU appreciated writing which could be expressive 

while Maintaining an econoMY of words. This is evident in 

the Manner in which he praised the writing of the military 

governor YU Ti in 806: "the language of your COMpOSitions i8 

in accord with reality ••• They are rich, yet without one 

auperfluous word; COMpact, yet do not OMit ona phrase. They 

ara faithful to reality and logically tight."30 

The desire for conci.eneaa and an individual atyle 

sOM.tiM •• l.d Han YU to ere at. literature that is difficult 

to read because of his use of unusual terMs and graM.atical 

30 HCLC, p. 86. Translation by HartMan. "Han YU and 
T. S. Eliot." p. 66. 
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conatructiona. However, th ••• pi.c.a probably •••• • ore 

difficult now than th.y did when Han YU wrote th ••• because 

a .odern reader does not approach the~ with the .e •• 

vocabulary and cultural background that a T'ang reader would 

have had. It should alao be noted that Han YU did not 

insist that literature .ust be difficult to be good. In the 

letter of 812 cited above, ha aaya: 

If one aaks further if literature ahould be easy or 
difficult. I .ust r.ply that it is not a queation of 
ea.e or difficulty. but .i.ply of it baing as it 
ahould be. You cannot definitely .aintain it should 
be this way or prohibit it fro. being another way.31 

At the opposite pole fro. the language of the 

classics. so.e of Han YU'. writing uses language fro. the 

colloquial apeech of his ti.e. A& Charla. Hart.an has 

co •• ented regarding Han YUs poetry. "OverfiiUllpha&ia on th.e 

difficult vocabulary of Han YU's poetry and the 

'strangenesa'of his i.agery has obscured the fact that Han 

YU'. ba.ic poetic tone is converaational." Referring to the 

poe •• in which this conversational tone is pro.inent. 

Hart.an con.idera that "such poetry i8 Han YU's .aJor 

acco.pliahaent a. a poet. that these poe •• provide the key 

link unifying hi. po.try and hi. proae. and that they were 

31 HeLC. p. 86. Tr. Hart.an, "Han YU and T. 5. 
Eliot." p. 66. 
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the MaJor .ource of hie reputation and influence on later, 

especially Sung, po.t .... 32 

While atteMpting to eMulate the spirit of th. 

ancient writ&rs, Han YU included in his own writing ele~ant& 

of both the ancient style and alao of other, More recent, 

stylo~ according to what seeMed to hiIR to be appropriate to 

eaoh pi~~.. There was, of courae, a link between the 

literary atyle of the ancient writers that he ad_ired and 

the Confuoian ethical values a$50ciated with .any of their 

writings. When he refers to the Way <tao) of these ancient 

writera. it ia often unclear whether he IReans their ethical 

values or their literary atyl~. It i& posaible that in ~any 

instances he Might have had both Meaning& in ~ind. a& May be 

the case in a piece written in 823 (again in Charles 

HartMan'. translation): 

When I write ku-w&n I do not aiMply adopt rythMs 
that are differ6nt froM the current style (i.e. 
p'ian-wen). That would be to think sentiMentally 
about the ancients without understanding the.. Wh$n 
one atudiea the ~ of the ancients, it ia necessary 
to penetrate at the aaMe tiMe their expresaions. 
When penetrating their expressions. one'a basic 
intent is on the t.ao of the ancienta. 33 

Han YU'. literary reputation and the valuGs he 

e.pous.d in his literature May have been a factor in his 

eventual .ucce •• in the exaMinationa. Han YU finally 

32 "Han YU and T. 5. Eliot," p. 74. 

33 HCl..C, p. 178. Tr. Hart.an, "Han YU and 
T. 5. Eliot." p. 71. 
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77 

received his chin-ahih degree in 792 at the age of twanty-

four on his fourth atteMpt. He was ranked fourteenth out of 

the thirty-three who pa.sed in that year, twenty-three of 

whoM are known by naMe. The chief exaMiner wa& Lu Chih, the 

forMer Han-lin academician who wa& now vice-Mini&ter of the 

Ministry of War (ping-pu shih-lang>. In the fourth Month of 

this year he was proMoted to vice-director of the 

3ecretariat (chuns-shu ~hih-lang) and Made a chief Minister. 

He was assisted by Liang 5u, who ia usually given credit for 

pas.ing Han VU. Eight of those who pa&sed subsequently 

becaMe faMOUS, 50 this was referred to as the "dragon and 

tiger It&t'' qung-hu pqng). 34 

The exact nature of the relationship between Han YU 

and Liang Su is uncertain. A .tory in the T'ang chih-yen (~ 

Collection of Anecdote& frOM the T'ang. COMpiled c. 955) 

which purports to describe a Meating bat ween theR haa been 

shown to be unhistorical by the Modern historian Ch'ien 

Ku. 35 Han Yil's biography in the Chiu T'ang Shu .ays only 

34 H.ti Sung, Tens-k'o chi k'ao (A 3tudy of Exa~ination 
Records) (1838; Kyoto: Chubun ahuppan5ha, 1982) 13, pp. 1a-
4bJ HT5 203, p.5787. 

35 Wang Ting-pao (chin-shih. 900), ed •• T'ang chih-yen 
(Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1975) 7, pp. 80-811 Ch'ien nu, 
"T.a-lun T'ang-tai ku-wen yUn-tung (Kiscellaneous 
Discussions regarding tha T'ang ku-wen KoveMcant>," Hain-ya 
~eh-pao vol. 3. no. 1 (1957), reprinted in Lo Lien-t'ien, 
ed., Chung-kuo wen-h.Ueh .hih lun-wen hailan-chi (An 
Anthology of Article. on the Hiatory of Chine •• Literature) 
(Taipei: HaUeh-aheng shu-chU, 1979) vol. 3. p. 1002. 



that he a •• ociated with the followers of Liang Su and Tu-ku 

Chi. 36 In a letter written yeara later. Han YU .entions 

Liang's role in reco •• ending eight candidatea to Lu Chih but 

does not aay that he knew Liang previously.37 It is 

poaaible that there was no direct connection between the •• 

only a co •• on interest in ConfucianisM and literary reforM 

which they shared with a nUMber of .utual acquaintances. As 

Pulleyblank has pointed out. Lu Chih was not a part of the 

ku-wen .ove.ent (he wrote his Con£ucian essays in elegant 

parallel proae). but he did ahare their cOM.it.ant to 

Con£ucian valuea. 38 This .ay be sufficient to account £or 

Han Yil'a success. 

The satisfaction that Han YU .ust have £elt as ~ 

result of finally passing the exaMination was liaited by the 

knowledge that he still had not bean offered an official 

position. For this it was necessary to take the place.ent 

exaMination conducted by the Board of Peraonnel. 

Han YU had definite ideas about how officials ought 

to behave and he disapproved of any who tried to shirk their 

reaponsibility. In an essay "On the ReMonstrating "inister" 

(Cheng-ch'en lun). he satirized Yang Ch'eng who had been a 

94. 

36 CTS 160. p. 4195. 

37 HCLC. p. 117. 

38 Pullcyblank. "Neo-Confuciani •• and Neo-Legalis,.." p. 
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reMonstrating official for five years without ever offering 

any reMonstrance. This was the saM. Yang Ch'eng who was 

supposedly the veiled obJect of Han YU's adMiration in the 

poeM he wrote on the way to the capital in 786. Yang later 

redeeMed hiMs.lf eo_ewhat by defending Lu Chih against false 

accusations in 795 and Han YU's e.say has been credited with 

stiMulating hiM to action. but since three year~ had passed 

in the MeantiMe this is unlikely.39 

In 793 Han YU took the po-hsUeh hung-tz'u <erudite 

lit.ratua) exaMination but failed to get an appointMent. In 

a letter to a friend eMployed in th~ ~ureau of Forestry and 

Crafts <yU-pu) he cOMplains that he passed the "iniatry of 

Personnal 8~a.ination. but was eliMinated by the 

Secretariat. and .peculates that it is becauae they haven't 

heard of hiM. so he as~. for a recoMMendation. 40 There is 

no record of who it was at the Secretariat who reJected hiM 

or why. Lo Lien-t'ien gue •• es that it waa either Chao Ching 

(737-797) or Chia Tan. both of whOM were chief Ministers in 

793. If he ia correct. Chao Ching would aeeM to b. the More 

lixely candidate because he was one of the two vice

directors of the Secretariat <the other was Lu Chih). while 

Chia Tan wa. vice-dir~ctor of the right <yu-p'u-yeh) of the 

39 HCLC. pp. 62-65; CTS 192. pp. 5132-5134. 

40 H~LC. pp. 384-386. 
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DepartMent of Stat. Affair&, but thi. still doe. not explain 

why Han YU waG reJected. 41 

Hi. econoMic situation was not Much iMproved, but in 

a poe. written for hi~ friend Reng Chiao (751-814) he Made a 

virtue of poverty through an iMplied identification of 

sageliness with hUMble cirCUMstances and fooli.hne.& with 

wealth and the purauit of pleaaure. 42 It waG perhaps in 

this year that Han YU took a trip to Feng-haiang (west of 

Ch'ang-an) in the aixth Month .e.king eMploYMvnt with the 

.ilitary governor Haing ChUn-ya. 43 

It was at thi. tiM. teo that he .xpr •••• d in writing 

for the firat tiM. his concern over the dangera of the 

pursuit of i.Mortality via the arts of Taoiat alchaMY. He 

wrote; ~ poe III in the &tyle of the popular ··tale of MarvGh." 

(ch'uan-ch'i) deacribing the aad fate of a young girl whose 

curiousity about the occult cost her her life. Referring to 

those who seek contact with supernatural beings, he asks (in 

Stephen Owen'. translation), "How can they not trust in 

theMselvesl But instead wish to .tray .eeking .trange 

41 HYYC. pp. 43-44; Chou Tao-chi, Han-T'ang taai-hsiang 
chih-tu (The Chief "ini_tar SysteM frOM the Han to the 
T'ang) (1964; Taipei: Ta-hua shu-chU, 1978>, supple.ent, pp. 
92-93. 

42 HCLS, p. 5; Owen, R.ng Chiao and Han YU, pp. 41-42 
(all referencea to this work are to the publi.h.d book, not 
the dia.ertation). Cf. alao the conclu.ion of the poell "The 
Far North" (Pei-chi)in HCLS, p. 4 and Owen, p. 83. 

43 HCLC, pp. 118-119; HYYC, p. 44. 
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beings?"44 The sentiMent. expressed in this po •• will 

appear again in hi& f~.oua eaacy on the Buddha's bone 

written in 819. 

He took the po-h$ueh hung-tz'u exaMination for the 

second time in 794 and failed again. The exaMination 

included a discussion (~) on the topic of students fro. the 

National Univer&ity (t'ai-hsUeh) substituting for the 

officials in cherge of ritual preparations (HaUah-sheng tai 

chai-lang). Han YU's opinion confli~ted with that of the 

court on this Matter, and Lo &uspects that this May account 

for his failure at this tiMe. 45 

Han Hui's widow died in this year at HaUan-ch'ang 

and Lao-cn'ens returned her body to Ho-yang for burial. Han 

YU had alao returned to Ho-yeng to visit the faMily graves 

(perhaps at the Ch'ing-ming festival in the third Month), 

and Met him thera. In the sacrificial prayer that he wrote 

on this occasion Han YU remembered how she had cared for 

him. 46 

He failed the po-haUeh hung-tz'u exa.lnatlon for the 

third tiMe in 795. Hia friend Ta'ui Li-chih, who had 

obtained his chin-shih degree in 788 and passed the ~ 

44 HCLS, pp. 14-17: tr. Owen, pp. 43-44. 

45 HCLC, pp. 67-68; HYYC, p. 45. 

46 HCLC, pp. 194-1~5. She i. also .entioned in his 
sacrificial prayer for Lao-ch'eng, HCLC, p. 196. 
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haUeh hun9-t~'u exaMination in 790, wrote to encourage hiM. 

In his reply Han YU says that when he was firat reJected (in 

793) he felt eMbarrassed and doubted his own worthifi~as, but 

after his second reJection he obtained copies of the 

successful exa~ination answers and found that they were no 

better than his. He therefore wonders about the standards 

presently being applied in theae exaMinations and suggests 

that such ~ncient Masters as Ch'U YUan (3431-2781 B.C.), 

Meng K'o (Mencius, 372-279 B.C.), Ssu-aa Ch'ien, Sau-ma 

Hsiang-Ju, and Yang Hsiung would not be able to pass 

either.47 

On the twenty-seventh day of the first Month he 

submitted the first of three letters to the chief Ministers 

describing his situation and asking for their asaistance. 

The dOMinant chief ainister at this tiMe waa Chao Ching 

(736-796), but it is possible that Han YU's letter was 

intended for Lu Mai (739-798) who had Just replaced Lu Chih 

aa vice-director of the Secretariat. In the letter Han YU 

describes hiMaelf as presenting it at the gate which led to 

the entrance of the Secretariat, whereas Chao Ching was at 

this tiae vice-director of the Chancellery (Men-haia ahih

~). Moreover, Chao had been at odda with Lu Chih and 

Might not have been sy~pathetic toward a chin-ahih who had 

47 HCLC, p. 97; tr. South, Li Ho, pp. 250-251; HYYC, p. 
45. 
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been pasaed by hia. 80 Han YU aay have felt that he would do 

better to preaent his caae to Lu "a1. 48 

He quotes the Book of Odea (Shih-ching>. "encius. 

and the Book of Docuaents (Shu-ching) in support of the 

propoaition that it is part of the duty of a Confucian 

statesman to seek out and e.ploy aen of talent. He states 

that he is twenty-eight years (aui> old. and that he belongs 

to the class of Gentle.en (shih). He haa devoted hiaself to 

studying the way of the Bagea without any ulterior aotive. 

and no unorthodox ideas have entered his Mind. He ad.its 

that aoaetiaea he allows his .aotions to affect hia writings 

and that he has used the unusual to aake hiaself known. but 

he has not contradicted the teachings of the aages or 

written anything improper. He describes his experience with 

the .xaaination. and statea that he would be satisfied with 

aven a low office with a •• all aalary. In econo.ic distres~ 

and without recognition. he is teapted to abandon his 

aabition. but still feels that he has SOMething to offor if 

only he ware given a chance. He haa studied the way of the 

sages in order to cultivate hiaself for twenty years now. 

since the ~ge of seven (sui). and it would be contrary to 

the way of the gentle.en of ancient ti~.s if he did not 

48 HCLC. p. 89: CTS 136. p. 3754: HTS 62. p. 1706. 
Chao's biographies are in CTS 138. pp. 3775-3780: and HTS 
150, pp. 4807-4809. Lu's biographies are in CTS 135. pp. 
3753-3754; and HTS 150. pp. 4815-4816. 
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offer his services to his lord. The way of th= rulgr~ of 

ancient tiaes was to e~ploy aen according to th.ir ability 

and their virtue. not reJecting the. even though they 

recoa~ended th •• selves. Han YU respectfully reflects that 

there are now humane persons in the highest positions and if 

he were to depart without first attempting to contact them. 

it would be like abandoning oneself and not aerving one's 

chief ainister in the manner of the gentle.en (chUn-tzu) of 

ancient times. Now if it were known that one had written to 

the chief miniaters seeking .mploy.ent. and that the chief 

ministers had not felt insulted but had reco •• ended hi~ to 

the e.peror and conferred a noble rank on hiD, then capable 

gentleMen who have been living in obscurity would certainly 

co.e to offer their services to the court. 49 

Receiving no reply. Han YU aent a second letter 

nineteen days later on the seventeenth day of the aecond 

aonth. In this letter, he says that he haa heard that one 

who is endangered by fire or water and who calls out for 

help does not expect that hia plea will be heard and 

answered only by his relatives who care for hia, but that 

anyone in the vicinity, even though they aay bear a grudge 

against him. as long a8 their enaity doea not extend to 

wishing his death. will hear hi. cry and treat hia huaanely. 

He comparea his situation to this and suggeata that a humane 

49 HCLC. pp. 89-92. 
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Man such aa h. preau ••• the chi.f Minister to be would 

siMilarly take pity on hiM. SOMeone haa sugg.sted to hi. 

that perhaps tha chief .iniatara do know about hiM. but that 

the ti ••• are not right for theM to aMploy hiM. He reJects 

this argUMent. saying that if his ability ia inadequate to 

make hiM worthy of the chief Ministera' recoMMendation that 

is one thing. but the tiMes are what .en such as the chief 

Ministers Make of theM; they are not beyond hUaan control 

(literally. they are not Made by Heaven>. He point. out 

that only five or six years earlier a chief Minister (Li Pi) 

had recoM.ended a COM.oner <Yang Ch'ang> for an official 

position. and asks how that tiMe diff~r. frOM the preaent. 

FurtherMore. nowaday a Military and civil governors and even 

SOMe lower ranking officials can recoMMend their own 

subordinates. disregarding whether the nOMinee ia already in 

governMent service or not. How could it be then that those 

in such an honorable position as the chief Ministers should 

say that they cannot do so? He then cites the ancient 

examples of Kuan Chung choosing two Men frOM a group of 

thieves to be offici~ls50 and Chao Wen-tzu of Chin advancing 

.eventy Men to pOSitions in the state granary.51 and 

50 The story io frOM the Li chi <Book of Rit •• >. It 
haa been translated by JaMes Legg. in ··The Sacred Books of 
the East," vols. XXVII and XXVIII (Oxford University Press, 
1885; reprint New York: Univeraity Booka. 1967>. vol. 2, p. 
108. 

Sl Legge. Li chi. vol. 1, p. 200. 
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suggests that CO.Moners of the present ti~e. although of 

hUMble status. May be cOMpared to these. He ref.r~ Ggain to 

his own predica.ent. saying that he does not know what to do 

and only hopes for a little pity.52 
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As he received no reply to this letter either. Han 

YU subaitted a third letter twenty-nine daya later, on the 

sixteenth day of the third Month. This tiMe he drew on the 

exa~ple of the Duke of Chou. the prototype of the ideal 

Confucian Minister. Han YU describes in detail how 

conscientiously the Duke sought out worthy Men to aerve the 

.tate. even in the beat of tiMes when tho state was already 

well adMinistered. Can it be that conditions now are as 

perfect aa they were in the age of the Duke of Chou and can 

it be that all the worthy Men in the e.pire have already 

been recoM.ended? Is it not possible that tho.e who COMe 

seeking an audience Might have SOMething worthwhile to offer 

and that the chief Ministera .hould at least hear what they 

have to say1 Han YU has already aent two letters and 

approached the chief .inister'. g~te three ti •••• only to be 

turned away by the gatekeeper each tiae. In ancient tiaes 0 

gentle.an who could not find e.ploy.ent in hi. native .tate 

could offer his .ervices to the ruler of another state. but 

now the e.pire is united under one ruler and this i. no 

longer possible. Consequently, for gentle.en who practice 

52 HCLC, pp. 92-93. 
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the Wey, if they cannot find eMploYMent at court then the 

only alternative is to becoMe recluae. in the Mountains and 

forests, but thia is 80Mething th~t one who cares about hi. 

country cannot bear to do. This is why Han YU has so 

shaMelessly and persistently presented his case. He hopes 

that the chief .inistera will give SOMe consideration to 

what he h~. said. 53 

Han YU has bean criticized for writing these 

letters, but as the Modern critic Lin Shu has pointed out, 

the practice of writing latters to recoM.end oneself goa& 

back as far as the period of the Warring States (403-221 

B.C.).54 It ahould also ba r •• eMb.red that since the death 

of his sister-in-law in the previous year Han YU now b~~~ 

the full reaponaibility for the welfare of his extended 

faaily. He thus found hiMself in a dileM.a COMMon to 

Confucian office-a.ekwrs in traditional China. The sa.e 

Confucian value syste. that told hi. to preserve his dignity 

and stick to his principles in ti.e of adversity also 

required that he provide for hia faMily and apply his 

abilities on behalf of his fellow Men. The only way he 

could do this properly was to enter govern.ent service, and 

53 HCLC, pp. 94-95. There is a COMplete translation of 
this letter in Spring, Teng Guwen, pp. 102-106. 

54 Lin Shu, Han-Liu wen yen-chiu fa (How to Study the 
Liter~ture of Han YU and Liu Tsung-yUan) (Taipei: Kuang-wen 
shu-chU, 1976), pp. 14-15. 



this aight only ba poasible by coaproaising aoae of the 

values that aade hia desire auch .ervice in the firat place. 

Han YU'. fruatration ia apparent not only in theae 

letters, but 0160 in •• aaya such ~& the one in which he 

praises on ancient expert on horaes naaed Po-loa The essay 

opens with the words, "Only when there is a Po-Io can there 

then be thouaand-~ horses." (A ~ is one-third of an 

English aile) Han YU then goe. on to explain that horses 

able to run for such a long distance are not really 

uncoa.on, but only an expert like Po-lo can di.tinguiah the. 

fro~ ordinary horaes and give thea tn. care and training 

they need to realize their potential. If such a horae's 

special qualities ara not recognized, it aay appsar less 

capable than an ordinary horse. Then a aan who lacka 

Po-Io's good Judge.ent aay look at a horse and aay, "There 

are no (good) horaes in the world."" To this Han YU replies. 

"Are there really no <good) horsea? (This aan) really does 

not know horse.... The parallel with Han YU'. own situation 

ia too obvious to .ias. Han YU, too, like the "thousand-~ 

horae." has the potential for exceptional perforaance if 

only soaeone in authority could recognize his ability.55 

55 HCLC. p. 20. There ia a cOMplete tranalation of 
thia pi.ce in Liu, Chin.ae Cla.aical Pro ••• p. 29. It is 
alao tranalated. along with ita three coapanion piece •• in 
Friedrich A. Biachoff. Interpreting the Fu (Wie.baden: Franz 
Steiner Verlag. 1976). p. 410; and Spring. Tang guwen, pp. 
136-137. 
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Having received no reply to hia third letter, he 

le£t Ch'nng-an on the aecond day o£ the £i£th aonth to 

return to his hoae in the eaat. 

Going out through the T'ung pass £ive daya later, he 

had stopped to rest on the shady aide o£ the river when he 

saw a procea&ion going in the opposite direction carrying 

two caged bird&, an albino crow and a white Mynah, as 

tribute £or the eMperor. Thia Made hiM all the aore 

discouraged and he wrote a prose poa. (£u) to expres& his 

sorrow that these two ignorant bird& with only the color o£ 

their feathers to reCOMMend the. would get to see the 

eaparor while he couldn't de.pite all his years o£ atudy and 

ael£-cultivation. 56 This was aven aore a££ecting be~ause 

the two birda were being sent froM the ailitary gove~nor o£ 

Han YU'a own ho.e prefecture o£ Ho-yang. 57 

Han YU reached Ho-yang in the fi£th or sixth Month 

of 795. In the ninth Month he went to Lo-yang, stopping on 

the way to oacri£ica at the grave of T'ien Heng (d. c. 202 

B.C.),58 who attracted Many worthy Men £roM Ch'i to £ollow 

hia 1n coa.1tt1ng auicide rather than aurrender to the 

56 HCLC, pp. 1-2. 

57 CTS 13, p. 382. 

58 Sau-aa Ch'ien g Shih-chi <Hi&torical Record&) <c. 90 
B.C., Peking: Chung-hua &hu-chU, 1959), ch. 94J tr. by 
Burton Wataon, Records of the Grand Historian o£ China, 2 
vola. (Naw York: Coluabia University Press, 1961), vol. 1, 
pp. 245-251. 
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founder of the Han dynasty. Han yti ad.ired the righteous 

character which had enabled T'ien Heng to attract such 

devoted followers. and 60 wrote a sacrificial prayer and 

offered a libation for him.~9 

59 HCLC. pp. 175-176. 
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LIFE IN THE PROVINCES: 796 TO 806 

Han yti's life entered a new phase in the SU.Mar of 

796. In the third .onth of that year the for.er chief 

~inister Tung Chin (724-799)1 had been transferred from the 

position of Minister of War in Ch'ang-an to Acting Governor 

(liu-~hou) of Lo-yang. In the seventh .onth he was 

appointed prefect of Pien-chou (present K'ai-feng) and 

co •• ander of the Hstian-wu Ar.y to replace its for.er 

military governor who had Just died. To give him added 

status he was also granted the honorary titles of chief 

Minister and vice-director of the left of the Department of 

State Affair.. To avoid delay he recruited a personal staff 

locally in Lo-yang to accompany him to his new post. This 

was the sort of infor~al recr.uit.ent outside the normal 

civil service syste. that Han yti had referred to in his 

third letter to the chief .inisters. and it was the way that 

he got his first Job. as he was among those hired by Tung 

Chin. 

As eoon as he had aesembled his etaff, Tung Chin 

hastened to Pien-chou to forestall a budding revolt led by 

1 Biographies in CTS 145. pp. 3934-3938; HTS 151, pp. 
4819-4821. "Account of Conduct" in HCLC, pp. 331-336. 
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the officer who had assumed cOMMand of the local troops 

after the death of the .ilitary governor. Tung &ucceed~d in 

restoring order despite lacking the support of a large 

Military force of his own. 2 

As a MeMber of Tung's staff. Han yti received his 

first official titles. He was granted the title of 

provincial Judge (kuan-ch'a t'ui-kuan) and given the rank of 

a probationary editing clerk in the iMperial library (shih 

pi-shu-sheng chiao-shu). It is not clear whether he acually 

had any Judicial duties or whether he simply served as a 

general aide to Tung Chin. 

In ~he eighth month the court sent four officials to 

assist Tung in various capacities. Most of whom seem to have 

been demoted from higher potiitions. Some of them seem to 

have brought with them an air of superiority that Made them 

unpopular with the arMY and ultimately led to tragic 

consequences. 

A More auspicioua arrival was that of Li Ao (772- c. 

838) from HsU-chou. Han YU soon found that he and Li Ao had 

auch in co •• on. especially in their views of Confucianism 

and ita ralation to current social problems. They became 

2 HCLC. pp. 334-335. 
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lifelong friends and are often cited Jointly 06 precursors 

of the Nao-Confucianis~ of the 5ung. 3 

An event which occurred in 797 become a source of 

controversy among later historians who accused Han YU of 

foiling to adhere to his own political standards. He wrote 

a poem4 with a prefaceS praising the eunuch army supervisor 

ChU Wen-chen. 6 This drew criticism from the Ch'ing 

historian Wang Ming-sheng (1722-1798) who claimed that the 

aisfortunes of eunuch control of the military began with 

ChU.7 Ch'en Yin-k'o also takes this as evidence of Han YU's 

sympathy for Chil, which he believes colored Han's account of 

ChU in the 5hun-tsung shih-lu. 8 

Lo Lien-t'ien notes, however, that the preface 

itself says that Tung Chin ordered his subordinates to 

cOMpose poems in praise of ChU at a party to mark ChU's 

return to the capital, so Han YU's words do not necessarily 

3 On the relationship between Han YU and Li Ao, see 
Barrett, Li Ao, pp. 182-196. 

4 HCL5, pp. 21-22. 

5 HCLC, pp. 391-392. 

6 Biography in HT5 207, pp. 5868-5869, under the name, 
Liu Chen-liang. 

7 Cited in HYYC, p. 52. 

8 Ch'en Yin-k'o, T'anq-tai cheng-chih shih, p. 96. Of 
course, this argument holds only if one accepts that the 
current version of the 5hun-tsyng shih-lu is the one that 
Han YU wrote. 
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reflect his true feelings. Lo speculates that if Han YU 

really was sy~pathetic to this eunuch it could have been 

because the eunuch had accompanied the ill-fated peace 

.i&sion during which Han YU's cousin Han Yen had been killed 

in 787. ChU had himself been captured and later released. 

Han YU May therefore have felt a certain obligation to 

respect a colleague of his late cousin. Lo also notes that 

Wang Ming-sheng acknowledges that Chti's bad qualities had 

not yet been revealed at this time. 9 

50~eti.e during 797 Han Yti was Joined at Pien-chou 

by his friend Keng Chiao who had received his chin-shih 

degree the previous year. Meng's patron was not Tung Chin 

but Lu Ch'ang-yUan, one of the four officials sent by the 

court to assist Tung. Meng Chiao told Han Yti about a 

talented scholar na~ed Chang Chi who subsequently arrived 

fro~ Ho-chou (in present Anwhei) in the tenth month to study 

with Han YU. 10 

Li Ao left for the capital in 798 to take the 

chin-shih examination (which he passed>, while Har. YU was 

put in charge of ad.iniatering the prefectural qualifying 

examination at Pian-chou which was a prerequisite for those 

who wi.had to take the chin-shih examination in the capital. 

9 HYYC, pp. 52-53. 

10 On Chang Chi, see Lo Lien-t'ien, "Chang Chi nien-p'u 
(A Chronological Biography of Chang Chi>," Ta-lu tsa-chih, 
vol. 25, nos. 4, 5, 6 (1962), pp. 110-115, 145-152, 182-191. 
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Among those who passed was Chang Chi who went on to obtain 

his chin-shih degree in the capital the next year. 11 The 

friendships Han YU foraed with Meng Chiao_ Li Ao and Chang 

Chi was significant for_ as Stephen Owen has said_ "These 

four aen ••• forMed the nucleus of a group of scholars and 

poets who dominated the intellectual literary world for the 

next three decados."12 

Of these four_ it was Chang Chi rather than Han YU 

who best fit the image of a sober_ serious Confucian. Chang 

Chi even wrote a letter to Han YU chiding him for failing to 

preserve a serious deMeanor at all tiMes. Hi~ criticisms 

provide a rare gli.pse into Han YU's behavior when he was 

relaxed and in the company of friends. The following 

excerpt is fro~ JeMes R. Hightower's translation: 

However_ anyone who wishes to promote the Way of the 
Sages should follow it hi.self. Now I have recently 
observed that you are given to incongruous_ baseless 
talk_ and you get people to talk that way in your 
presence for fun. This is not without damage to 
your Moral stature. 

Further_ in argum9nts with others you do not 
alw~ys Make allowance for the weakness of others_ as 
though you were interested only in scoring a pOint. 
This too is not without damage. The Former Kings 
kept the Six Classics as a constant guide. If a man 
of virtue does not do as Much_ he is diminished; how 
Much the worGe to play at gaMbling and squabble with 
others for Money? The gentleman assuredly doss not 
do it_ but now you are d~ing it_ wasting your time. 
I truly do not understand why you do it. 

11 Han YU'a questions are in HCLC_ pp. 58-62_ but the 
COMMentary notes that not all are froa the saae year. 

12 Owen_ Meng Chiao and Han YU_ p. 48. 
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Your discussions and writings are not fGlse to 
the standards of the ancients. but sometiMes your 
conduct does not accord with traditional standards. 
and of this I cannot approve. I hope you will give 
up your taste for gaMbling and renounce idle talk. 13 

Han Yil does not deny these charges. but argues that 

these are not serious vices. As for his making "baseless. 

incongruous reMarks" in the cOJllpany of friends. "1 Just do 

it for fun; it's not as bad as wine and women. is it?" 

Regarding Chang Chi's other criticisMS. "1 Must admit that I 

do not control Myself in an arguMent and 1 should watch out 

and reforM. As for ga_bling. 1 venture not to accept your 

advice." Han Yil alao resisted Chang Chi's suggestion th~t 
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he should do less talking about his Confucian principles and 

instead devote himself to writing e book. To this Han Yil 

replied. "For transforMing the present generation. there is 

nothing better than &peach; for transMitting (Jlloral 

principles) to future generations. there is nothing better 

than books." For the present. Han YF felt it More 

appropriate to use oral persuasion to try to change the 

views of the present generation. 14 

It is interesting that Han YU. who is knewn as a 

Confucian Moralist, is here being lectured about aoral 

13 Chang Chi's letter is quoted in HCLC. p. 76; 
the translation ia frOM JaMes R. Hightower, "Han YU 
aa HUMorist." Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studi~.S!. 
vol. 44. no. 1 (June. 1984). p. 6. 

14 HCLC, p. 77; tr. Hightower, "Han Yil as HUllloriat," 
pp. 7-8. 



behavior. Chong Chi is concerned about Han YU's private 

behavior. while Han YU hi •• elf is typically .or. concerned 

about public behavior that directly affecta other people. 

Han Yti •• es nothing wrong in the fact that he enJoys hearing 

a good story or a clever re.ark. 

On occQ~icn. he even indulged in a bit of whi~sical 

writing hiMself. An axa.ple is his "Biography of Moo Ying," 

in which he recounta the life history of a writing brush in 

the style of a biography in one of the standard Chinese 

dynastic histories. Some .odern scholars have even 

.u~~e6tad on the basis of such pi.cee that Han YU 

contributed to the develop.ent of Chinese fiction. 15 It is 

doubtful that Han Yti really had any significant influence on 

writers of fiction. but he did have a good narrative style 

and a strong senae of the draMatic. In different 

circuM~tcnces it is conceivable that he Might have becoMe a 

successful fiction writer. If this aeeMS unlikely for an 

author with a conservative i.age, we need only r.Mind 

ourQelvea that one of the .ost articulate spokes.an for 

15 Cf. Y. W. Mo. "Proae Writings of Han YU and Ch'uan
ch'i Lit.ratur .... Journal of Oriental Studiea. vol. 7. no. 2 
(July, 1969>. pp. 195-223. and the sources cited th.rein. 
For translations of the Mao Ying chuan. a •• WilliaM H. 
Ni.nheuser. Jr •• "An Allegorical R.ading of Han YU's 'Mao -
Ying Chuan' (Biography of Fur Point>." Oriens Extr.Mus. vol. 
23. no. :z (Dec •• 1976>. pp. 153-174: and Hightower, "Han Yti 
aa HUMorist ... pp. 10-14. 
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con&ervatis. in our own tiMe, WilliaM F. Buckley, Jr., has 

now becoMe a successful author of adventure novels. 

It was probably in 797 or 798 that Han YU finally 

felt financially aecure enough to Marry. No date for his 

Marriage has been preserved, but it could have been no later 

than 798 because he already had a daughter in the spring of 

799. His wife'a peraonal naae i& not known, but ahe was a 

Lu of Fan-yang and therefore, like Han Hui's wife, a .e~ber 

of one of the great lineages. The fact that both Han YU and 

Han Hui were able to obtain wives frOM the Most prestigious 

lineages of the T'ang confirMs their status as Meabers of 

the aocial elite. Han YU's father-in-law, Lu Yi, was a 

prefectural official of Honan prefecture who was noted for 

his virtuous conduct, while his Mother-in-law was the niece 

of Hiao Chin-ch'1ng who held the high honorary rank of Grand 

Preceptor <t'ai-.hih).16 

Han YU's nephew Lao-ch'eng ca •• to visit hi. at 

Pian-chou and it aeeas likely that it was alao during this 

period that Han Yen'. widow and daughter caMe to live with 

hiM. Lao-ch'ang stayed for a year then asked to raturn to 

the south to get hi. faMily. Before he could get back to 

Pian-chou Han YU had gone. Thay never aaw each other 

again. 

16 HCLC, pp. 316-317, and 318-319, toab inscriptions 
written by Han YU for hi. wife's Mother and older brother. 
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Tung Chin died on the third day of the •• cond Month 

of 799. Fearing that there would be trouble after his 

death, he had ordered hia .on& to gather tog.ther and leave 

the city quickly. His te~pprary auccessor was Lu Ch'ang

yUan, "eng Chiao'. patron (although Keng had already left 

Pian-chou earlier) and one of the four officials sent by the 

court. Lu tried to re&train the unruly Hstian-wu ArMY with 

strict rules, but the soldiers would not obey and instead 

rebelled, killing hi. and other officials. 

Han Yti was not caught up in this rebellion because 

he was no longer in Pian-chou when it broke out. He had. in 

accordance with custom. followed Tung Chin's funeral 

procession back to Lo-yang. Hi& faMily had been left behind 

in Pien-chou and when he heard about the rebellion he beca~e 

quite concerned for their safety. He was relieved to 

receive a report that they had escaped harM and were on 

their way to the south by boat via the Pi9n River. He 

turned around as soon as he could and Made his way to the 

south to Join them. Hie diSMay at the recent events in 

Pian-chou and his frustration at the court'. seeMing 

unwillingne.s to u~e force against such rebellious troops 

waa expressed in two short poeMa. while a Much longer poem 

addr ••• ed to Chang Chi describes hia peraonal experiences 

and hia f •• ling6 frOM the tia. of Tung Chin's death until 
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his arrival in the south. including a poetic deecription of 

the route he took to get there. 17 

Han YU and his faaily finally found a teaporary ho~e 

at Fu-li in Hsti-chou (present 5u-hsien in Anhwei). He 

obtained his new reaidence there through the good offices of 

Chang Chien-feng (735-800). an official with long years of 

experience in provincial poata who had been prefect and 

ailitary governor at Hati-chou aince 788. Ch~ng and Han Yti 

had aet earlier. probably through Han'a foraer patron in 

Ch'ang-an. Ka Sui. who had recruited Chang to serve under 

hi. aa an adainiatrative asaistant (p'an-kuan) while Ka was 

etationed at Han Yij'a ~oae prefecture of Ho-yang and who had 

aore than once recoa.ended Chang to the court. Besides this 

connection to both Ke Sui and Ho-yang. Chang was fond of 

literature and was known for his cereaonious treataent of 

worthy gentleaen of low rank. 18 

Although Han YU had a place to live. he still did 

not have a Job and in the poe a to Chang Chi referred to 

above he refera to hi. faaily as a "hundred aouths." While 

this does not aean that there were literally one hundred 

peraona with hia. it doee aeea likely that he was now 

17 HCLS. pp. 35-36. 40-47; all tr. by Owen. Keng Chiao 
gnd Han YU. pp. 50-51. 74-78. 

18 Chang'a biographiee are in CTS 140. pp. 3828-3832; 
HTS 158. pp. 4939-4941. Sae alao Han YU's letter to Meng 
Chiao in HCLC. pp. 79-80. 
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accoMpanied by all thosa relatives and faMily aervanta who 

had for.erly lived in HaUan-ch'eng aa dependent. of Han 

Hui'& widow. Another poeM written while he waa living at 

Fu-li Mentions that he had asked for a recoM.endation for 

appoint.ent as a c.n&0~,19 By autu.n he was about to depart 

to seek eMploYMent ela.where when he was hired by Chang 

Chien-fang aa a provincial Judge, the aaMe rank he had held 

in Pian-chou. 20 

Life as a •• Mber of Chang's staff was not easy. 

however. On the first day of the ninth Month Han YU sent a 

letter to Chang protesting a rule thet frOM the ninth .onth 

to the end of the .econd Month officials Must re.ain on duty 

continuously frOM Morning until night unless they were ill 

or had to go out on official businesa. 21 Lo Lien-t'ien 

explain. that norMftlly auch officials would have bean 

expected to go on duty frOM 3 a ••• until 9 a •••• and again 

fro. 3 p ••• to 7 p ••• for a total of ten hours, but if they 

were not allowed to leave between these ti.es, then their 

workday would effectively aMount to sixteen hours. 22 There 

ia no record of Chang's reply. 

19 HCLS, pp. 48-49. 

20 HCLC, p. 80; Li Ao, haing-sbu~ng, p. 22b. 

21 HCLC. pp. 105-106. 

22 HYYC. p. ~6. 
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Han YU and Chang Chien-feng shared a co~~on interest 

in literoture and Han YU wrot~ an aosay in which he praised 

Chang'. writing, which was well known at the ti~e,23 but 

their personalities 8ee. to have been basically incoM-

patible. Chang enJoyed playing a for~ of polo which was 

used by .oldier. as a sort of ~ilitary training as well as a 

ga~e, but Han Yti disapproved of the governor's personal 

participation in the sport. He wrote both a poe~24 and a 

letter25 warning Chang that he was endangering his life (he 

was then sixty-four) when he would do better to sit calmly 

and think about ways to deal with conte~porary problems. 

It was custoMary for Military governors to send 

envoys to deliver their greetings to the court at the new 

year, and Han YU was chosen to go on behalf of Chang Chien-

feng. 26 It ia quite possible that Chang looked forward to 

the pro.pect of having hi~ out of the way for a while. 

On his return fro= wrote a poe~ 

expressing his belief that the current troubles be.etting 

the •• pire were due to the failure of the e.peror's 

officials to give hi. good advice, and noting with regret 

that although he had been courteously treated in the 

23 HCLC, pp. 59-60. 

24 HCLS, pp. 49-51; tr. by Owen, pp. 87-88. 

25 HCLC, p. 114. 

26 HCLC, pp. 176-178. 



capital. he had not had the opportunity to offer his own 

advice. His f.eling& of diaappointMent at hi. failure to 

Maka his ideas known to the eMperor were cOMpounded by the 

fact that he had to return to HaU-chou in the cOMpany of 

soldiers who SYMbolized the troubled .tate of the eMpire. 27 
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Back in Hsu-chou Han YU continued to offer his 

opinions in a very direct Manner that displeased the 

governor. In the fifth Month Chang dis~i&sed hiM and he 

left H8u-chou. Chang died on the thirteenth day of that 

Month. but Han YU apparently wrote nothing in his MeMory and 

Lo interprets this a& an indication that there were still 

hard feeling8 between thea at the ti.e of Chang's death. 28 

This .ay be true. but it was fortunate for Han YU that he 

left when he did. for Chang's death was followed by a 

Military conflict .uch a. had occurred at Pien-chou after 

Tung Chin'. death.29 

He returned to Lo-yang. taking the tiMe to visit 

friends and see f~.oy. places along the way.30 He stayed in 

Lo-yang for the re.ainder of the year 800. and in th~ winter 

went to Ch'ang-an for the placeMent exaMination. returning 

to Lo-yang in the third Month. He reMained without a Job 

27 HCL5. pp. 57-58, tr. by Owen. pp. 80-81. 

28 HYYC. p. 57. 

29 TCTC 235. pp. 7588-7589. 

30 HCLC. p. 398. 
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for MO&t of the year 801. and then in the fall or early 

winter h. received an appointMent as a prof ••• or (po-shih) 

at the .chool of the Four Gate&. a divi&ion of the National 

Univer.ity that accepted .tudents who were the .on& of 

officiala of the a.venth rank or higher. Han YU hurried to 

Ch'ang-an to accept the position. 

A teacher'a atatus was influenced by h1& .tudents' 

auccess (or lack of it) in the exaMinations and Han Yil's 

reputation was enhanced by the re.ults of the chin-shih 

exaMination of 802. He recoM.ended ten candidates to Lu 

Ts'an of the "ini.try of Sacrifices (tz'u-pu) who wa. 

aaaiating the chief exaMiner Ch'Uan Te-yU in auperviaing the 

exaainations. Four of the ten passed in 802 and all of the 

rest in subsequent years. 31 As a result of this group's 

succeaa Many other candidatea thereafter caMe to seek Han 

YU's recollMendation and called theMselves his "diaciples·· 

(,.en ti-tzu). 

Despite the success of hia students_ Han YU rellained 

dissatisfied with the way that teachers were treated in 

l'ang aociety. He expressed this disaatisfaction in an 

aasay "On Teachers" <ahih-shuo) written for one of his 

atudents_ 1n which he expreased hia educational ideals. Han 

YU argues that since .en are not born with knowledge_ they 

31 HCLC_ pp. 116-118; HaU Sung, Teng-k'o chi k'ao, ch. 
15, p. 12b. 
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all need teachers. The principle qualification for a 

teacher should be knowledge of the Way. It ahould aake no 

difference whether the teacher i& older or younger than the 

student, nor whether he is of higher or lower aocial atatus. 

Even the ancient sages with all their wisdom still aought 

teacher~. yQt today aen are aahaaed to study with teachers. 

A man will choose a teacher for his son to teach the boy 

reading and punctuation. but will not study with a teacher 

himself to resolve his doubts concerning the ~~,. Persons 

seeking technical skills such as ~usicians and crafts~~n are 

not ashamed to study with teachers. but gentleaen laugh at 

thoae among thea who would be teachers or students. They 

assu~e that aen of the same age aust have an equal 

understanding of the Way. They are ashaaed to &tudy with 

anyone who~e socia! status is lower then their own, and 

think that anyone who studies with a teacher of high status 

does so only to curry favor. They consider themselves 

superior to those with only technical skills, yet they 

cannot equal such persons in knowledge. Confucius himself 

expressed his willingness to learn fro. others, even though 

they were less wise than he. The relationship between 

teacher and student need not necessarily be that of superior 

and inferior in a general senS8. The teacher ia siaply one 



who has learned the Way first and who knows how to transmit 

what he has learned. 32 

This essay expresses 60 well the Chinese ideal of 

what education ought to be that it becaMe required reading 

for Chinese students up to the twentieth century. It has 

been translated intc English several tiaes (that is why it 

is only sUMMarized hare).33 

Soae ti.e in the spring or su.aer of 802 Han YU 

received per~ission to return to Lo-yang to get his wife. 

On the way he stopped at Hua-ahan to see the sights and 

cliMbed the ChUeh peak, where, according to a story 1n the 
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T'anq kuo shih pu (Supple~ent to the National History of the 

T'ang), he was afraid to COMe down and had even written a 

note of farewell to his faaily before the local aagistrate 

finally coaxed hiM down. 34 The accuracy of this story had 

been disputed since the Sung. 35 There is no doubt that Han 

YU did cliab Hua-shan, for he refers to it in a poe. written 

32 HCLC, pp. 24-25. 

33 Translations .ay be found in WilliaM Theodore de 
Bary, at al., ads., Source. of Chinese Tradition (New York: 
ColuMbia Univeraity Presa, 1960), pp. 429-430; Yang HSien-yi 
and Gladys Yang, "Prose Writings of Han YU," Chineae 
Literature, (1959, no. 2) pp. 64-65; Liu, Chinese Classical 
Prose, pp. 35-37; Spring, Tang Guwen, pp. 353-361. 

34 Li Chao (fl. c. 820), ed., T'ang kuo ahih pu (c. 
825; Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1978), p. 38. 

35 s.e the discus.ion and quotations cited in HYYC. pp. 
59-60. 
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in 806,36 but .ince the origin of the story ia not known, 

there is no way to be sure whether it is entirely true or 

whether it haG been "ilRproved" by an illaginative 

storyteller. 

It seellS that Han YU tellporarily lost his position 

at the National U~lversity because in a letter he refers to 

hillself as a "forller'· (ch'ien) professor. The letter has 

been dated by internal evidence to the fourth Ilonth of 803. 

It is addressed to the newly-appointed metropolitan governor 

(ching-chao yin) Li Shih (fl. c. 800).37 This letter is 

controversial because Han YU praises Li as a loyal and 

conscientious minister before offering two scrolla 

containing fifteen pieces of his writing in the hope of 

getting a recommendation. whereas in the Shun-tsung shih-lu, 

which ia attributed to Han YU, Li is strongly criticized for 

presuming on his position as one of the emperor's favorites 

to treat the people badly and ignore their distress. 38 

Lo Lien-t'ien notes that Li had Just assumed his 

post as Mayor and had not yet Manifested his evil character 

and since he had the ellperor'a confidence he was very 

36 HCLS, pp. 180-185, written in 806. 

37 Biographies in CTS 135, pp. 3730-3732= HTS 167, p. 
5112. 

38 Han YU'. letter to Li Shih is in HCLC, pp. 81-82: 
the relevant portion of the Shun-tsung shih-lu in in HCLC, 
pp. 406-407. 
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powerful, therefore highly desirable as a sponsor. The 

text6 critical of Li were written later, after his bad 

behavior had beco~e well known. 39 E. G. Pulleyblank adds 

the possibility that the present version of the Shun-tsung 

shih-lu is not the one that Han YU wrote. 40 It is, of 

course, quite possible that Han YU did not know auch about 

Li one way or the other, and that he was SiMply doing the 

aa~e thing he had done Many ti.ea before in aeeking a 

recommendation from a high official whoa he did not know. 

There is insufficient evidence to support any definite 

conclusion, but it see~s ~ore likely that Han YU would 

flatter soaeone he didn't know at all than that he would 

praise soaeone whom hG knew to be evil. 

If Hen YU had indeed lost his position at the 

National University and the salary that went with it, then 

he aight have been under econOMic pressure to find another 

source of inCOMe. His Job at the School of the Four Gates 

had paid 25,000 cash per month41 and he had a large family 

to support. The size of his faMily increased when his 

nephew Lao-ch'eng died unexpectedly, leaving Han YU with the 

39 HYYC, pp. 62-63. 

40 E. G. Pulleyblank, "'The Shun-taung shih-lu," 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, vol. 
19, pt. 2 (1957), p. 342. 

41 Wang P'u (922-982), ed., T'ang hui-yao (IMportant 
Docuaents of the T'ang> 3 vola. (961; Taipei: Shih-chieh 
ahu-chU, 1974), vol. 3, ch. 91, p. 1662. 
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responsibility of caring for his family which included two 

sons and at least one daughter. Hftn YU did not know the 

exact date or the cause of Lao-ch'eng's death. He expressed 

his sorrow in a sacrificial prayer which is both a faMous 

piece of literature ~nd an iMportant source of biographical 

inforMation for Han YU.42 

Han YU'a period of uneMployaent can not have been 

vQry long, for in a aemorial submitted in the seventh Month 

he refers to hiMself as receiving a Monthly salary but says 

that he is not a court official, so presumably the salary he 

refers to is the one he received as a professor at the 

National University. Han Yti subMitted his Memorial in 

response to a decision of the court on the twenty-second day 

of the seventh month to suspend the tribute (chin-shih) and 

selection examinations because of a drought and famine in 

the capital area. 43 He pointed out that the previous year's 

harvest had been abundant and that the Merchants certainly 

had a surplus in storage, while the candidates for the 

examinations constituted only a very &.all increase in the 

population of the city and brought enough capital to support 

themselves. Suspending the examinations *~ght unduly 

frighten the populace while causing aOMe to 10s8 their 

42 HCLC, pp. 195-198; tr. Liu, Chinese Classical Prose, 
pp. 83-89; Anthology of Chinese Literature, pp. 246-249. 

43 CTS 13. p. 398. 
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occupations. Just in case this sort of practical reasoning 

was not effective, he added an old ~aying that persons 

losing their emploYMent could bring on ~ drought. He noted 

further that the •• peror sy.b~lized ~ (an excess of which 

could cause drought) while the examination candidates 

ay.bolized ~ (which could help to coapensate for an excess 

of ~).44 

In the winter of 803 Han YU was appointed an 

investigating censor (chien-ch'a yU-shih> by the vice 

censor-in-chief (~-shih chung-ch'eng), Li Wen (d. 804).45 

He reaained in thia position for only a ahort tiae before 

being deaoted and banished to the south, supposedly because 

of a aeaorial he suba1tted in the eleventh aonth. The 

.eaorial asks for the suspension of the taxes in Boney and 

grain for the capital area because of the long drought and 

resultant hunger aMong the people. Han YU's arguaent here 

is relatively concise and to the point. Because of the long 

drought and an early frost, not one-tenth of the year's crop 

has surv~ved. He praises the •• peror'. huaanity and 

coapassion, but .ays the people are still in dire straits. 

He haa heard of aen abandoning thsir children and driving 

off their wive. to get a .outhful of food. Houses have been 

44 HCLC, pp.337-338. 

45 No biography. See the .acrificial prayer by Liu 
Taung-ytian (773-819>, Liu Ho-tung chi, 2 vola. (Shanghai: 
Jen-ain .h'u-pan ahe, 1974), vol. 2, ch. 40, pp. 645-646. 
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torn up and trees cut down in order to get Money to pay 

taxes. while the roads are full of the cold and hungry and 

the dead fill the gorges. Those who have the Means have 

already paid their taxes while those who have not are still 

pressed to pay. Han YU aasu~es that the eMperor has not 

been told about this situation and begs hiM to show these 

innocent people the saMe cle~ency he has shown in the past 

for criMinals guilty of capital offenses. Beside&. the 

capital area is the heart and root of the country and its 

people deserve double consideration. Now it i& snowing 

continuously and next year's harvest will certainly be 

abundant. Pressing for paYMent now would harM the people 

but gain little. while delaying woul~ help them to exist now 

and have benefits in the future. Han YU therefore asks for 

a special edict halting collection of taxes for this year in 

the capital area so there will still be some grain and 

silkworMS left for the coming year. 46 

Han YU'& biographies tell U6 that after this 

MeMorial was &ub~itted. he was "'slandered by a favored 

Minister"' and banished to the post of Magistrate of 

Yang-ahan in Lien-chou (in Kwangtung>. The fact that two 

other censor. were banished at the 6aMe tiMe, and the forM 

of the MeMorial's title suggest that it Might have 

repra.ented the opinions of aeveral censor., not only Han 

46 HCLC, pp. 338-339. 
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YU.47 No conteMporary aource give. the naMe of the Minister 

whQ &landered Han YU. but in the Tzu-chih t'unq-chien Ssu-Ma 

Kuang iMplies that it was probably Li 5hih. 48 The 

5hun-tsung &hih-Iu. in recording Li Shih's later da~otion 

and banishMent. states that he ignored an iMperial edict and 

collect~d taxes as usual (suggesting that Han YU's MeMorial 

May have been approved).49 

If Han Yil was sincere in hie earlier praise of Li 

Shih. then he Must have changed his opinion soon after he 

arrived at the capital--if Li Shih was. indeed. the target 

of the protest contained in the MeMorial. There reMains a 

possibility that Li Shih had nothing to do with Han YU's 

banishMent. 

Although it &eeMS reasonable that Li Shih Might have 

been responsible for Han YU's banishMent, Han YU hiMself 

suspected that his friends and fellow ceneore Liu YU-hsi 

(772-842)50 and Liu T5ung-yUan (773-81S)51 Might have been 

47 The naMes of the other censore are given in Han Yil's 
tOMb inscription for Chang Shu (757-8161) in HCLC, pp. 266-
268. The date is indicated in his sacrificial prayer for 
Chang Shu in HCLC. pp. 182-184. See also Huang-fu Shih, Han 
yu _hen-tao pei (Stele Inecription on the Path to Han YU'~ 
Grave), in Ch'Uan T'ang wen. vol. 14. ch. 687, p. lOb. and 
Li Ao. haing-chuang. p. 22b. 

48 TCTC 236, p. 7604. 

49 HCLC, p. 406~ 

50 Sae Chang Ta-Jan. Liu Yil-hsi ni~n-p'u (Taipei: 
Shang-wu yin-ehu kuan, 1977). 



indiscreet in revealing the contents of private 

conversations. Lo cites three poems that seeM to suggest 

this and to blame his demotion on the faction of Wang 

Shu-wen (753-806). which was to dOMinate the court during 

the brief reign of the emperor Shun-tsung in 805. 52 Lo 

quotes numerous opinions concerning this issue based on the 
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writings of Han Yti and Liu Tsung-ytian. and concludes that it 

is probable that the faction of Wang Shu-wen and Wei 

Chih-yi. which had already forMed at the end of Te-tsung's 

reign. was responsible for his banishMent. It appears that 

the MeMorial was given as the excuse for Han YU's deMot~on 

but that he did not believe that was the real reason and 

still feared reprisals after the Wang faction had reMoved Li 

Shih froM office. 53 It seeMS likely. therefore. that Han YU 

had discussed with his fellow censors his intention to 

submit a MeMorial critical of Wang Shu-wen. or of his group. 

and that his banishment had prevented him from doing so. 

51 WiliaM H. Nienhauser. Jr •• et al •• Liu Tsung-yUan 
(New York: Twayn@. 1973>; Jennings "ason Gentzler. ~ 
Literary Biography of Liu Tsung-ytian (773-819). unpublished 
Ph. D. dissertation (Columbia University. 1966). 

52 HCLS. pp. 132-140 (tr. HortMan. Language and 
Allusion. pp. 5-7). 144-148. 151-156. The most detailed 
account of Wang Shu-wen and his clique is in the Shun-tsung 
shih-lu. This has been translated by Bernard S. SolOMon. 
The Veritable Record of the T'ang EMperor Shun-tsung 
(February 28. 80S-August 31. 80S>: Han YU's Shun-tsung shih
lu (CaMbridge: Harvard UniverSity Press. 1955). 

53 HYYC. pp. 64-68. On the early formation of the 
clique. see The Ca.bridge History of China. pp. 601-602. 
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This would explain his suspicions regarding his two friends. 

who~ he knew to be on good ter~s with Wang. 

Han Yti was accompanied on his Journey to the south 

by Chang Shu (757-816?), one of the two other cen~ors who 

had been banished along with him. 54 Chang reached his post 

first and Han Yti then continued alone to Yang-shan. 55 He 

re~ained there for the rest of the year 804. According to 

his biographies his good administration led th~ people of 

Yang-shan to n~me their children after him. 56 

Conditions at court ch~nged in 805 due to the death 

of Te-tsung and the accession of Shun-tsung on the twenty-

sixth day of the firtit ~onth. As crown prince Shun-tsung 

had been the focus of a small group of idealistic officials 

who advocated a progra~ of reforms to solve the problems of 

the empire. They had kept their plans secret until Shun-

tsung became emperor, and their secrecy May have prompted 

Han YU's suspicions about them. Unfortunately for the 

reformers, Shun-tsung suffered a stroke in 804 which 

seriously limited his ability to intervene personally in 

governMental affairs. At first the leaders of the reform 

group took advantage of this circumstance by isolating the 

54 See above, n. 47. 

55 See HCLS, pp. 87-89, and Owen, Meng Chiao and Han 
Yti, pp. 108-110 for poems written along the way. 

56 Li Ao, haing-chuang, p. 22b: Huang-fu Shih, shen
tao pei, p. lOb: HTS 176, p. 5255. 
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eMperor in the palace and controlling the government in his 

naMe. They aucceeded in iMpleMenting 80me reforMs. but also 

suppressed their opponents and alienated Many powerful men. 

Before long they were quarrelling aMong themselves and when 

they failed to win the support of the army and the emperor's 

condition becaMe worse. they had insufficie~t support to 

retain their monopoly on political power. They had only 

risen to power in the first place because they had 

Shun-tsung's backing. Without his active intervention they 

could not resist the strength of the opposition they had 

provoked. 

A coalition of eunuchs. Han-lin academicians. and 

military governors finally forced Shun-tsung to abdicate in 

favor of his son. who assuMed the throne in the eighth month 

of 805 as the eMperor Hsien-tsung. The members of the Wang 

Shu-wen faction were reMoved from office. and Wang was 

executed the next year while other members of the faction. 

including Liu Tsung-yuan and Liu yu-hsi. were sent into 

exile. 57 

While all of this was going on at court. Han YU 

remained in the south. On the twenty-fourth day of the 

second Month. at the beginning of Shun-tsung's reign. an 

amnesty was issued for the whole empire. Apparently as a 

57 See the diacussion of this period by Michael Dalby 
in The CaMbridge History of China. pp. 601-607. and the 
sources cited there. 
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result of this~ Han Yti was allowed to leaV3 Yang-shan 

so~eti~e near the end 0= su~mer or the beginning of autumn. 

Lacking any specific assignment~ he went to stay with Li 

Po-~'ang~ the prefect of Ch'en-chou in Hunan~ while awaiting 

new orders. 58 He remained there for three months untll the 

accessi~n of Hsien-tsung brought another amnesty. On the 

fourteenth day of the eighth ~onth, five days after 

Hsien-tsung formally ascended the throne, Han Yti and Chang 

Shu received letters of appointment to Ch~an9-ling on the 

central Yangtze (in present Hupei). Han Yti was to be an 

ad~ini6trator of the law section of the prefectural 

administration (fa-ts'ao ts'an-chUn), and Chang Shu an 

administrator of the personnel evaluation section 

(kung-ts'ao ts'an-chiln). 

This was an i=provement in the sense that it was 

closer to the capital than their p~evious posts~ but Han YU 

had hoped to be recalled to Ch'ang-an. In a poem given to 

Chang Shu on the day after they received their appoint-

.ents, he expressed the belief that it wae tne local civil 

governor who had prevented the~ from receiving the full 

benefit of thQ amnesty.59 The commentary to this poem notes 

that the governor in question was Yang P'ing. Ch'ien 

58 HCLC. pp. 180-181, sacrificial prayer for Li Po
k'ang. 

59 HCLS~ p. 120. 
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Chung-lien adds that Yang was Liu Tsung-Yilan's father-in-

law and a supporter cf the Wang Shu-wen faction. so Han Yil's 

charge was probably correct. Lo Lien-t'ien agrees. 60 

Because he had contracted a case of malaria which 

caused him to suffer from chills and fever. Han Yil delayed 

his departure until the first week of the ninth month and 

then proceeded together with Chang Shu to Chiang-ling. 61 

The stag&s oi their Journey were marked by poems that Han Yil 

wrote along the way.62 They finally arrived in Chiang-ling 

at about the end of the tenth month. 

Shortly after their arrival they encountered Liu 

Tsung-yilan and Liu Yil-hsi. who had both been demoted twice 

and were on their way to exile at distant southern posts. 

Han YU noted their visit in a poem in which he recounted the 

crimes of the Wang Shu-wen faction. but sympathized with his 

friends' plight. 63 

On the ninth day of the twelfth month he sent a 

letter to Li Sun (739-809). vice-president of the Board of 

War and a former protege of Lu Chih. 64 He described his 

60 HCLS. pp. 120-121; HYYC. p. 70. 

61 Cf. HCLS. pp. 122-124. poem on "reproaching 
malarial spirits." 

62 HCLS. pp. 126-144. 

63 HCLS. pp. 151-156. 

64 Biography in CTS 123. pp. 3521-3523; see also 
Twitchett. "Lu Chih." p. 120. 
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~isfortuna& and lack of recognition and said that he W~6 

offering a scroll of "old texts" (chiu wen"_> that "will 

help establish the teaching of the Way" (fu shu chiao 

taoi. 65 Lo Lien-t'ien thinks that this probably refers to 

the set of five essays beginning with the YUan tao which are 

a.ong Han YU's ~ost fa.ous writings. Lo suspects that they 

were written during the three months that Han YU spent in 

Ch'en-chou waiting for an appointment. 66 E. G. Pulleyblank 

also believes that these essays were written during Han YU's 

period of exile. He acknowledges however~ that the 

reference in the letter to Li Sun <if it does indeed refer 

to these essays) only establishes the latest date at which 

they could have been written~ and it is possible that they 

could have been written earlier. 67 

The contents of these essays will be discussed in 

some detail in a later chapter. We might note here, 

however, two alternate dates for theM that have been 

suggested by modern scholars. J. K. Rideout regarded the 

essays YUan tao and YUan hsing as responses to Li Ao's 

65 HCLC, pp. 81-82. 

66 HYYC, p. 70. 

67 Pulleyblank, "Neo-ConfucianisJl and Neo-Legalism ~.o p. 
333~ n. 148. 
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Fu-hsing shu, which he dated to the period 799-800. 68 

Robert SOMers haa &uggested that they were written as Model 

e&says for his students when Han YU was a professor at the 

National University (froM the winter of 801 to the winter of 

803).69 If one takea these differing opinions as setting a 

range of dates, it would seem fairly safe to say that these 

essays balong to the first five years of the ninth century. 

Did Han Yti's letter to Li Sun bring hiM the 

favorable reco~Mendation that he desired? There is no 

record of Li's response, but in the sixth Month of 806 he 

received an appoint_ent as a professor at the National 

University. His new position was in the School of the Sons 

of the State (kuo-tzu hsUeh) which admitted sons of the 

nobility and of officials of the third rank and higher. Han 

YU's new rank was fifth degree, first class. This was a 

significant advance~ent because there was a sharp 

distinction in status between officials of the fifth and 

higher degrees and those ranking below the fifth degree. It 

also Meant that through his &tudents Han 1U h~d a potential 

Means of access to SOMe of the MOst influential men in the 

eMpire. 

68 J. K. Rideout, ··The Context of the YUan Tao and the 
YUan Hsing," Bulletin of the School of Oriental vnd African 
Studies, vol. 12, pt. 2 (1947-48), pp. 403-408. 

69 Peraonal cO.Munication. 
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As he passed through Hsiang-yang on his way to 

Ch'ang-an, Han YU aent a letter to the local Military 

governor, YU Ti, in which he praised the governor'. literary 

talent and virtue. 70 A part of this letter has been quoted 

above in our discussion of Han YU's literary theories. Lo 

Lien-t'ien notes that Po ChU-yi (772-846) criticized YU for 

his bad character and concludes that Han YU'a praises were 

not sincere. 71 We aight speculate that Han YU was able to 

Justify this sort of flattery in his own Mind on the grounds 

that he was Merely trying to be polite and to establish a 

positive relationship with a powerful official (YU beca.e a 

chief Minister in 808 and retain~d that rank until 813). 

Back in Ch'ang-an, Han YU was reunited with his 

friends Chang Chi, Keng Chiao and others. He was 

undoubtedly happy to be back in the capital and surrounded 

by friends. The increased lavel of his aocial activity is 

reflected in the nu.ber of linked verses he produced at this 

tiMe in cooperation with hi. fellow poets. 72 

70 HCLC, pp. 85-86. 

71 HYYC, p. 72. Po's cOMMenta on YU are in Ch'Uan 
T'ang wen, vol. 14. ch. 667. pp. Sb-8a, and 12a-b. 

72 Cf. HCLS, chao 4 and 5, and Owen. Keng Chiao and Han 
YU, ch. 7. 



LIFE IN THE CAPITAL: 807 TO 818 

Han Yti'E proMotion and transfer to Ch'ang-an 

naturally caused hiM to feel OptiMistic about the future 

under the new eMperor. Within a year Hsien-tsung 

successfully put down two rebellions of the aort that had 

occurred after the deaths of Tung Chin and Chang Chien-feng, 

and this further fueled Han Yti's feelings of optiMism. In 

the first Month of 807 he wrote a long POBM in praise of 

H&ian-tsung called "The Sagely Virtue of ~-hQ.".l 

YUan-ho was the naMe of the new reign period, and it did 

becoMe faMOUS in later tiMes both for the quality of its 

literature end for the extent to which central political 

authority over the provinces was restored. Han YU aey well 

have felt aati.fact.ion that hia talents had finally been 

recognized, but he soon found that such recognition could 

bring with it unwanted aide effects. 

In an easay entitled "Explanatory Words" (shih-yen) 

written in the spring of 807, he recalled how after his 

return to the capital he had been SUMMoned to see the chief 

ainister Cheng Yin (752-829), who had aaked for aaapies of 

his writing (pre.uMably with the thought of recoaaending hia 

1 HCLS, pp. 273-283. 
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as a Han-lin AcadeMician), but that after this h. had been 

alandered, both on this occasion and again several Months 

later. In the essay he gives reasons why one ahould not be 

concerned with such 6landerous attacks, but he was obviously 

affected by theM.2 

The "Account of Conduct" (haing-chuang), written 

after Han YU's death by Li Ao, says that this slander came 

froM those who cOMpeted wit~ hi. for preferMent,3 but it is 

also possible that he had Made eneMies because of his 

attitude of pride in his adherence to Confucian values end 

self-confidence regarding his literary ability. In ~ letter 

written later to his friend Feng 5u, he ad_its that at this 

tiMe he associated only with those with whoM he was in 

harMony and consciously avoided those he didn't agree with. 

He realized later that this had been a factor in giving rise 

to slanders against hiM and reflected that he was lucky that 

the results had not been even worse. 4 

Hon YU WC$ not prepared to deal with this sort of 

situation, and even seeMS to have suffered for a tiMe fro~ a 

forM of paranoia. He describes hiMself in a poem as being 

reluctant even to answer a knock on his door, preferri"s to 

2 HCLC, pp. 40-41: tr. by HartMan, Language and 
Allusion, pp. 185-192. 

3 Haing-chuang, pp. 22b-23a. 

4 HCLC. p. 112. 
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stay at hOMe with his books rather than give others an 

excuse to start new rUMors about hiM.S While this 

self-description is probably an exaggeration. Han Yti was 

certainly unCOMfortable with the idea that he always had to 

be prepared to defend hiMself against false rUMors. Li Ao 

says that it was to avoid trouble that he asked to be 

transferred to the branch of the National University in 

Lo-yang. 6 His request was approved and at the end of SUM.er 

Han YU moved to Lo-yang where he re.ained until the au.mer 

of 811. 

In 808 Han YU's appointMent as a probationary 

(ch'lian) professor was .ade regular (chen).7 It was also in 

this year that he becaMe the guardian of his cousin YU's 

five children (his naae is written with a different 

character than Han Yil's and pronounced in a different to~~. 

but has the aaae rOManization). YU had been the older 

brother of Han Yen. and should logically have been the one 

to care for Yen's faMily after his death. but he was 

irresponsible and was either unwilling or unable to do so. 

Now upon his death Han YU accepted the responsibility of 

caring for hi. faMily aa well. The oldest daughter was 

eighteen. and Han YU arranged for har aarriage to his 

5 HCLS. pp. 187-189. 

6 Haing-chuang. p. 23a. 

7 Haing-chuang. p. 23a. 
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student Chou K'uang, who had received his chin-.hih degree 

in 806. 8 

One of the characteristics of a virtuous Confucian 

Minister was supposed to be the ability to attract other Men 

of virtue to Join hiM in governMent service. Han YU 

atteMpted to do this by writing a letter in the twelfth 

Month of 808 to Li Po (not the faMous poet. who died in 762 

before Han YU was born). a virtuous scholar who had been 

living in retireMent on Shao-shih Mountain despite offers of 

appointMent frOM court officials. including Li Sun. ever 

aince the beginning of the Yuan-ho period. Li Po liked Han 

Yu's argUMent that a virtuous ruler deserved his services 

and that hiding hiMself away was inconsistent with the 

principles of hUManity and righteousness. so he caMe out of 

the Mountains to live in Lo-yang. although not until 814 did 

he forMally accept an official appointMent. 9 

Li Ao had accoMpanied Han YU to Lo-yang. but in the 

first Month of 809 he left for the south to take a Job as 

secretary to Yang YU-ling. the Military governor of Ling-

8 HCLC. p. 321. tOMb inscription for Chou K'uang's 
wife. 

9 HCLC. pp. 386-387. Li Po's biography ia in HTS 118. 
pp. 4281-4286. 
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nan (Kwangtung). Han YU acco.panied hi. part of the way and 

wrote a poe. to co •••• orate their parting. 10 

In the third .onth Han YU and two friends went to 

visit Li Po, who had not yet left his .ountain ho •• for 

Lo-yang. and Han Yil stayed for several days to see the 

sights along with Li and two other residents of the 

.ountain. a Taoist .onk and a Buddhist .onk. Han Yti 

described their visit in an inscription on a atone pillar of 

a Taoist te.ple. 11 

On the tenth day of the sixth .onth Han Yti received 

a new appoint.ent a& vice director of the Lo-yang branch 

office of the Bureau of Cri.inal Ad.inistration ~nd a 

concurrent appoint.ent as supervisor of the Bureau of 

Sacrifices (tu-kuan vtian-wai-lang fen-sau tung-tu ping p'an 

tZ'u-pu).12 Lo Lien-t'ien notes that Han YU'a duties in the 

Bureau of Sacrifice. included .anaging GGcriiicas, the 

astrono.ical water clock, national taboos (including both 

10 HCLS, pp. 308-309; cf. Li Ao'a Lai-nan lu (Record of 
Co.ing South), Ch'Uan T'ang wen, vol. 13, ch. 638, pp. 9b
lOa. Li Ao's Journey is su •• arized by Edward H. Schafer in 
The Verailion Bird: T'ang I.age& of the South (Berkeley: 
University of California Preee, 1967), pp. 22-24. 

11 HCLC, p. 429. 

12 Part of the edict of appoint.ent to the first post 
ia reproduced in Hung Haing-tau (1090-1155), Han-tzu nien
~ (A Chronological Biography of Master Han), ch. 5, p 
l1a, in "a Jih-lu, ed., Han-Liu nien-p'u (Chronological 
Biographies of Han YU and Liu Taung-yUan) (Taipei: Shang-wu 
yin-ahu kuan). 
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naMes and dates to be avoided) and t •• ple naM.S. divination 

and Medicine. and Buddhist and Taoist a££aira. The latter 

£unction gave Hen YU the opportunity to take action in an 

area thet hed long concerned hiM. Control o£ BUddhist and 

Taoist establishMents in the capital had been in the hands 

o£ eunuch "cC':'I'lJllisaionera £or Merit and virtue" (kung-te 

ahih) aince 788. but Han YU "restored control to the Bureau 

o£ Sacri£ices as provided £or in the rules contained in the 

T'ang liu-tien (Six Institutes of the T'anQ. a book of 

adMinistrative rules £or the six departMents o£ T'ang 

governMent. cOMpiled c. 737>. and severely puniahed (or 

executed> those who were dishonest. thereby bringing about a 

teMporary reforM in Buddhist practices."13 We have no More 

apecific inforMation about this occurrence. W. Might note. 

however. that during the An Lu-shan rebellion the governMent 

had resorted to the sale of "Monk certi£icates" on a large 

scale as a .oney-raising Measure. and there were 

consequently e large nu~ber o£ persons who claiMed the 

status of Monk only for the purpose of gaining exeMption 

frOM taxes and labor service with no real intention to 

pursue a religious vocation. Following the exaMple of the 

13 Shen-tao pei. pp. 10b-lla: date frOM TCTC 248. p. 
8024. The terM chu norlllally Means "to execute." but Han Vii 
SOMetiMes US.6 it in the broader sense of ··to punish 
severely." and it is possible that this how Huang-fu Shih is 
using the terM here. According to T'ang law. an official in 
Han YU's position did not have the power to order an 
execution solely on his own authority. 
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central government. local officials also sold 5uch 

certificates even though they were forbidden by lew from 

doing 80. 14 Han YU we6 known for his anti~Buddhist and 

anti-Taoist senti~ent6. However. since his actions do not 

see. to have provoked any outcry of protest froM the 

orthodox Buddhist religious establishMent. it May have been 

false monks and nuns such as these who were the targets of 

Han YU's reforms. 

Because he had taken away their authority. the 

eunuchs used harsh words to complain ebout Han Yti to the 

governor of Lo-yang. Cheng YU-ch'ing (776-839).15 However, 

Han Yti knew Cheng, for he had been the head of the National 

University for a ahort time in 806 while Han YU was there, 

and he had later been mayor of Ho-nan in 807 at the time 

when Han YU first moved to Lo-yang. It is also possible 

that Cheng wes related to Han Hui's widow, who was descended 

from the same Jung-yang Cheng lineage. 

Although the governor did not respond to their 

co~plaints. the eunuchs still wished to see Han YU removed 

from office. In a letter to Cheng, Han YU complained that 

he ceMe into conflict with the eunuchs on e daily basis in 

14 Kenneth Ch'en, "The Economic Background of the Hui
ch'ang Suppression of Buddhism," Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies, vol. 19 (1956), pp. 80-81. 

15 Biographie. in CTS 158. pp. 4163-4168; HTS 165 p pp. 
5059-5062. 
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the course of his duties in the Bureau of Sacrifices and 

that they apied on hi~, waiting for hi~ to co~~it a criMe or 

~ake a ~istake. He found his duties burdensoMe as well and 

asked for a leave of absence on account of illness. 16 This 

letter is not dated, but since Han YU refers to hi.self as 

having held this position for two years it Must have been 

written no earlier than the sixth ~onth of 810. 

In the winter of 810 Han YU was appointed ~agistrate 

of Ho-nan district, which included the aouthern half of 

Lo-yang. He again COMe into conflict with the eunuchs when 

he found Men dressed as soldiers of the Shen-ta'e ArMY who 

had set up a shop where they sold cakes in the Market of 

Lo-yang. Han YU had them arrested and accused the~ of being 

iMposters who had obtained their unifor.s by bribing real 

soldiers. When they did not respond to his questions he had 

them beaten, and their eunuch cOMmander lodged a cOMplaint 

against Han YU with the governor. Han YU wrote to Cheng 

YU-ch'ing explaining his actions, which he considered 

reasonable and Justified, and offering to resign if Cheng 

thought he had acted i.properly.17 The governor ignored the 

eunuch'. co.plaint and Han YU kept his Job, his reputation 

enhanced by his willingness to riak the wrath of the eunuchs 

in defense of what he believed to be right. 

16 HCLC, pp. 86-87. 

17 HCLC, pp. 87-88: HYYC, p. 77. 
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During this tiMe Han Yti also showed that he was not 

afraid of the ailitary governors • It was custo.ary for the 

• ilitary governors to Maintain residences in the capital for 

the use of their representatives who had to go there 

frequently on official business. Han YU discovered that 

several of these residences were being used to conceal 

bodies of arMed .en. and that officials of the central 

govern.ent who knew about it had failed to report it for 

fear of offending the ailitary governors. Han YU sent a 

report to the throne anyway, and even though the M3yor and 

the governor feared that there would be trouble. nothing 

happened. The eaperor was said to have been pleased and to 

have spoken of Han YU as one who helped hiM. Five years 

later such concealed troops were eMployed in a plot intended 

to support a rebellion by ailitary governors in central 

China. but the plot was fOiled and Han YU's earlier action 

.ay have been instrUMental in alerting the court to this 

potential threat. 18 

One of the candidates for the chin-shih exa.ination 

of 810 was a talented poet na.ed Li Ho (790-816).19 Li Ho 

had sought and received Han YU's reco ••• ndation and had 

passed the Ho-nan prefectural qualifying exaaination. He 

18 Huang-fu Shih. shen-tao pei. p. 11a. 

19 See South. Li Ho; and Kuo-ch'ing Tu. Li Ho (Boston: 
Twayne. 1979). 
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was denied the right to take the chin-shih exaMination at 

Ch'ang-an. however. on the grounds that by doing eo he 

would violate a taboo on his father's naMe. which was 

Chin-suo Han Yil suspected that hia enemies were responsible 

for Li Ho's predicament. since one who sponsored a candidate 

for the exaMinations was held responsible for the 

candidate's Misbehavior. The accusation lodged against Li 

Ho Might thus be an indirect attack on Han Yil. 

Accordingly. Han Yil wrote a defense of Li Ho which 

also serves as a good example of Han Yil's Method of 

argumentation when no ideological issues were involved. Han 

Yil begins his essay with an introduction explaining the 

circumstances that prompted him to write it. 

An Argu.ent on Taboo NaMes 

I wrote a letter to Li Ho encouraging hiM to 
take the chin-shih exaMination. After Ho pasaed the 
chin-shih (qualifying) exaMination he becaMe famous. 
but someone slandered hiM. saying. "Li Ho's father's 
name was Chin-su. so he should not have taken the 
chin-shih exaMination. The one who encouraged hiM 
to do so was wrong." Those who listened to this did 
not investigate the Matter. but agreed and supported 
the slander with similar words. Huang-fu Shih 
(777-8341)20 said. "If this Matter is not clarified. 
you and Li Ho will both be considered guilty of a 
criMe." I replied. "It is so." 

The law says. "Of the two characters of a 
(parent'a) naMe. do not regard GS taboo Juat one." 
The comMentary says. '"This Means that if (as in the 
caae of Confucius'. Mother. whose naMe wa. Cheng 

20 The Most detailed source on Huang-fu Shih i6 
Chiang Kuo-chen. Huang-fu Ch'ih-cheng ven-chiu 
(Studies on Huang-fu Shih) (Taipei: Yu-ahih wen-hua 
shih-yeh kung-.au. 1975). 



Tsai) ona says Cheng, then one should not aay Tsai: 
or if ona Gay .. Tsai, then one should not say Cheng." 
The law says, "Do not regard ali taboo hoaophonous 
naaes (which are written with different charac
ters)." The cOllu"entary says, "This aeans the 
category of naaes like Vii (the legendary eage ruler) 
and ~ (rain>, or Ch'iu (Confucius's personal na~e) 
and ch'iu (grass>." Now as Li Ho's father's na~e i6 
Chin-su, would Li Ho in taking the chin-shih 
exaaination violate the law regarding the two 
characters of his parent's naae? Would he violate 
the law regarding hoaophonous naaes? If the 
father's naae being Chin-au aeans that the son 
cannot take the chin-shih exaaination, would it not 
aean siailarly that if the father's naae were Jen 
(benevolence) the son could not be a huaan being 
(,en>? 

Now when did the practice of having taboo naaes 
begin? Was it not the Duke of Chou and Confucius 
who aade laws and institutions to instruct the 
world? The Duke of Chou in aaking the Book of Odes 
did not observe taboos on naae.. Confucius did not 
regard Just one of the two characters of his 
.other'. naa. as taboo. In the Spring and Autu~n 
period (722-481 B.C.> there was no ridicule of the 
non-avoidance of ho~ophonous naaes. The grandson of 
King K'ang of the Chou, whose naae was Chao (to 
encourage), was in fact King Chao (bright). 
(Confucius's disciple> T;an9 Shen'e £ether's n~se 
was Hsi (white>, but he did not regard as taboo the 
word hai (foraerly>. In Chou ti~ea there was a 
person na.ed Ch'i Ch'i, and in Han ti.es there was 
soaacne naaed Tu Tu. In these cases how should 
their sons have observed the naae taboo? Should 
they have regarded hoaophone& as taboo, and thus 
.ade their own surnaaes taboo? Or should they not 
have regarded as taboo words which were ho.ophonous? 

The Han dyna8ty observed the taboo on E~paror 
Wu's personal naae Ch'e (penetrate) by substituting 
the word t'unq (to penetrate), but I have not heard 
that they applied the taboo to the tera "carriage 
ruts" (chu-ch'e> by substituting 80ae other 
character. Th~y observed the taboo on Eapresa LU's 
peraonal Chih (pheasant> by substituting the tera 
yeh-chi <pheasant), but I have not heard that they 
also applied the taboo to the word chih (to govarn) 
as in chih t'ien-haia (to govern the eapire). At 
the pre •• nt tiae, in .eaorials and edicts I have not 
heard of taboos on teras hoaophonous with the 
personal naa.s of aur T'ang •• perora. Only eunuchs 
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and palace WOMen do not dare to u~ter auch hoao
phonous words leat they ahould violate aOMe law. 

What Models ahould gentleMen hold to in their 
speech and conduct? Now we have inveatigated it in 
the classics, we have verified it in the law, and we 
have exaMined it in teras of national inatitutiona. 
Is Li Ho's taking the chin-shih exaMination per
Missible. or is it not perMiaaible? 

If in all one's aervice to one's parents one can 
be like Teeng Shen, there ahould be no criticisM. 
If in one's relations with others one can be like 
the Duke of Chou and Confuciua. that alao should be 
eufficisnt. Today, however, the gentleMen of the 
world do not atrive to Make their actions like the 
:~tions of Tseng Shen. the Duke of Chou, and 
Confucius. Yet they observe the taboo on their 
parents' naMes, and thus strive to surpass Tseng 
Shen, the Duke of Chou, ond Confucius. in this way 
revealing their delusion. The Duke of Chou. 
Confucius, and Tseng Shen in the end cannot be 
aurpassed. In their "aurpassing" the Duke of Chou. 
Confucius. and Tseng Shen. they are COMparing 
theMselves to eunuchs and palace WOMen. In this 
cas~ is it then true that eunuch a and palace WOMen 
in their filiality to their parenta are More worthy 
than the Duke of Chou. Confucius, and Taeng Shen?21 

Li Ho won lasting faae for his poetry. but he never 

did get his chin-shih degree. Han YU's eaaay show. clearly 
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that the accusation of i.propriety that prevented Li Ho frOM 

getting his degree Must have been based on custo., not law. 

and suggests that enforceMent of such custoaary taboos was 

probably arbitrary. This, in turn. tends to support Han 

YU's suspicions about the aotivations of Li Ho's accusers.22 

21 HCLC, pp. 34-35. There ia a partial 
translation of this essay in South, Li Ho, pp. 257-
258. 

22 For further detaila regarding this incident, aee 
South. Li Ho, pp. 253-263. 
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At the end of the first aonth of 811 Han YU wrote a 

playful easay. "Farewell to Misfortune" (Sung-ch'iung wen), 

in which he iMegined hiMself preparing to send off spirits 

ayabolizing aspects of his character that had cGused hi. 

trouble throughout his life. The qualities he identifies in 

hiaself are not so auch negative--aoae of thea are quite 

positive--a8 disadvantageous because they prevent hia froa 

winning the approval of others. His knowledge (of aoral 

principles) causes hia to appear eccentric and aloof. while 

his choice of texts for study are not such as will bring hiM 

fortune or faae. The style that gives hiM pleasure is too 

varied Gnd unusual to be popular. Fate has given hi. an 

unattractive appearance that does not raveal the beauty in 

his heart and has Made hiM the first to attract censure. but 

aaong the last to win profit. Despite exerting hiMself to 

the utMost in dealing with others. his efforts are Met with 

enaity. These qualities have caused hiM Much trouble. but 

he has been unable to change hiMself. The spirits reply in 

their own defense, pointing out that he is short sighted in 

wanting to see thea go because in the long tera these are 

the qualities that distinguish the gentleMan frOM the 

ordinary MGn and these are the qualities that will bring him 

lasting faMe. They remind hiM that. "Only when you are at 

odds with the world are you in touch with Heaven." Han YU 
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finally relents and allows the spirits to stay. 

acknowledging the correctness of their arguMent. 23 

Beneath the hUMor. this is a defense of Han YU's 

refusal to change his values even though it ~ight be to his 

advantage to do 50. There is also an echo of the view 

expressed in his "Preface on Sending off "eng Tung-yeh 

(Le •• fteng Chiao)" written in 803~ in which he argues that 

dissatisfactior. with the circuMstances of one's life can 

stiMulate literary creativity.24 The fact that Han YU is 

able to talk about hiMself in a hUMorous way saves the essay 

fro~ the appearance of being Merely self-serving. The saMe 

ability to laugh at his own Misfortunes appears elsewhere in 

his writings a5 well. for exaMple in his "Poem on Losing 

One's Teeth." written in 803. 25 

In the aUMMer of 811 Han YU returned to Ch'ang-an as 

a vice director in the Bureau of Operations (chih-fang 

yUan-wai-lang>. This was the second-ranking position in the 

Bureau which was headed by a director (lanq-chung> 

23 HCLC. pp. 328-329. The quotation i& froll 
Hightower's translation in "Han YU as HUMorist," pp. 20-22. 
There is also a tran&lation by J. K. Rideout in Birch. 
Anthology of Chinese Literature, pp. 244-246. 

24 HCLC, p. 136. 

25 HCLS. pp. 81-82; tr. by Owen, "eng Chieo and Han YU, 
pp. 85-86, and by Charles Hartman in Wu-chi Liu and Irving 
Lo, ada., Sunflower Splendor: Three Thousand Years of 
Chinese Poetry (BlOOMington: Indiana University Press, 
1975>, 172-173. 
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responsible to the ftinistry of War. The Bureau was in 

charge of Maps. fortifications. garrisons and frontier 

posts. towers for alarm fires. and soldiers protecting the 

frontier. They also gathered data on geography and on the 

custOMS of foreign peoples. 26 

In the ninth aonth of 811 there was a legal case in 

which a ~an committed Murder to avenge his father and then 

turned hiMself in for pun~sh.ent. The emperor asked for 

opinions an how to handle such a case where law (fa) and 

propriety (~) were in cv~flict. and Han Yti &ub~itted a 

memorial which concluded that since no two such cases were 

~like it would be inappropriate to establish a aingle rule 

for all cases. He recoame~~ed thet each such case should be 

&ubaitted to the DepartMent of State Affairs which should 

deliberate on the aatter and report its conclusion to the 

throne based on the particular merits of the case. 27 

Han yti lost this position as c result of defending a 

local magistrate who was accused of corruption. Han YU 

apparently knew the aagistrate and subMitted a aemorial to 

the throne in his defense. A censor who was sent to 

26 Des Rotours. Traite des ronctionaires. vol. 1, pp. 
109-110. 

27 HCLC, pp. 341-343. For a translation of this 
essay and a comparison with Liu Tsung-ytian's e&&ay on the 
aaa. subJect, see Spring, Tang Guwen. pp. 72-75. Hsien
tsung COMMuted the death sentence to 100 blows: TCTC 238, 
pp. 7685-7686. 
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investigate the charges reported that the Magistrate was 

guilty of accepting bribss. and consequently Han Yil was 

accused of having behaved irresponsibly in defending him. 

On the sixth day of the second Month of 812 he was again 

Made a professor at the National Univgr.~ity.28 

Han Yil's duties as a professor were not arduous. but 

he was dissatisfied with his position because he felt that 

his abilities were not being fully utilized. He put his 

feelings into an iMaginary dialogue between a professor and 

a student. The professor begins by addressing his assembled 

students. telling them that it is important for theM to 

develop their talents diligently because there are now wise 

rulers in the land and all those with even the slightest 

talent have been recognized and eMployed. He is interrupted 

by a student who accu~~~ the pro~esuor of deceiving the 

students. The student describe& in detail how the professor 

has labored diligently all his life to develop his abilities 

and proMote Confucian values. producing works of literature 

that differ in &tyle from the great works of the past but 

rese~ble them in craftsmanship. Nevertheless. the 

professor's career has been undistigguished and his talents 

reMain unrecognized. Yet the professor remains oblivious to 

his own failure and even tries to give advice to others. 

28 Huang-fu Shih. shen-tao pei. p. lla; Li Ao. hsing
chuang. p. 23a: CTS 160. p. 4196; HYYC. p. 83. 



The professor replies that wi.e ministers employ people 

according to their capabilities. He cites the examples of 

"encius and Hstin-tzu who despite their superior talents 

failed to find suitable employment in their own times. He 

then argues that his abilities are not suited to present 

conditions and that he is fortunate to be as well off as he 

is. His present position is undoubtedly what he deserves 

and it would be inappropriate for him to question it. 29 
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The reader is clearly not expected to agree with the 

professor, whose function is to stress the extent to which 

present reality departs fro~ the ideal. The professor's 

career as described by the student is an exact match for Han 

yti's career, and the student is obviously giving voice to 

Han yti's own feelings of frustration. Unlike the fictional 

professor, Han YU was not resigned to his fate. 

He finally got an administrative position early in 

the year 813. On the twenty-second day of the third month 

he was given concurrent appointments as director of the 

Bureau of Review (pi-pu lang-chung> and editor-compiler in 

the Bureau of History. The Bureau of Review was a division 

of the Ministry of Justice. It exercised control over 

accounting procedures for official salaries, public 

bUildings, fines, and general auditing supervision of 

29 HCLC, pp. 25-27; tr. Spring, Tang Guwen, pp. 169-
174. 
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govern_ent expenditures. 30 The Bureau of History was at 

this time under the supervision of the chief .inister Li 

Chi-fu (758-814).31 

In the eleventh Month of 813 Li Chi-fu assigned Han 

YU and several others to revise the existing version of the 

Veritable Records of the E_peror Shun-tsung (Shun-tsung 

shih-lu). which had been prepared by Wei Ch'u-hou. Han Yti 

added more material to e~.pand the history of Shun-tsung's 

reign frOM three chapters to five. but Li Chi-fu was very 

careful and wanted to investigate further before presenting 

a final version to the throne. The history still had not 

been sub.itted when Li Chi-fu died on the third day of the 

tenth month of. 814. On the twenty-first day of the same 

month Han YU was appointed director of the Bureau of 

Evaluations (k'ao-kung lang-chung>. an office which had 

responsibility for overseeing the annual evaluation of the 

performance of both civil and military officials. On the 

fifteenth day of the twelfth Month Han YU was given the 

additional duty of compo~ing edicts and proclamations (chih 

chih-kao).32 

30 Twitchett. Financial Administration. p. 103. 

~1 Biographies in CTS 148. pp. 3992-3997; HTS 146. pp. 
4738-4744. See also The Ca_bridge History of China. pp. 
627-627. 

32 Hung Hsing-tsu. nien-p'u. ch. 6. p. 8b. quoting the 
Hsien-tsung shih-lu (Veritable Record of the EMperor Hsien
tsung. now lost>. 
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While assuMing thes9 new duties. Han Yti also kept 

his assignMent in the Bureau of History. After Li Chi-fu 

died. Han Yti took the five ch~pter version of the Shun-

tsung shih-lu to his hOMe to Make revisions and correc-

tions. and then sometime in the summer of 815. on the 

twenty-ninth day of an unsp~cified ~onth. he sub~itted it to 

the throne. The chief ~inisters felt that it contained 

errors. so Han Yti ~ade further changes and resubmitted it. 33 

Because Han YO's version contained too many details about 

what went on within the palace. it was re-edited under later 

rulers. As a result of the Many revisons of this history. 

doubts have been raised as to whether the version presently 

included in Han YO's collected works is actually the one he 

wrote. 34 

A large part o£ the difficulty in producing an 

acceptable version of the Shun-tsung shih-lu derived from 

the fact that Many of the participants in the events to be 

recorded were still alive. so.e of them in powerful 

positions. It could be dangerous to offend them (this may 

be why Li Chi-fu was so cautious about sub~itting it to the 

throne). Han YU May have had these dangers in mind when he 

33 HCLC. pp. 345-346. MaMorial on presenting the Shun
tsung shih-lu to the throne. The coaplete text of the shih
lu is in HCLC. pp. 403-424. translated by SolOMon. Veritable 
Record. 

34 Cf. Pulleyblank. "The Shun-tsung shih-lu." 



replied to a letter of encourageMent froM a holder of the 

hsiu-ts'ai35 d~gree n~.ed Liu K'o. He re.inded his 
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correspondent of the misfortunes that had befallen the great 

historians of the past who had tried to write history in 

such a way as to provide moral lessons for the guidance of 

future generations. Han yti disclaimed any intention of 

seeking to eMulate their example and contended that he was 

.erely the holder of a sinecure granted to him by the chief 

minister. 36 In view of the tiMe and effort that Han Yti 

appears to have expended on this history, one should 

probably not take his disclaimer too seriously, although it 

seems that Liu Tsung-yUan did, for he wrote a letter to Han 

Yti criticizing hi. for taking this attitude toward the 

writing of hi6tory.37 

Ever since assuming the throne, Hsien-tsung had been 

taking steps to restore the authority of the court over the 

province6. 38 He had enJoyed a good de~l of succeS6 up to 

the time when he tried to reassert central authority over 

35 The hsiu-ts'ai (blOOMing talent) degree was no 
longer offered in Han Yti's tiMe. and the terM was used as a 
&ynony. for chin-shih. 

36 HCLC. pp. 387-389. On Liu K'o, sse E. G. 
Pulleyblank, "Liu K'o. a Forgotten Rival of Han yti," Asia 
"aJor n.s., vol. 7, pts. 1-2 (1959). pp. 145-160. 

37 Liu Ho-tung chi, vol. 2, ch. 31, pp. 498-500. 

38 This is described in Peterson. "The Restoration 
Co.pleted." 
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the province of Huai-hsi on the upper reaches of the Huai 

River in central China. Hu~i-hsi strongly resisted the 

iMperial forces ~nd was only subdued after a long and 

difficult caMpaign. 39 

Han YU was aMong those who supported a policy of 

firm governMent action against the rebel province. He wrote 

a letter in the second Month of 815 cOMpliMenting a civil 

official who had led troops against the rebel forces. 40 

Because the troops sent to put down the Huai-hsi 

rebellion had met with no success, in the fifth Month 

Hsien-t&ung sent the vice-president of the censorate P'ei Tu 

(765-839)41 to investigate the situation. P'ei reported 

that the rebels could be defeated and the emperor was 

pleased. Han Yti also submitted his opinion and analysis of 

the situation, which was generally accurate, concluding that 

the de£eat o£ the rebels was certain and the only thing 

lacking was the eMperor's decision to press on to victory.42 

39 Thia caMpaign is described by Charles A. Peterson, 
"Regional De£ense Against the Central Power: The Huai-hsi 
Campaign, 815-817," in Frank A. KierMan, Jr., ed., Chinese 
Ways in War£are (Caabridge: Harvard University Press, 1974), 
pp. 123-150. 

40 HCLC, pp. 130-131. 

41 Biographies in CTS 170, pp. 4413-4435; HTS 173, pp. 
5209-5219. 

42 HCLC, pp. 371-375; cf. Peterson, "Regional Oe£ense 
Against the Central Power," p. 139. 
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The high officials at court were divided as to 

whether to continue the war effort or to try to Make peace 

with the rebels. In an apparent atteMpt to intiMidate them, 

assassins attacked afid killed the chief ~inister Wu 

Yuan-heng on the third day of the sixth Month, at the same 

tiae wounding P'ei Tu. A reward was offered and seven days 

later eight suspects were arrested. On the twenty-fifth day 

of the Month P'ei Tu was Made a chief Minister, and on the 

twenty-eighth six of those who had been arrested were 

executed along with fourteen others belonging to the saMe 

faction. When the court delayed paying the prOMised reward 

after the accused assassins were executed Han YO, believing 

they were guilty, MeMorialized that the reward should be 

paid to show the court's good faith. 43 Lo Lien-t'ien notes 

that the chief Minister Chang Hung-ching had axpressed 

doubts to the eMperor about the guilt of those executed (he 

was right>, and suggests that although the eMperor reJected 

Chang's ar~uMent&, perhaps he really agreed and therefore 

didn't pay the reward. 44 

On the fourteenth day of the fi~~t Month of 816 

H~ten-tsung deMoted two officials to fright~n others who 

opposed hi. war policiQ6, thus creating a vacancy in the 

43 HCLC, pp. 352-354. 

44 HYYC, p. 90; cf. TCTC 239, p. 7715, k'ao-yi 
(investigation of di.crepancies). 



Secretariat. On the twentieth day Han YU was ~c~e one of 

the chief secretaries of the Secretariat (chung-shu shs-

In the aecond aonth another chief secretary, Li 
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Feng-chi, was aade a chief ainister. Li supported the 

policy of seeking peace with the rebels and the advocates of 

peace teaporarily g~ined ascendancy at court. Lo thinks that 

this may be the reason that Han YU was reMoved froM his 

position in the Secretari~t on the eighteenth day of the 

fifth Month and appointed Kentor of the Right of the Heir 

Apparent (t'ai-tzu yu shu-tzu>.45 Although this was 

technically a proaotion (froa rank Sa to 4b), it effectively 

t~~oved Han YU froM the arena where policy decisions were 

aade. 

The reign of the peace party did not last long. The 

e.peror'& loss of confidence in the~ began with the serious 

defeat of a loyalist ailitary governor on the tenth day of 

the sixth Month. Unlike previous losses in the Huai-hsi 

ca.paign, this one could not be covered up and when the 

e.peror found out about it he reJected the advice of the 

peace advocates and thereafter listened only to P'ei Tu. 

Over the next few aonths the officials who favored peace 

were gradually de.otec to lower ranking positions. Mostly in 

the province •• In the eleventh aonth Wang Ya (c. 760-835), 

who hftd received his chin-shih in the aaae year as Han YU, 

45 HYYC, pp. 90-91. 
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was .ade a chief .ini&ter. 46 Although there was supposed to 

be a special bond between sa.a-year graduates of the 

chin-shih exa.ination. Wang's views on the conduct of the 

war ware opposed to Han YU's and he eventually Joined Li 

Feng-chi in urging the •• paror to end the hostilities. 

Despite their urging. the e.peror still hoped for 

victory. As the T'ang ar.ies had been unsuccessful in four 

years of ca.paigning against Huai-hsi. P'ei Tu asked 

per.ission to go and lead the troops hiaaelf. On the 

twenty-ninth day of the seventh .onth P'ei was .ade a 

.pecial co •• i&sioner to coordinate the effort against 

Huai-hai. He asked for a staff to acco.pany hi •• including 

Han YU as auperior adainistrator of the Ar.y on Ca.paign 

(hsinq-chUn .au-aa). the second ranking position on his 

staff. 

Han YU'. duties included both assistin~ in the 

direction of the troop. and overall responsibility for 

araa.enta and provisions and peraonnel records of the 

aray.47 He requeated per.iaaion to leave early to go to 

Pian-chou to persuade the ailitary governor Han Hung 

(765-822)6 48 who atill held the for.al title of overall 

46 Wang's biographies are in CTS 169. pp.4401-4405; HTS 
179 p pp. 5317-5319. 

47 Cf. dee Rotoure. Traite dea Fonctionnaires. p. 654. 

48 Biographies in CTS 156. pp. 4134-4136; HTS 158. pp. 
4944-4945. 
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Military cO.Mand9r, to contribute troops to the general war 

effort. Perhaps because of Han yti's persuasion, Han Hung 

did send his son to collect taxes to aid the iMperial 

ar~ies. Han yti was still in Pien-chou when P'ei Tu left the 

capital in the eighth Month and he wrote a poem sending off 

the ~ayor of Lo-yang who had baen visiting in Pien-chou and 

who rushed back to Lo-yang to greet P'ei on his arrival 

there. 49 Lo Lien-t'ien interpret. this as indicating that 

Han Yti's persuasion of Han Hung had already brought 

results. 50 Another poe~ that Han yti wrote for P'ei Tu shows 

that he Joir.:d P'ei enroute after P'ai left Lo-yang. 51 

On the twenty-seventh day of the eighth Month Han 

and P'ei reached Yen-ch'eng, the only rebel town captured by 

T'ang troops (because its co •• ander defected), and dis~iSGed 

the eunuch ar.y supervisors, restoring the authority o£ the 

.ilitary cOMManders, whereupon .ilitary conditions iMproved. 

In the ninth Month a surrendered Huai-hsi general told the 

T'ang general Li Su (773-821)52 that the rebels' best 

troops had been Moved to the border, leaving their capital 

inadequately defanded. Han YU learned of this and ~sked 

49 HCLS, pp. 456-457. 

50 HYYC. p. 94. 

51 HCLS, p. 457. 

52 Biographies in CTS 133, pp. 3678-3682~ HTS 154, pp. 
4874-4878. 



perMission to lead an attack on the ~~bel capital and 

capture their leader. but P'ei Tu ignored the request. 

probably because he knew that Li Su had ~lready Made 

preparations for such an attack and was only waiting for a 

auitable opportunity.53 Moreover. Li Su was a professional 

soldier. the son of a fa~ou. general, and Han YU had no 

Military experience. In the and, Han YU reMained in caMp 

exchanging poeMS with his fellow civilian officials 

(including his only long linked ver&e since the death of 

Meng Chiao in 814)54 while Li Su led the r~id on the rebel 

capital. 

The assault, which was prepared with the greatest 
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secrecy, took place on the sixteenth day of the tenth Month. 

The T'ang troops were victorious and P'ei Tu arrived on the 

twenty-fifth with an i.perial aMnesty and a pro.ise of 

leniency for any rebel troops who wished to surrender. 55 

P'ei Tu left his vice-COMMissioner to administer the rebel 

capital and departed for Ch'ang-an on the twenty-eighth day 

of the eleventh Month accoMpanied by Han Yti. who was 

undoubtedly delighted with the results of his first Military 

53 Cf. Peterson. "Regional Defense Against the Central 
Power." p. 143: Li Ao. hsing-chuang. p. 24a: Huang-fu Shih • 
• hen-tao pei. p. I1b. 

54 HCLS, pp. 458-468. Two of the ahorter poeMS have 
been translatod by Owen. neng Chiao and Han YU. pp. 280-281. 

55 Cf. Peterson. "Regional Defense Against the Central 
Power." pp. 143-144; HCLC. pp. 274-280. 
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caMpaign. Han YU wrote a nUMber of poeMs along the way. 

including one of congratulations for P'.i Tu when they 

learned while &till enroute that P'ei had been enfeoffed as 

Duke of Chin and Made a Pillar of the State. 56 

They arrived in the capital in triuMph on the 

sixteenth day of the twelfth Month. and five days later Han 

YU got his ahare of the reward for victory when he was 

appointed vice-ainister of the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu 

shih-lang). On the fourteenth day of the first aonth of 

818. Han YU was ordered to cOMpose a MeMorial stele on the 

pacification of Huai-hsi. He proceeded to write it in the 

Manner of the Book of DocuMenta. following a tradition which 

.ade such inscriptions a celebration of the virtue of the 

ruler end tha wisdoM of his advisors as well as of the 

.ilitary acco.pliah.ents of his generala. 57 The co.pleted 

text was subMitted to the throne on the twenty-fifth day of 

the third Month. but Li Su's wife. who was an iMperial 

princess. cOMplained that it gave too auch credit to P'ei Tu 

and ignored her husband's contribution. while there were 

alao errors in chronology. Han YU'& version was then 

56 HCLS. pp. 469-474. Han YU's poe. congratulating 
P'ai ia tranalated in Owen. "eng Chiao and Han YU. p. 281. 

57 HCLC. pp. 274-280. See the diacuasion of this text 
by Diana Mei. Han YU a. a Ku-wen Styliat (dia •• ). pp. 76-93. 
and har translation. pp. 142-154. 



reJected and another o££icial waa ordered to prepare a new 

veraion. 
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It i& possible that Han YU~s inexperience in 

Military Matters led hi_ to underestiMate the value of Li 

Su'a work in preparing the ground for the final victory in 

Huai-hai. After all. the war h~d been going on without 

success for nearly four years and Li Su had been there since 

the beginning of 817. whereas within two Months of P'ei Tu's 

arrival victory had been attained. It May well have 

appeared to Han YU that Li Su's attack was a relatively 

si~ple Matter (since he thought he could have led it hi~self 

with no military training> and that it was P~ei Tu's 

presence that really Made the difference. 

Another consideration that May have influenced hi. 

was the desire to see in this Qvent not Merely a ailitary 

victory on the part of the T~ang armies. but a symbolic 

victory of the civilian govern~ent over its rebellious 

mili~ary subordinates. If thia were the case he would have 

had good reason to de-eaphasize the role of the ~ilitary. 

since it was the abuae of military power on the part of 

rebel generals ever since the r~bGllion of An Lu-shan which 

haG cre&ted problems of this 60rt in the first place. 

In the fourth ~onth of 818 the ~ilitary governor of 

Ch'eng-te (in present Hopei) aent his two aons to the court 

as hostages and returned two prefectures to court control. 
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According to two biogr~phic~l sources. thi& w~s the result 

of ~ str~tege~ suggested to H~n yti by the co~~onar Po Ch'i 

which H~n yti then tr~nsmitted to P'ei Tu. 58 This ~ccount i& 

~ccepted by Ssu-~a Kuang. ~lthough Po Ch'i's biography in 

the Chiu !'ang Shu does not Mention H~n YU's role in 

trans.itting th~ idea to P'ei Tu, probably because he was 

only an interaediary whose contribution was liaited to 

recognizing the value of Po Ch'i's suggestion. 59 

At the end of 818 Han YU's position at court seemed 

secure and his future appeared to be bright. However, the 

beginning of the next year found him in circumstances where 

not only his career but even his life was in peril. 

58 H~~ng-fu ~~ih, ehen-tao pei, p. llb; Li Ao, hsing
chuang, pp. 24a-b. 

59 TeTC 240, pp. 7748-7749; CTS 154, p. 4109. 



THE AFFAIR OF THE BUDDHA'S BONE: 819 TO 820 

In the Pagoda of a Buddhist te.ple in Feng-hsiang to 

the west of Ch'ang-an, there was a aacred relic which was 

said to be a finger bone of the original Buddha. The pagoda 

was opened every thirty years to display the relic, and it 

was believed that when this happened the harvest would be 

bountiful and the people would be at peace. The last time 

this had happened had been in 790 when Han yti was in 

Ch'ang-an for the chin-shih examinations. Although he left 

the capital for a visit to his home someti.e during this 

year, he probably waited for good weather before beginning 

his Journey so that he would still have been in the city in 

the second month to see the popular reaction to the display 

of the famous relic. 

Han yti must have been deeply i.pressed by what he 

saw in 790 8S the relic was first welcomed in the i.perial 

palace, and then sent around to the various te.ples of the 

capital (which profitted greatly from the donations of the 

faithful who ca.e to see the relic) before being returned to 

its ho.e temple. 1 The same pattern was to be repeated in 

1 There are brief descriptions of these events in CTS 
13, p. 369, and TCTC 233. p. 7520. 
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819 as H&ien-toung sent eunuch cOMmissioners to accoMpany 

the relic to the capital where it would lie in .tate in the 

palace for three days before being displayed in the BUddhist 

temples. Crowds of people of all classes frOM arititoc~ats 

to commoners besieged the teMples, offering donations and 

worshipping the relic. Among theM were 60.e whose 

enthusiasm went so far that in making offerings they burned 

their heads and arMS with incense and donated every bit of 

their property.2 

Han Yti submitted a strongly worded Memorial in which 

he stressed the non-Chinese origins of Buddhism, contrasting 

the long and happy reigns of the legendary sage kings in the 

period before the introduction of Buddhism with the short 

reigns and disorderly conditions of the Period of Disunion 

during which BuddhiSM became popular in China. He suggested 

that the founding eMperor of the T'ang had thought of 

abolishing Buddhism, but regrettably had not done 60. Now 

the present eMperor is so wise that Han Yti cannot believe 

that he could really believe in BuddhiSM, and so he must 

have agreed to welCOMe the Buddha's bone simply to please 

the people. However, the people are not sophisticated 

enough to understand this, and they will think that the 

eMperor is serious in his davotion to the Buddha. In thair 

desire to aRulate hiM they May behave irrationally aven to 

2 CTS 15, p. 4&&; TCTe 240, p. 7758. 
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the extent of doing serious hor. to both th •• selves ond the 

country. If the Buddho were 0 living _on with his longuoge 

ond customs so inco_potible with those of Chino. h. would be 

treoted politely os 0 guest. ond then sent bock to his own 

country so thot he could not delude the Chinese people with 

his teochings. How is it then thot long ofter his deoth his 

bonas should be 60 honored by the court? Hon YU cites the 

soying of Confucius, "Respect the spirits, but keep them at 

o distonce," ond points out thot in oncient tiaes the rulers 

of stotas took greot care to ward off the potentially 

hor~ful influence of spirits of the deod. Now the e.peror 

shows no such coution ond his officials hove offered no 

remonstronce. Han YU osks that the e~peror should 

deaonstrote his wisdom by ordering the Buddho's bone to be 

destroyed so thot it con do no further hor. in the future. 

If the Buddha really hos the power to bring .isfortune as a 

result of thiS, then let it fall upon Han Yti hi.self. 3 

Since Hon Yti did not hiMself believe in Buddhism, 

perhops he found it inconceivable thot the emperor should 

and really believed thot the eMperor wos only trying to 

pleose the people. It i& unlikely that he would hove 

3 HCLC. pp. 354-356. This ae.oriol will be tronsloted 
in full in 0 loter chopter. Other tronalot1ona .oy be found 
in Birch. Anthology of Chinese Literoture. pp. 250-253; de 
Ba=y, ~ources of Chinese Trodition <portiol tronslation>. 
pp. 427-429; Liu. Chinese Cloasicol Prose. pp. 45-49. 
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expressed hiMself as he did if he had known wh~t the 

a.paror's rea~tion would be. 

When the e~peror read Han Yu's .e~orial he became 

vary angry and the next day sent it to the chief .inisters, 

intending to order Han Yil'a execution. However. the chief 

ministers P'ei Tu and Ts'ui Ch'Un interceded on Han's 

behalf. P'ei was Han YU's friend and patron. while Ts'ui 

(772-832)4 had received his chin-shih in the sa~e year as 

Han YU. They conceded that Han YU had spoken disraspect-

fully and that such behavior ought to be considered a cri~e, 

but they argued that he would not have come to this 

situation had it not been for his feelings of loyalty and 

unwillingness to avoid his responsibility as an official. 

They respectfully requested that the e~peror grant Han YU a 

little Mercy to ensure that others would continue to o£~er 

re~onstrances. Hsien-tsung replied that he could forgive 

Han YU's assertion that his patronage of BuddhisM ~as 

excessive. but that Han's argu.ent that rulers who 

patronized BuddhisM after its introduction in the Eastern 

Han all died young one after another was perverse and could 

not be forgiven. Yet. there were ~any at court, even 

including ~eMbera of the royal fa~ily. who felt that the 

punish~ent the emperor wished to inflict for Han's 

4 Biographies in CTS 159 p pp. 4187-4190; HTS 165, pp. 
5080-5082. 
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transgression was too severe. and consequently the e.peror 

relented and on the fourteenth day of the firat Month Han YU 

was de~oted to prefect of Ch'ao-chou (in Kwangtung> on the 

southern edge of the e.pire. 5 

When Han YU received official notification of his 

de.otion. he was required to set off for his place of exile 

i •• ediately. His route can be traced by aeans of poems he 

wrote along the way. When he reached Lan-t'ien Pass 

(present Lan-t'ien hsien in Shensi) while crossing the 

~h'in-ling Mountains. he ~rote a poem to his nephew Hsiang 

(Lao-ch'eng's aon) who had COMe froM a distance to aCCOMpany 

hiM.6 

A£ter leaving Lan-t'ien, Han YU proceeded to 

Shang-lo (present Shang hsien in Shensi) and then went east 

toward Wu Paas. On the way he met a Tibetan exile from 

Turfan and wrote a poem comforting the barbarian with the 

thought that his place of exile was not &0 far that he need 

worry about preserving his life. whereas Han Yti's place of 

exile was 8000 li frOM the capital and he hdd no hope of 

returning. 7 

5 CTS 160. p. 4200. 

6 HCLS pp. 484-487J tr. Owen. "eng Chiao and Han yu. p. 
282. and Hartman. Sunflower Splendor. p. 190. 

7 HCLS. p. 487. 
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At the border of Teng-chou <in Honan>. he wrote 

another poeM referring to hia fa~ily WhOM he had left behind 

in Ch'ang-an and also to Wang Shih-tao. the Military 

governor of P'ing-lu <in Shantung>. who was defeated in the 

first Month and executed on the fourth day of the aecond 

Month. thus dating this poem to the first Month. 8 Another 

poeM indicates that he continued to the east. passing 

through Nan-yang. and then turned toward the south probably 

entering the Han River valley near Hsiang-yang. 9 

As aoon as Han Yii had left Ch'ang-an. "'aoMeone in 

authority" decided that the faMily of a banished person 

should not reaain in the capital and they were ordered to 

follow Han YU to Ch'ao-chou. At that time his fourth 

daughter. NU. was sick in bed. but she still had to travel. 

carried in a sedan chair. On the second day of the second 

Month. frightened and in pain and unable to hold down either 

food or drink. ahe died at the Ta'eng-feng courier station 

at Shang-nan and was buried at the foot of a hill aouth of 

the station. 10 

8 HCLS. p. 488. 

9 HCLS. pp. 488-489. 

10 HCLC. p. 199 <aacrificial prayer for hia daughter>. 
p. 323 (toMb inscription for his daughter). HCLS. p. 529 
(poeM of regret on pasaing hia daughter's grave). tr. by 
Owen. "eng Chiao and Han YU. p. 284. 
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By this tiMe Han YU had already reached Yi-chFeng 

haien (in Hupei) where he inacribed a poeM on the teMple of 

King Chao of Ch'u11 and a prose in&criptiD~ fer hi~ ncphaw 

HSiang (SOMe critics think Hsiang wrote it) on the courier 

station at Yi-ch'eng dated the day his daughter died. 12 

On the fifteenth day of the third Month he went down 

the Wu River to Ch'U-chi~ng (in Kwangtung', passing through 

the Ch'ang-lo rapids where he wrote a poeM, "The Officer at 

the Rapids,"in which he states that he has been traveling 

south for More than sixty days. He has the officer state 

the distance yet to be traveled as 3000 li and has hiM 

dascribe the unpleasant conditions to be expected in the 

province of Ling-nan in general and Ch'ao-chou in 

particular, which is described ~s a place where good 

officials are never sent--cnly criMinals and eXiles. 13 Lo 

Lien-t'ien notes that aince Han YU left Ch'ang-an on the 

fourteenth day of the first Month, this poeM was probably 

written on the fifteenth or aixteenth day of the third 

.onth. 14 

11 HCLS, pp. 489-490, tr. Owen. p. 283. 

12 HCLC, pp. 397-398. 

13 HCLS, pp. 490-494) tr. HartMan. Sunflower Splendor. 
pp. 188-189. 

14 HYYC, p. 103. 



Continuing to the south. he paused at the Mouth of 

the Shih-haing river to write a poe •• xpressing his 

feelings. He recalls how he had followed hia brother to 

5hao-chou SOMe forty years earli.r and reflects that of 

those who Made that previous trip south he is the only one 

still alive and although there are now one hundred (here 

again probably Meaning "Many") people following hilR. there 

is no one with whom he can discuss auch old matters. 15 Lo 

Lien-t'ien thinks that the reference to those following him 

probably Means that his family h~d caught up with him by 

this time. 16 
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Upon the reco •• endation of Liu Taung-ytian. the civil 

governor of Kuei-lin. P'ei Hsing-li. sent one of his 

assistants to acco.pany Han YO part of the way.17 Lo 

Lien-t'ien estiMates that Han YU pro:~bly arrived in 

Kuang-chou (Canton) on approxiMately thQ twenty-fifth day of 

the third Month. assulRing that he left Shao-chou 

(Ch'ti-chiang) on the fifteenth or sixteenth and traveled at 

about the aa.e rate of speed aa Li Ao in 809 (as recorded in 

Li'a Lsi-nan lu. cited above).lS 

15 HCLS. p. 496. 

16 HYYC. pp. 103-104. 

17 HCLS. pp. 496-500 (po •• s given to the aaaiatant to 
take back to Kuei-chou). 

1S HYYC. p. 104. 
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FroM Kuang-chou he proceeded eastward peasing 

through Tseng-ch'ang and Hui-chou and finally reached 

Ch'ao-chou on the twenty-fifth day of the fourth Month. 1g 

As 800n as Han YU reached Ch'ao-chou_ he sent a Me~orial to 

the eMperor thanking hi~ for the appointment and praising 

the eMperor's good governMent. 20 

It is in this aeMorial that he gives the date of his 

departure from Ch'ang-an and says that he had to leave the 

same day he got the appointMent. He refers to Ch'ao- chou 

as being 10_000 li fro~ the capital and 2_000 1i frOM 

Kuang-chou on the extreme eastern edge of the province. A 

round trip to and from Kuang-chou takes a Month. The 

environMent is unpleasant with crocodiles a~d poisonous 

vapors_ etc. When Han YU was young he was often i11_ and 

now he is in his fifties with white hair and falling teeth. 

He cannot expect to survive long in these surroundings. He 

is all alone in this barbaric land with no faction at court 

to intervene on his behalf. If the emperor does not 

condescend to reMeMber hiM_ who will be willing to apeak for 

him? He pleads that he is by nature ignorant and there are 

many things in hUMan affairs that he does not understand. 

but he is very fond of learning and literature. He praises 

19 Hung HSing-tsu'& nian-p'u dates this to the third 
month_ but Lo cites Sung and Ch'ing critics to ahow that 
this is wrong. HYYC_ pp. 104-105. 

20 HCLC_ pp. 356-358. 
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the e~peror and the T'ang dynasty. but takes note of the 

troubles of the last aixty or aaventy years. He then 

praises the way Hsien-tsung has dealt with these problems, 

cOMparing hi~ f~vor~blv with the founding e~perors Kao-tsung 

and T'ai-tsung and suggesting that his accomplishMents Make 

hiM worthy to go to T'ai-shan to perform the Feng and Shan 

sacrifices. He expresses his gratitude for the emperor's 

Mercy and pledges to give his all to repay the eMperor's 

favor. 21 

Han YU's biography says that when the emperor 

received this Memorial. he aaid to the chief ministers. "The 

affair of Han YU's reMonstrance regarding the Buddha's bone 

was for the ~ost part due to his love for me. How could 1 

not know it? Even so. as My Mini&ter he should not have 

said that if a ruler serves the Buddha his years will go by 

quickly (and soon be ended>." He wanted to employ Han YU 

again. 60 he discussed the ~atter with his chief ministers 

to see if they agreed, but Huang-fu Po (c. 755-820>.22 who 

was an ene~y of Han YU's patron P'ei Tu. argued that" YU i6 

entirely too wild and reckless (to be brought back to the 

capital), but we could transfer h!~ to another cOMmandery." 

Although P'ei Tu still held the rank of chief mini.ter. he 

21 HCLC. pp. 356-358. 

22 Biographies in CTS 135. pp. 3738-3743; HTS 167. pp. 
5113-5114. 
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had left the court in the fourth Month to becoMe ~ilitary 

governor of Ho-tung after losing a struggle for power with 

Huang-fu Po, so he was not in a position to help Han Yti. 23 

An aMnesty was announced in the seventh .o~th and it 

was supposedly because of this and his memorial to the 

eMperor that Han Yti's post was changed as of the twenty-

fourth day of the tenth month to prefect of Yuan-chou 

<present Yi-ch'un on the Yuan River in west central 

Kiangsi>. 

Although Han Yti administered Ch'ao-chou for less 

than a year, his achievements as an administrator have been 

praised. The MOst unusual accomplishMent which was claimed 

for him was driving away the crocodiles. His official 

biography states that when he arrived in Ch'ao-chou, Han YU 

asked the local of~icials cnd people about their urgent 

problems, and they all said that there were crocodiles that 

grew to several tens of feet and which ate nearly all of 

their young aniMals, thereby causing them to be poor. 

Several days later Han Yti went to observe the crocodiles. 

and ordered his executive officer Ch'in Chi to roast a young 

pig and a sheep and throw them into the Chiu River west of 

the prefectural capital along with a prayer cast in the form 

of a Buddhist or Taoist prayer of exorcism (one presumes 

23 CTS 160, p. 4202; cf. The CRmbridge History of 
China, pp. 632-633. 
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that he considered this the appropriate for~ for such a 

prayer).24 In the prayer Han yti implies that the presence 

of these harmful creatures within the boundaries of the 

e.pire is due to the insufficient virtue of the rulers of 

historical ti~es as opposed to that of the sage rulers of 

antiquity who were able to re~ove all evil influences from 

their realms. He tells the crocodiles (and his readers) 

that the present ruler has virtuous qualities (which invite 

comparison with those ancient sog8S) and proclaims that as 

the representative of the e~peror he cannot per~it them to 

re~ain in the lan~ it is his duty to protect. He uses his 

authority as the e.peror's representativ~ to scold the 

crocodiles for their misbehavior and orders them to leave 

with all their kin within seven days or he will order 

skilled bowmen with poisoned "rrows to kill them. Han YU's 

biogrephy records that on the evening of the day the prayer 

was offered there arose in the midst of the Chiu River a 

violent wind and thunder. and in a few days the river was 

co.pletely dryas it .oved to a new course sixty ~ to the 

west. It is further stated that fro. this ti.e onward the 

people of Ch'ao-chou had no further trouble with 

crocodiles. 25 

24 HCLC. pp. 329-331; tr. Spring. Tang Guwen. pp. 159-
161. On the axorcistic style of this text. see Kei (diss.). 
p. 16. 

25 CTS 160. pp. 4202-4203; HTS 176. pp. 5262-5263. 
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It seems unlikely that Han YU seriou&ly believed 

that his prayer would drive the crocodi~~s away, and 

therefore Madeline Spring has suggested that thia prayeL was 

intended, like his memorial of thanks to the e~peror for 

appointing him to Ch'ao-chou <where he certainly did not 

want to go), to remind the e~peror of his presence and his 

loyalty despite his exile to this uncivilized post in the 

hope that the e~peror would recognize his continued value as 

an official and appoint him to a more desirable position. 26 

Lo Lien-t'ien accepts that the crocodiles were there 

and did disappear, but he suspects that Han YU made good on 

his threat to send skilled bowmen with pOisoned arrows to 

kill them. Lo Lien-t'ien accounts for the wonders desc~ibed 

in the biographies by guessing that a popular legend of the 

time was simply copied into Han YU's biographies without any 

investigation of t~e facts. 2? Something of this sort seems 

likely, as the ~ore fantastic elements of this tale do have 

the flavor of a popular ··tale of wonders" (ch'uan-ch' i). 

Another accomplishment with which Han YU is credited 

during his term of office in Ch'ao-chou i5 the freeing of 

persons who had fallen into slavery as a result of the 

non-payment of debts for which they were security. As Lo 

Lien-t'ien notes, Han YU was probably following the example 

26 Spring, Tang Guwen, pp. 164-169. 

27 HYYC, p. 106. 
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of Liu Tsung-yUan. who had done the same thing after his 

transfer to Liu-chou in 815. as recorded in Han yti's funeral 

inscription for him <Liu disc in the eleventh Month of 819 

after =;king Han yti to look after his family for him). Like 

Liu. Han Yil calculated the value of the service rendered by 

the slaves in order to daclare the debts paid and return 

theM to their fa.11ies. 28 

Han Yil is 61&0 given credit for the establishment of 

local schools in Ch'ao-chou. While there. he sent a 

aemorial to the eaperor explaining the need for a school and 

outlining his proposal for establishing one. 29 In the 

aemorial he cites Confucius on education to make the point 

that it is better to lead the people with virtue and 

propriety rather than relying solely on rules and 

punishments, and then argues that leading the people as 

Confucius advises requires schools and teachers. It is the 

shame of this hsien that for a long ti.e it has had no 

schools and for more than a hundred years it has sent no 

candidates to the chin-shih or aing-ching examinations, 

while the local people have never witnessed ~he performance 

of the Confucian rites nor heard the cere.onial ausic used 

28 Huang-fu Shih, .hen-tao pei. p. 12a: Li Ao. hsing
chuang. p. 24b (here th1s action takes place in YUan-chou). 
The inacription for Liu Tsung-yUan is in HCLC. pp. 294-297: 
tr. Liu. Chine •• Classical Prose, pp. 91-97. 

29 HCLC, pp. 401-402. 
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to recognize accomplishment in education; neither does 

anyone exhort the~ to loyal and filial behavior. Han yti 

quotes a line from the Analects of Confucius which asserts 

that even a village of ten houses ~ust hav~ so~eone who is 

loyal and faithful. 30 and then ponte out that this 

prefecture has more than 10.000 households. so how can it 

not have someone who is worthy? The prefect (Han yti) and 

the magi&tr~ta cannot personally act as their teachers, so 

the village youth have no one with whom to study. Han yti 

then proposes a candidate for the Job: the holder of the 

hsiu-ts'ai (chin-shih) degree Chao Te is deeply refined and 

devoted to tranquillity. He has some knowledge of the 

classics, he is able to compose literature, and he is able 

to understand the ways of the former kings. It is said that 

he reJects unorthodox teachings and honors the Confucians. 

He can be made a teacher. Han yti therefore proposes to 

change Chao's title from chief of eMployees (w~i) of 

Hai-yang to deputy Judge of military affairs (ya t'ui-kuan) 

with the exclusive duty of managing the prefecture's 

education. In this way he can supervise the students and a 

good custom will be established. Han yti will contribute 

from his own salary a hundred or a thousand to raise capital 

for this enterprise (apparently he has asked for 

30 Lun-yti, 5:27; tr. James Legge, The Chinese Classics, 
7 vols. (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1895). vol. 1. p. 
183. 
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contributions). If there is a surplus it will be used to 

provide food for the students. 

Su Shih's (1037-1101) stele inscription for the 

temple to Han YU at Ch'ao-chou Mentions this incident. and 

adds that frOM tnis tiMe on the gentlemen of Ch'ao-chou were 

all serious about civilized behavior. and (this attitude) 

extended to the co •• on people. so that up to the present 

ti~e (the eleventh century> it has been praised CG C place 

that is easy to adMinister. 31 An incident that occurred at 

Ch'ao-chou requires .ention because SOMe critics have 

interpreted it as casting doubt on the ~incerity of the 

sentiMente which Han YU expressed in his "Memorial on the 

9uddha's Bone". There are three letters which Han YU is 

supposed to have written to a Ch'an monk na.ed Ta-tien. 32 

These letters have been a source of controversy ever since 

the Sung dynasty. SOMe of the Most e.inent writers of the 

Sung held conflicting opinions as to their authenticity. 

Ou-yang Hsiu (1007-1072) thought they were genuine: Su Shih 

•• phatically disagreed. Chu Hsi (1130-1200) also thought 

31 Su Shih. Ching-chin Tung-p'o wen-chi &hih-lUeh 
(Collected Prose of Su Tung-p'o (Su Shih) with Annotations) 
(c. 1173; Taipei: Shih-chieh ahu-chU. 1975). ch. 5~, pp. 
877-881. 

32 Cf. Lo HSiang-lin, T'ang-tai wen-hua shih, pp. 177-
193. 
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they were genuine, but Lu Yu (1125-1210) suspected thGt they 

hGd been forged by a crafty monk. 33 

The extent to which this issue provoked controversy 

reflects the image which hGd enveloped Han YU as a pure 

ConfuciGn who would never deign to cssociate with Goyona 

less purely devoted to Confuciania~ than himself. There 1s 

no doubt that Han Yu knew Ta-tien, for he ~entions it 

hiMself in a letter to his friend Meng Chien in which he 

refers to the accusGtion that he has recently begun to 

believe in Buddhism. He denies the chGrge and explains that 

Ch'ao-chou WGS in a distGnt place Gnd there was no one for 

hi~ to talk to. There WG& un old ~onk named Ta-tien who was 

rather intelligent, so HGn YU summoned him fro~ his mountGin 

retreGt Gnd detained him in the prefectural capital for more 

thGn ten days. Han YU describes the monk in what were 

probably the terms that TG-tien's disciples used to describe 

him to Han YU, saying that he was able to ignore his body, 

use raGson to overcome himself, Gnd to remain undisturbed by 

phenomenG. HGn YU admit. that he did not understand Gll 

that Ta-tien had to say, but their relGtions were cordial. 

When Han YU left for Yuan-chou he gGve TG-tien so~e clothing 

as a pGrting gift, si~ply cs a gesture of human feelings, 

33 Their differing opinions have been collected by the 
Modern 5cholGr Ch'ien Chung-shu in his T'an-yi lu (Record of 
Talks on the Arts) (Taipei?: Yeh-hu ch'u-pan she, n.p., 
n.d.), pp. 74-82. 
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not because he believee in the JIIonk's "dharMa" or .eeks SOMe 

good luck or personal profit. 34 

There is nothing in the three letter. that 

c~'ntradicts this explanation of the relationship between Han 

YU and Ta-tien as JIIerely one of friendship in which Han YU 

occasionally borrowed some Buddhist terminology to refer to 

his correspondent in an appropriately courteous JIIanner. 

Regardless of what his later adMirers might have thought. 

Han YU seellls to have seen no contradiction in dealing with 

Buddhists end Taoists as individuals while opposing their 

teachings in general. 

Although Han Yti's appoint.ent to YUan-chou was ~ade 

at the end of the tenth month. he probably did not learn of 

it until the twelfth Month. The prefect of Shao-chou 

congratulated hiM with a poeM and Han YU reciprocated with a 

pe3J11 of his own. 35 Han YU would have liked to take Chao Te 

with him to YUan-chou. but Chao couldn't go. so Han YU wrote 

a poem to lIIark their parting. 36 

The trip to YUan-chou was less hurried than the 

Journey to Ch'ao-chou had been and Han YU took advantage of 

the opportunity to aae the aights along the way. Before 

setting out. he wrote to the prefect of Shao-chou in the 

34 HCLC, pp. 124-126; HYYC. pp. 108-109. 

35 HCLS. pp. 518-519. 

36 HCLS, pp. 519-520. 
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the area he would be passing through. 37 
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Han Yti arrived in Ytian-chou on the eighth day of the 

intercalary first Month of 820 and shortly afterward sent a 

memorial thanking the emperor for his appointMent. This 

memorial is brief and formal, in contrast to the one he had 

sent thanking the eMperor for his appointment to 

Ch'ao-chou. 38 Lo Lien-t'ien notes that in this Memorial Han 

Yti refers to the "forMer reign" so he had apparently already 

heard the news of Hsien-tsung's death on the twenty-sixth 

day of the first Month and Ku-tsung's accession on the third 

day of the intercalary first Month. Lo therefore concludes 

that the memorial probably dates from the end of the 

intercalary first Month. 39 

On the fifth day of tho &econd month a general 

amnesty was proclaimed for the empire. Han Yti sent 

congratulations on this and on the accession of the new 

amperor. 40 On the sixteenth day of the sixth month between 

the hours of three and five in the afternoon. five-colored 

auspicious clouds appeared in the northwest and Han Yti took 

it as an OMen of the coming of a period of great peace 

37 HCLS, p. 521. 

38 HCLC, p. 360. 

39 HYYC, p. 110. 

40 HCLC, pp. 360-361. 



<t'ai-p'ing) and wrote to congratulate the eMperor on the 

appearance of such an auspicious oRen. 41 The a.Morial also 

served to reaind the new eMperor of Han Yu's existence and 

of his availability for service at the capital. 
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Co.pared to the relatively extensive records of Han 

Yu's service at Ch'ao-chou. little is known about the time 

he spent in Yuan-chou. One source says only that his 

administration of Yuan-chou was like his administratio~ of 

Ch'ao-chou. 42 Again he found Ren and WOMen being used as 

securjty for debts and falling into slavery when the debts 

were not repaid according to the terMS of the contract. He 

established a aethod for redeeming the debt-slaves and 

.li~inated this custom. no longer perMitting such slavery.43 

The recall to the capital he had been hoping for 

finally caRe with his appointment as Chancellor of the 

National University (kuo-tzu chi-chiu) un the twenty-second 

day of the ninth aonth of 820. He learned of his promotion 

soaetiae during the tenth Ronth. for in his "Record of 

Renovating the Pavilion of the King of T'eng" dated the 

fifth day of the tenth .onth. he still refers to himself as 

the prefect of YUan-chou,44 while in his "Sacrificial Prayer 

41 HCLC. pp. 362-363. 

42 Huang-fu Shih, shen-tao pei, p. 12a. 

43 CTS 160, p. 4203. 

44 HCLC, pp. 53-54. 
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for the Goddes6es of the Hsiang River" which was written on 

an unspecified day of the tenth ~onth. he identifies hi~6elf 

by his new title. 45 

Aa usual. the course of hi6 Journey back to Ch'ang

an can be traced in the poem6 he cOMp06ed at different 

points along the way.46 When he reached Chiang-chou 

(pre6ent Chiu-chiang in Kiang6i). he vi6ited the H6i-lin 

teaple at Lu-shan where H6iao Ts'un. the son of the famous 

ku-wen writer Hsiao Ying-shih. had retired after re6igning 

froa govern~ent service in disgust because of the evil 

behavior of P'ei Yen-ling (728-796). the official who had 

brought about the fall of Lu Chih in 795. 47 At this tiMe 

Hsiao Ts'un had already died and all that reMained of his 

faaily was a daughter who had become a nun. However. in h16 

youth Hsiao had been friendly with both Han Hui and Liang 

Su. and it i6 p066ible that Han Yti had met him at that time. 

Han yti pau6ed to in6cribe a poe~ on H6iao's foraer 

re6idence. 48 

FrOM Chiang-chou Han Yti traveled up the Yangtze 

River by boat. pft66ing through Wu-ch'ang. then left the 

Yangtze Gnd turned toward the northwe6t and in the twelfth 

45 HCLC. pp. 188-189. 

46 HCLS. pp. 524-530. 

47 Cf. Twitchett. "Lu Chih •• 0 pp. 119-120. 

48 HCLS. pp. 525-526: HYYC. pp. 113-114. 
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Month reached An-lu (in Hupei) where he wrote two poeMs to 

send to Chou Chlin-ch/ao, the prefect of Sui-chou. In the 

second poeM Han Yli notes that of the men who served Tung 

Chin Many years ago he and Chou are the only ones still 

alive. He refers to Chou's interest in Taoist elixirs of 

long life (Liu Tsung-ylian also ~entioned this in a letter to 

Chou)49 and asks for a s.all amount of it to save his sick 

body.50 rt Sung co~.entator quoted in the notes to this poem 

takes this as proof that Han YU took Taoist elixirs, but 

this is rather weak "proof" since it would be nor~al in such 

a poem to humor the eccentricities of the recipient without 

ever expecting such a request to be taken seriously. There 

is a possibility, however, that the "sick body" Han YiI 

refers to in his poem reflects a recur~ence of the malcria 

that he had contracted during his previous exile in 805 and 

that his request to Chou was made in the hope of obtaining 

medications to treat his illness. There was a traditional 

association in China between Taoist alche~y and the practice 

of Medicine. 

When he reached Hsiang-yang on the Han River, Han YO 

was lavishly ent9rtained by the ~ilitary governor of 

Shan-nan East province, the former chief .inister Li 

Feng-chi. Han YU re8pon~ed with a poem reflecting the 

49 Liu Ho-tung chi, vol. 2, ch. 32, pp. 518-520. 

50 HCLS, pp. 526-527. 
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cordial relations between the~ even though they had not been 

good friends when they served together in the capital and 

had been on opposite sides regarding the issue of whether to 

send troops to subdue Huai-hsi. 51 

In the twelfth ~onth he passed by the grave of his 

fourth daughter who had died on the Journey south and wrote 

a poe~ to be inscribed on the roof bea~ of the courier 

station where ahe died. 52 In 823 when he was aayor of 

Ch'ang-an he returned her body to Ho-yang for reburial and 

inscription for her. 53 

When Han Yll arrived in the capital later in the 

twelfth ~onth. an issue before the court was what to do 

about a group of barbarians who had baen bothering the 

southern ad.inistration of Yung (in Kwangsi) sporadically 

aver since 795. The current co~r.issioner in charge of the 

area had submitted a petition requesting their suppression. 

Since Han Yil had Just come from the south. he felt quite 

familiar with matters in that area and consequently sent up 

a me.orial discussing the appropriate handling of what he 

51 HCLS. pp. 528-529. 

52 HCLS. pp. 529-530: tr. Owen. "eng Chiao and Han Yil, 
p. 284. 

53 HCLC. pp. 199-200. 323. 



referred to GS the "Huang faMily bGndits" because their 

leGders hGd Gll co.e fro~ the SG.e Huang fa~ily. 
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Han ~li suggested that pGrt of the probleM WGS that 

the officiGls GPpointed to Yung-chou hGd not been suited to 

the Job. He proposed that the Gd~inistrations of Yung and 

its neighbor to the east. Jung. should be combined into a 

single province (tao) with its governor (ching-lueh shih) 

stationed Gt Yung-chou 60 the barbarians would be less 

likely to attack and eaSier to repel and control if they 

did. Troops should be recruited locally so they would know 

the terrain (and the nature of the enemy). Such troops 

would be eGsier to train and More effect~ve at no additional 

cost. After the area is pacified. treat the bandits' 

followers well and forgive them so others will surrender 

willingly.54 

Recalling another problem he hGd encountered in the 

south. Han YU Glso submitted G MemoriGl discussing the 

~ortgGgin9 of free people and requesting an order to Gll 

officials to free in accordance with the law (Hsien-tsung 

had GlreGdy outlawed this practice in 809)55 all those 

54 HCLC. pp. 369-371. 

55 TCTC 237. pp. 7657-7658. 
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enslaved. 56 

56 HCLC, p. 371; tr. Liu, Chinese classical Prose, p. 
53. 
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LIFE AS A HIGH OFFICIAL: 821 TO 824 

Han YU's return to Ch'ang-~n from YUan-chou marked 

the end of his last period of exile. For the remainin9 four 

years of his life he held a succession of high posts in the 

capital. Although his life in these last years was not 

entirely free from controversy he did not suffer any further 

serious setbacks of the kind that had interrupted his 

official advancement in the past. 

As director of the National University Han YU found 

that conditions within the University were not in accord 

with the provisions set down in the T'ang liu-tien. He 

submitted a memorial citing the number and rank of the 

students who were to be admitted to the three divisions of 

the National University and contrasted this with actual 

present conditions. He noted that so~e of the sons and 

grandsons of the nobility and high officials whose r~nk 

entitled them to enter the University were asha~ed to do so 

while some of the places they should have occupied were held 

by merchants ond co~moners.1 

Han YU does not state the nuaber of &tud~ntG 

currently enrolled in the National University. but it was 

1 HCLC. p. 339. 
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probobly not greoter thon the quoto 6otoblished for eoch 

bronch of the University in the yeor 807 os recorded in the 

Hsin T'ong Shu. Acccording to the quoto set in this yeor 

there were to be only eighty students in the School of the 

Sons of the Stote which wos reserved for the 80ns ond 

grandsons of civil and Military officiol& of the third ond 

high~~t nobility. According 

to the T'ong liu-tien there should hove baen three hundred. 

The situotion wos similor in the other two schools of the 

University. In the t'oi-hGueh (olso tronsloted as "National 

University") for sons ond grandsons of officiols of the 

fifth ond higher ranks there ~e~~ tQ b~ ~e~en~y students 

where formerly there should hove been three hundred. At the 

School of the Four Gates for the sons of officials of the 

seventh ronk ond obove there were to be three hundred 

students instead of five hundred. 2 

It wos therefore presuMobly to bring the wnrollmant 

in the University bock up to its earlier quoto thot Hon YU 

proposed extending eligibility for entry into the t'oi-

hsueh to the 60ns and younger brothers of regular officials 

of the eighth ronk ond obove. while the School of the Four 

Gotes should occept tolented students who lacked the yin 

privilege to fill its quota of students. An indication of 

2 HT5 44. p. llb5~ tr. des Rotours. Troita des Exomens. 
pp. 17'3-180. 



the nUMber of students who were either enrolled or 

dnticipated for the year 821 is Han YU's request for a rice 

rdtion for 274 persons. If the quotas eet in 807 hdd been 

completely filled there should have been 450 students. 3 
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In another MeMorial Hdn YU further requestad thdt 

the BOdrd of Personnel should not ~ake teaching dppointments 

to the Ndtiondl University baaed oaly on seniority, but that 

new appointees should come only from among those who had 

mastered the classics and histories and obtained the 

chin-shih degree. 4 In a separate letter. Han YU recoMmended 

his friend Chang Chi as one who wae qualified to fill a 

vacancy for a professorship at the University.S 

Han YU' s "Account of Conduct" also notes that he 

asked for the appointment of Confucians as officials of the 

University and caused the students to Meet daily to hear 

lectures. Many students caMe to hear the lectures and all 

were happy, saying to each other, "Since Lord Han has been 

Libationer the University is not lonely." The same source 

recorda an incident concerning a lecturer who was able to 

discourse on rites, but had a vulgar appearance so that Many 

other school officials who caMe frOM elite faMilies reJected 

him and wouldn't eat with him. Han YU therefore invited the 

3 HCLC, pp. 339-340. 

4 HCLC, p. 369. 

S HCLC, p. 364. 
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lecturer to eat with hiM and thereafter the other officials 

did not dare slight hiM.6 

On the twenty-sixth day of the seventh Month of C~l 

Han YU was transferred to the position of vice-president of 

the Board of War (ping-pu shih-lang>. Two days after Han 

YU's appointMent T'i.n Hung-cheng, the Military governor of 

Ch'eng-te (in Hopei>, was killed along with More than 300 of 

his relatives and followers by Wang T'ing-taou (d. 834)7 who 

then called hiMself the ""acting governor" (liu-shou) and 

cOMpelled the eunuch arMY supervisor to seek the insignia of 

office for hi. which would signify official recognition of 

his status by the court. The court was unwilling to grant 

such recognition end on the fourtGGnth day of the eighth 

Month ordered armies from five neighboring provinces to the 

borders of Ch'eng-te. A plot to overthrow Wang led by one 

of his own generals was discovered end suppressed with much 

loss of life, while the first atteMpt by governMent troops 

led by Niu YUan-yi, the prefect of Shen-chou, to Move 

against hi. also failed as Wang's forces surrounded his 

opponent's headquarters on the thirtieth day of the eighth 

Month. Probably with the victorious caMpaign against 

Huai-hsi in Mind, on the third day of the tenth Month the 

6 Li Ao, hsing-chuang. pp. 24b-25a. 

7 Biographies in CTS 142. pp. 3884-3888: HTS 211. pp. 
595~-59&1. 



court appointed P'ei Tu cO~Missioner in charge of 

expeditionary forces on all sides of the Ch'eng-te capital 

of Chen-chou (present Cheng-ting in Hopei). On the 

fourteenth day P'ei personally led troops to attack Wang's 

position froM the west. 
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Despit~ P'ei's leadership. the governMent forces 

were not successful. By the first Month of 822 the iMperial 

arMie. were attacking Wang's forces froM the west. east and 

north in an attempt to relieve the siege of Shen-chou. but 

their advance wae liaited by lack of supplies. In the 

~eanti~a the condition of Shen-chou W4S increasingly 

crjcical and finally the court had no choice but to grant 

Wang the foraal title of Military governor on the second day 

of the second Month. Han YU was appointed cOMmissioner to 

inform Wang of the court's decision and to soothe his 

ruffled feelings (hsUan-wei shih). The ineffective prefect 

of Shen-chou, who had been given the title of ~ilitary 

governor when he was ordered to le~d troops against Wang. 

was given a new appointment in the south but was unable to 

leave because Wang still refused to open the encircleMent of 

Shen-chou. 8 

When Han YU was about to depart for Chen-chou 

everyone felt that he would be in danger and YUan Chen (779-

8 TCTC 242. pp. 7796-7808. 
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831),9 who opposed P'ei Tu and the use of Military force 

against Ch'eng-te and who becaMe a chief Minister in the 

second Month of 822. 1& reported to have &aid. "Han YU is 

pitiable." Mu-tsung also regretted Making the appoint.ent 

and instructed Han YU to go to the border of the war zone to 

observe the situation. but not to enter very far. Han YU 

replied, ·'To atop (without cOMpleting MY Mia&ion) would be 

due to my lord's benevolence, but to die (i£ necessary in 

the service of one's lord) is a Miniatar's duty. How could 

I receive MY lord's COMmand and yet stand still out of 

concern for Myself7°o 10 He thereupon eet off iMMediately, 

arriving in T'ai-yUan on the fifteenth of the second Month. 

He then turned toward the east, travelling quickly despite 

the cold weather. 1i 

Li Ao and Huang-fu Shih give the following account 

of Han YU's experience in Chen-chou. When Han YU arrived in 

Chen-chou, Wang had troops in arMor arrayed around his 

headqu~rtars. H~n YU spoke loudly a&king why Wang wanted to 

rabQl like a bandit when the eMperor had granted him the 

title of Military governor? A soldier stepped forward and 

9 Biographie. in Angela Jung Palandri. YUan Chen (New 
York: Twayne. 1977). pp. 20-30; CTS lEG, pp. 4327-4339; HTS 
174, pp. 5223-5229. 

10 Li Ao. hsing-chuang. p. 25a; Huang-fu Shih. Mu-chih 
Ming. p. 15b. 

11 HCLS, p.547, poeM for P'ei Tu. 
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protested that this army had shed blood in the past to 

d~fend the court. &0 now how could they be considered 

bandits? Han YU replied that they seemed to have forgotten 

their former lacd~r who was loyal to the throne. If they 

still remembered that was good, but that was in the past. 

He recited the names of rebel leadera who had been defeated 

and asked what was their fate? 06 -they have descendants? 

He then contrasted these with others who had submitted to 

the court and held high ranks and powerful positions which 

they were able to pass on to their descendants. The 

soldiers protested that they were Justified in killing T'ien 

Hung-cheng because he treated the. cruelly, but Han YO 

replied that by killing T'ien and all his retinue they were 

following the way of the rebels with the bad fate which that 

implied. The soldiers were impresssd by Han YU's argument 

and Wang feared that he might win them over, so finally 

agreed to end the siege. Han YU was treated well and 

allowed to leove with no difficulty.12 

Thi. account ex th~ incident gives Han YU credit for 

obtaining the release of Niu YUan-yi fro. Shen-chou, but 

both Wang'. biography in the Chiu T'ang Shu and the Tzu-chih 

t'ung-chien say that Niu escaped later on hia own, and that 

when the general left in charge 1n Shen-chou finally 

12 Li Ao, haing-chuang, pp. 25a-26a: Huang-fu Shih. ~ 
chih .ing, p. 15b. 
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surrendered to Wang he was killed along with aore than 180 

other •• including those a.abers of Niu's fa.ily who had been 

unable to escape. 13 Lo Lien-t'ien concludes that it is 

probably the latter two sources that are correct. 14 

It is quite possible that Wang T'ing-tsou deliber-

ately misled Han YU about his intentions toward Shen-chou 

and that Han YU left Chen-chou believing that he had brought 

the matter to a successful conclusion. He had no way of 

knowing what the future would bring. As it turned out. Wang 

and his descendants continued to rule Ch'eng-te for 

eighty-six years. 1S 

On his way back froM Chen-chou Han YU wrote a poem 

that later became a source of controversy because its 

references to willows and peach trees were interpreted by 

some critics of the Sung and later as romantic allusions to 

two concubines na~ed Crimson Peach (Chi~ng-t'ao) and Willow 

Branch (Liu-chih). According to a story in the T'ang Yil-

lin (Forest of Anecdotes fro. the T'ang).16 both of these 

concubines were able to sing and dance. A poem Han Yil wrote 

at Shou-yang station (170 Ii east of T'ai-yUan) on the way 

13 CT5 142. p. 3887; TCTC 242. p. 7813. 

14 HYYC. p. 122. 

1S The Caabridge Historv of China. p. 547. 

16 Wang T'ang. ed •• T'ang yil-lin (c. 1100; Taipei: 
Shih-chieh shu-chil, 1975). p. 220. 
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to Chen-chou Mentions not seeing garden flowers <yUan-hua) 

or lane willows (hsiang-liu) and this haA been taken as a 

reference to these two concubines. 17 The story says that 

after this po.m was written Willow Branch "went over the 

wall and escaped" but meMbers of the household pursued and 

caught her. Thus the second poeM. written when Han yti was 

returning from Chen-chou. refers to willows that want to fly 

in the spring wind while blossoms of peach and plum trees 

still remain in the small garden awaiting his return. 18 The 

story concludes by saying that after this he exclusively 

favored Crimson Peach. 

Some critics of later times have refused to believe 

this stor.y because they considered such sentiments unworthy 

of a great man like Han Yti. and they found precedents in the 

Shih Ching for the use of terminology such as appears in Han 

yti's poem in an acceptable Confucian sense. This attitude 

reflects an extreme form of Neo-Confucianism which 

eventually engendered a reaction in the late King and Ch'ing 

periodo to what many scholars saw as an unnecessary denial 

of human feelings. Wang King-sheng. for example. thought 

that the language of the poem was better suited to the 

expression of personal feelings than to a nature poem on the 

5cenery of Han YU's garden. but given such strong evidence 

17 HCLS. p.546. 

18 HCLS. p. 547. 
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of his bravery and honesty how could such &enti~ents harm 

his reputation a& a great man1 19 

Concerning the reliability of this story. we might 

noto that the T'ang yti-lin was compiled ~irca 1100 and that 

the only contemporary reference to these women appears to be 

Chang Chi's sacrificial poem for Han yti which mentions that 

two or three ~onths before his death during his final 

illness Han yti liked to listen to two unnamed concubines 

play the p'i-p'a and the cheng together. 20 

Upon his return to the capital Han yti made a full 

report to Mu-tsung who was greatly pleased and wished to 

employ him a& a chief minister. 21 but he received no such 

appointment. perh~ps b~cause his persuasion of Wang 

T'ing-t&ou turned out to be less effective thon he thought 

it had been. 

In the fourth month of 822 the vice-minister of the 

Ministry of Revenue Chang P'ing-shu submitted a memorial 

requesting a reform in the salt administration so that 

officials might sell salt directly rather than through the 

agency of salt merchants. He supported his proposal by 

listing eighteen benefits it would provide. Han YU 

19 HCLS. pp. 547-548. commentary~ HYYC. p. 122. 

20 Ch'tian T'ang-shih (Complete T'an9_Poetry) (1701~ 
Peking: Chung-hua shu-chU. 1960). ch. 383. pp. 4301-4302. 

21 Li Ao. hsing-chuang. p. 26a~ Huang-fu Shih. shen-tao 
pei, p. 12b. 
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responded to this with a long memorial of his own showing 

why Chang's proposed reforMS would not work as he thought 

they would. Han Yti's memorial is a maJor source of 

information on the salt monopoly, and as such it has been 

translated in full by Denis TWitchett. 22 It should suffice 

here, therefore, to note that Han Yti's reasons for opposing 

Chang's proposal are practical rather than ideological, and 

reflect a realistic understanding of actual administrative 

practices. The chief secr€tary of the Secretariat. Wei 

Ch'u-hou, also submitted a long memorial opposing the 

proposed reform, and it was not implemented. 

On the third day of the ninth month of 822 Han Yti 

was transferred to the position of Vice-minister of the 

ninistry of Personnel. In this position he was responsible 

for the exa.in~tions to select and promote officials and the 

granting of h~norific titles and titles of nobility. 

Perhaps recalling his own days as a candidate for the 

selection examination, he changed procedures which had 

previously prevented candidates from seeing the government 

scribea, ao that the candidates would no longer be in awe of 

the scribes and their power to discriminate would not be as 

great. When someone asked him about this, Han YU likened 

the situation to people's fear of ghosts saying, "The reason 

22 Twitchett, Financial Administration, pp. 165-172; 
original text in HCLC, pp. 375-380. 
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people fear ghosts is because they can't see them. If 

ghosts could be seen. people would not fear the~. The 

candidates cannot see the scribes, therefore their power is 

great. If they could listen to them as they go in and out 

their power would be small."23 

Han VU re~ained in this position for less than a 

year. On the Gighth day of the 6ixth month of 823 he was 

pro~oted to metropolitan governor <ching-chao yin) and given 

a concurrent appointment as censor-in-chief <yU-shih ta-fu}. 

At this ti~e the title censor-in-chief was purely honorary, 

and the real head of the Censorate was the vice 

censor-in-chief <yu-shih chung-ch'eng). The titular head of 

the Censorate had no power and was expected to pay a 

courtesy visit to the vice-president to pay his respects. 

This was embarraSSing for Han VU since the current incumbent 

in that office. Li Shen (d. 846).24 had previously sought 

Han Vu's recommendation when he was a candidate for the 

chin-shih examination in 802 while Han Vti was a professor at 

the School o~ the Four Gates (he passed in 806>, and 

according to contompcrary rules of etiquette should have 

showed his respects to Han VUe 

23 Li Ao, hsing-chuang, pp. 260-26b. 

24 Biographies in CTS 173, pp. 4497-4500; HTS 181, pp. 
5347-5350. 
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It seems that the person responsible for putting Han 

Yti in this awkward situation was Li Feng-chi. who was once 

again a chief ~inister. Li Feng-chi did not get along with 

Li Shen, who as a Han-lin academician had gained the 

emperor's favor and who had hopes of becoming a chief 

.inister hi~self. Li Feng-chi wanted to find an excuse for 

removing Li Shen so he would not become a chief minister and 

in~erfere with Li Feng-chi's policies, so he deliberately 

arranged things so that the short-tempered Li Shen would be 

likely to co.e into conflict wi~h Han Yti. 

Han YU asked Mu-tsung to excuse him from the 

require.ent that he call on Li Shen. citing the precedent of 

a civil governor of lower rank than himself who had been 

granted the same privilege. and the emperor granted his 

request. Li Shen thought that the established custo~ should 

still be followed and felt slighted because Han yti had 

obtained exemption from it. Consequently he repeatedly 

disputed Han Yti's official policies. 25 

The capital region at this ti.e was notoriously 

difficult to govern, but Han Yti set the tone of his 

ad.inistration by arresting and throwing in prison corrupt 

Members of the powerful imperial guards. and because of this 

25 Cf. quotations from the biographies of Li Feng-chi 
and Li Shen in HYYC. pp. 126-127; also Li Ao. hsing-chuanq. 
p. 26b; Huang-fu Shih. shen-tao pei. p. 12b; HCLC w pp. 133-
134. 
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and his reputation for fearlessly upholding his beliefs no 

one dared to break the law and in ti~e of drought no one 

dered to raise the price of rice. 26 

Hen yti and Li Shen ca~e into conflict egain when Li 

sent a group of prisoners to Han yti's office to be beeten 

and Judged. H~n yti considered this i~proper ~nd returned 

the prisoners to Li Shen. Li Shen informed the court of 

whet hed heppened and Li Feng-chi took adventege of the 

opportunity to demote both men. Han yti to vice-president of 

the Boerd of War and Li Shen to civil governor of Kiangsi. 

Mu-tsung didn't know ebout all this end still favored Li 

Shen. so Li wes able to see the e~peror and tell him of Li 

Feng-chi's plot. Thereupon both Han yti end Li Shen were 

given new appoint.ents. On the nineteenth day of the tenth 

Month. seven days after their demotions. Li Shen beceme the 

vice-president of the Boerd of Revenue and Han Yti once egein 

became Vice-president of the Boerd of Personnel. 27 

Mu-tsung died on the twenty-second dey of the first 

month of 824. He wes succeeded by the crown prince. known 

to history ao Ch1ng-tsung <r. 824-827>. on the following 

day. Han yti reteined his position under the new emperor 

26 Li Ao. h&ing-chueng. p. 26b. 

27 TCTC 243. pp. 7828-7830; Li Ao. hoing-chuang. p. 
26b; CT5 173. pp. 4497-4498; date fro~ Hung H&ing-tsu. nien
D'U. ch. 7. p. 15a. 
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until the fifth ~onth when he requested a leave of absence 

on account of illness. 

At first he went to hi~ ~~t~t9 south of Ch'ang-an in 

the scenic area where other well-known officials such as 

P'ei Tu, Tu Yu. and Niu Seng-Ju also had estates. Chang Chi 

had Just left his post with the Board of Waterways. so was 

free to accoMpany Han Yti. Other friends came to visit when 

they could. 

When Chang Chi got a new appointment and had to 

return to the capital. Han YU went back too and stayed at 

his ho~e in Ching-an village on the outskirts of Ch'ang-an. 

In the eighth month he had used up his allotted 100 days of 

sick leave and had to resign his post as vice-president of 

the Board of Personnel. He wrote to Huang-fu Shih asking 

hi. to write his tomb inscription. On the sixteenth day of 

the eighth month Chang Chi and Wang Chien came to visit hi. 

and it was on this occasion that Han Yti had his two 

concubines come out to play the p'i-p'a and the cheng as 

recorded in Chang Chi's sacrificial poem. 28 

A£t6r die~ussing with his friends the care of hie 

wife and children after his death, Han Yil compared himself 

to his older brother Hui. He recalled that Hui's conduct 

was virtuous and he understood the uae of .edicines. taking 

28 Hung Haing-tau, nien-p'u. ch. 7. pp. 16a-17a; Huang
fu Shih, mu-chih ming. p. 14a; Ch'Uan T'ang-ahih, ch. 383. 
p. 4302. 
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only those that were recom~ended in the Pen-ts'ao (Pharma-

copeia--attributed to the legendary emperor Shen-nung), yet 

he died in his forty-second year, whereas Han YU who was 

careless and not intelligent. ignoring prohibitions on food, 

reached the rank of vice-president of a board and surpassed 

his brother's term of life by fifteen years. If this were 

not sufficient, what would be? Moreover, he could take 

consolation in the knowledge that he had not lost his moral 

integrity.29 

Han yti left instructions that his burial was to be 

strictly according to Chinese rites without the addition of 

any Buddhist rites as was the common custom. He died on the 

second day of the twelfth month of 824 at his residence in 

Ching-an villoge in his fifty-seventh year. Ching-tsung 

granted hi~ the posthumous title of president of the Board 

of Rites and Li Ao wrote his "Account of Conduct" recording 

his offices and actions and requested the Secretariat to 

examine his merits and provide a posthumous honorary title. 

The title granted was Wen (cultured). In the third month of 

825 he was buried at the family home in Ho-yang. 30 

Even in death Han yti was unable to escape the 

controversy that seemed to follow him throughout his life. 

29 Li Ao, hsing-chuang. p. 27~. 

30 Huang-fu Shih, shen-tao pei, pp. 12b, 13b; .u-chih 
~ing. p. 14b; Li Ao~ hsing-chuang. p. 27b. 
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The cause of hi~ death i~ unknown. The ~e.orial accounts of 

his life written i~~ediately after his death were all 

forbidden by custom from mentioning it. Nevertheless, 

scholar~ in later times could not re&iat the temptation to 

speculate about it, especially if it appeared that the cause 

of his death contradicted the principles he upheld while 

alive. 

The evidence used to support such speculation tends 

to be either inconclusive or of questionable reliability (or 

both). The nearest thing to a contemporary reference to the 

cause of Han YU's death is a quotation from a poem written 

in 833 by Po ChU-yi in which Po contrasts his own attainment 

of old age despite not taking care of himself with the early 

deaths of others who tried to prolong their lives. He 

mentions that Han YU took sulfur, but in the end his illness 

was not cured. 31 

In discussing this iasue, Lo Lien-t'ien shows that 

both i'ong emperors and many T'ang scholars liked to take 

drugs as one method of seeking i~mortality via the arts of 

Taoist alchemy. He then shows that sulfur was one of the 

drugs that could be ua~d for this purpose. Like ~ercury, 

sulfur had to be refined via Taoist alchemy before it could 

be consu~ed. Han YU knew som.thing of the .eans of 

31 Cited in HYYC, p. 129: tr. by Arthur Waley, 
Translationa from the Chinese (New York: Knopf, 1941), pp. 
251-252. 



preparing such Taoist elixirs. since he Mentions it in his 

toab inscription for Li Kan. who died in the first Month of 

823. (However. here he seems to be warning of the dangers 
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of taking ;woh elixirs.) He also aentions in this 

inscription that on his way back to Ch'ang-an frOM 

YUan-chou. Keng Chien sent him some Taoist elixir and he did 

not immediately decline it (but he doesn't actually say that 

he took it. either).32 Lo also refers to the poem Han YU 

wrote to Chou ChUn-ch'ao on the same trip in 820 in which he 

asked Chou for ~edicine to cure his illness. Lo cites a 

Sung scholar who took this ~5 confir~ing the evidence of Po 

ChU-yi's poea. 33 

All the writers cited in this discussion seem to 

have takan it for srEnted that if Han YU took sulfur at all 

it must have been for Taoist purposes. No one suggests that 

even if he did take it. it could have be9n for purely 

medicinal purposes. even though this interpretation would be 

equally consistent with what Po ChU-yi says in his poe~. One 

Sung scholar atteapted to defend Han YU by suggesting that 

Po ChU-yi was referring to someone else with the same 

personal name. and the Ch'ing scholar Ch'ien Ta-hsin (1728-

1804) agreed. but Lo argues that Po knew Han YU but did not 

know the other person and cites Ch'en Yin-k'o'& stateMent 

32 HCLC. pp. 319-320. 

33 HYYC. pp. 131. 135 n. 15. 
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that there were Many contradictions in the thoughts of T'ang 

literary figures. 34 

Since there is no evidence that Po Chti-yi was 

present during Han yti'a final illness. it seeMS reMarkable 

that so auch i.portance should be assigned to a line from a 

poem written nine years later. Even Mora remarkable ia 

another story that has Han yti taking sulfur for a different 

reason. 

Lo Lien-t'ien quotes chapter two of the Ch'ing-yi lu 

(Records of Strange Matters) by T'ao Ku (903-970)of the Five 

Dynasties which says that in his later years Han yti rather 

liked "rouge and face powder," i.e., sex. A story was told 

that he took sulfur in rice broth Mixed with rooster 

testicles, but that before taking the ~ixture he had to 

avoid sex while cooking the brew in the kitchen £or 1,000 

days. The result was called Treasury of the Fire Divinity 

(huo-ling k'u). He took soae for several daya and at first 

it seemed to be beneficial, but in the end it led to his 

death. It aeeas highly unl1k~ly that anyone who wanted an 

aphrodisiac in the first place would be willing to abstain 

frOM sex for nearly three years in order to brew auch a 

34 HYYC. pp. 131-132. Lo'a quotations are froa Fang 
Sung-ch'ing's co.~entary to Hung Haing-tau's nien-p'u. ch. 
6. pp. 12b-13b. and Ch'ien Ta-hsin'. (1728-1804) Shih-chia 
chai yang-hain lu (Records of New Knowledge Cultivated in 
the Shih-ohic StudiO) (lb06; 7aipei: Shang-wu yin-shu kuan. 
1978). ch. 16. pp. 381-382. 
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potion! Lo admits that such stories are not entirely 

credible (one is reMinded of the de~ise of Hai-Men Ch'ing in 

the novel Chin P'ing Mei). but since it Matches so closely 

with what Po Chij-yi said in his poem. the evidence seems to 

Lo to be indisputable. 35 

With all due respect to Lo. the evidence is not that 

strong. One Might suggest the possibility. for exaMple. 

that this i& another case like that of the wonders said to 

have followed Han Yli'6 address to the crocodiles of 

Ch'ao-chou. in which Han Yli's name was attached to an 

existing tale <perhaps by an author who had read Po Chij-yi's 

poe~) which originally had nothing to do with him. The most 

useful evidence contained in this story may be that sulfur 

was used for purposes other than prolonging life. 

Evidence from Han Yli's poems cited in support of the 

proposition that he had an excessive (i.e •• normal?) 

interest in sex is similarly strained. One poem refers to a 

golden hairpin half fallen in a potentially rOMantic 

setting. 36 while the third of three poeJlls entitled ··Moved by 

Spring" (kan-ch'un) includes the lines. "a beautiful girl 

dances on a bamboo mat. her clear pupils piercing like 

35 HYYC. p. 131-

36 HCLS. pp. 528-52S. 
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swords or lances," thus showing that Han YU could not forget 

.exual £881ings. 37 

Each of these quotations belongs to a .pecific 

60cial context and does not necessarily reflect Han YU'a 

personal values except in a very general way. On the other 

hand, the idea that he ought to forget about sexual feelings 

tells us a great deal about the velues of the writers who 

considered this ~n issue worth discussing. They assu~ed 

that his values and theirs were the same, but that 

assumption was not entirely correct. We will examine Han 

YU's values from a different perspective in the following 

chapters. 

37 HCLS, p. 431; HYYC, p. 134. The cause of Han Yil's 
death re.ains a controversial issue. Recently in Taiwan an 
article appeared in which it was suggested that his death 
.ay havd been due to venereal disease. So.e of Han YU's 
descendants in Taiwan sued the author of the article for 
libel and won, giving riae to a lively diacussion regarding 
acade.ic freedo~ and the rights and responaibilities of 
authors. See Yen Ling-fen at al., Fei-Han-an lun-chan (The 
War of Words Concerning the Han Yil Libel Case) (Taipei: 
Tung-fu ch'u-pan ahe, 1978). 



THE INTELLECTUAL BACKGROUND OF 

HAN Yti'S THOUGHT 

SOMe Mention has already been Made of the general 

intellectual character of Han YU'6 times. At this point it 

May be useful to add so~e further details on T'ang 

intellectual history as a preliminary to a discussion of 

those of Han YU's writings which relate ~ost directly to his 

ideas. 

In the history of Chinese thought, the T'ang has 

often been treated as a period when Buddhist thought 

flourished while Confucian thought stagnated. This does not 

aean that there was no Confucian thought at all, for the 

Confucian classics re~ained the basic texts for a standard 

education and ~ost statesmen e.bodied Confucian values to at 

least SOMe extent. There were not, however, .any ~en who 

ara considered to havG mads ~aJor contributions to the 

develop~ent of Confucian thought. 

The only Confucian thinker who is normally mentioned 

prior to Han YU is Wang T'ung (5841-617), a &o~ewhot 

controversial figure said to have had many d~sciple~ who 

were active at the beginning of the T'ang, but whose very 
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existence has been called into question. 1 Wang T'ung is 

supposed to have written a series of continuations of the 

Confucian classics. but if these works really existed they 

are no longer extant. The only two works still in existence 

that purport to convey his teachings. the PriMal Classic 

(Yuan-ching) and the Discourses on the "ean (Chung-shuo. 

also known as the Wen-chung-tzu). are suspected of being 

forgeries. 

The contents of Wang T'ung's surviving writings, if 

they are genuine. contains little that could link hi_ to Han 

Yu exoept in the Most gen~ral sense of upholding traditional 

Confucian values. "oreover. Wang T'ung differs from Han YJ 

in his more sympathetic att~tude toward Taoism (primarily 

philosophical Taoism) and Buddhism. This was consistent 

with the generally eclectic approach to philosophy comMon in 

the T'ang. Wang's most notable departure from conventional 

Confucian thought was his ar~u.ent that COMmentary was 

harmful to th~ classics. presumably because it distracted 

attention from the texts of the classics themselves Bnd 

p.r~ltt.d the introduction of .isinterp=~tations that 

distorted their meaning. 

Among those who have been identified as students of 

Wang T'ung was Wei Cheng (580-643), the Confucian minister 

1 Howard J. Wechsler. "The Confucian Teacher Wang T'ung 
(5841-617): One Thousand Years of Controversy," T'oung Pao. 
vol. 43. nos. 4-5 (1977), pp. 225-272. 
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whose relationship with T'ang T'ai-tsung is the 6ubJect of 

Howard Wechsler's ftirror to the Son of Heaven. While there 

is insufficient evidence either to confir~ or to disprove 

Wei Cheng's relationship with Wang T'ung, it is clear that 

there was a strong advocate of Confucian values at the court 

of the second T'ang eMperor. 

Imperial support for Confucian values was reflected 

in the court's sponsorship of a new edition of the Confucian 

classics, the Five Classics with Orthodox Com.entaries 

(wu-ching cheng-i>, compiled during the years 638 to 653. 

This edition of the classics atteMpted to harMonize 

differing interpretations that had arisen aince the Han 

dynasty. However, as the Modern scholar P'i Hsi-Jui has 

noted, the two men most responsible for the selection of the 

commentaries, K'ung Ying-ta (d. 648) and Yen Shih-ku 

(581-645>, both tended to favor interpretations associated 

with what was called the school of "Southern Learning" 

(nan-hstieh).2 

This school continued the relatively rationalistic 

approach to the classics advocated by Han scholars such as 

Yang Hsiung (53 B.C.-18 A.D.> and Wang Ch'ung (27-oa. 100 

A.D.), who had reacted against the theories of Tung Chung-

shu (ca. 179-ca. B.C.> and his followers who found hidden 

2 P'i Hsi-Jui, Ching-hsueh li-ahih (History of 
Classical Studies) (Taipei: Ho-lo t'u-shu ch'u-pan she, 
1974), pp. 196-210. 
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symbolism and cosmological significance in the classics. In 

addition to this. however. Southern LeGrning wa& also 

strongly influenced by the interpretations of Neo-Taoist 

(hstian-hstieh) scholars such as Wang Pi <226-249>. whereas 

its competitor. the school of Northern Learning <pei-hstieh). 

had favored the ~~~ment~ri9S of Cheng Hstian <127-200). who 

had atte~pted a syncretic approach to the classics that drew 

on both of the maJor Han schools of interpretation, but that 

leaned away from undue emphasis on symbolism and cosmology. 

The result was that T'ang students of the classics 

were given commentaries that tended to minimize the 

differences between Confucian and Taoi&t philosophy while 

emphasizing interpretations that showed them to be 

harmonious and compatible. This tendency to attempt to 

harmonize the differences that might otherwise separate 

people was. of course. consistent with the political goal of 

strengthening the foundations of an empire which had been 

re-united for only a short time after several hundred years 

of division. 

A further example of the eclectic nature of early 

T'ang thought is the Essentials of Govern~ent from Divers 

Books (Ch'Un-shu chih-yao), an anthoiogy whose chief editor 

was Wei Cheng. The purpose of this book was to provide 

examples of good and bad conduct and their consequences for 

the ethical guidance of the emperor. The materials it 



includes are not exclusively Confucian. however. for it 

draws upon Taoist. Mohist. and Legalist sources as well. 3 
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We have already noted in an earlier chapter that the 

T'ang rulers patronized both Buddhism and Taoism as well as 

Confucianism. This was at the same ti~e both politically 

advantageous and a reflection of the personal interests of 

the emperors. These two teachings coexisted with 

Confucianism. sometimes overshadowing it. but never 

displacing it. Confucianis~ reinforced values such as 

social harmony and respect for authority. and it was in the 

state's interest to encourage the people to adhere to such 

values. 50 Confucianism remained the basis for a standard 

education. Study of the Confucian classics was further 

encouraged by their use as the basis of the most presti

gious of the civil s~rvio~ e~aminations. 

With the exception of those who embarked on a 

religious career in eorly childhood. therefore. ~ost serious 

students of Taoist and Buddhist thought were quite familiar 

with the basic teachings of Confucianis~. and few of them 

ever totally reJected Confucian values. It was much more 

likely that they would selectively apply Confucian values in 

certain situations and Buddhist or Taoist values in others. 

Many T'ang poets adopted a Buddhist or Taoist attitude in 

3 Wechsler. Mirror to the Son of Heaven, pp. 113, 168-
169. 
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their poetry, but few, if any, of them went &0 far a& to 

reJect the Confucian duty to respect their parents and to 

observe the traditional rites of mourning when their parents 

died. 

The reason for the persistence of Confucian values 

of this sort goes beyond the fact that they were encouraged 

by the atate. At a very basic level, the funda~ental values 

of Confucianism ~re really Chinese vclues which ware 

identified and affir~ed by Confucius in his teachings. To 

the extent that those same values were still held in the 

T'ang, Confucianis~ continued to be socially relevant. 

A critical question for advocates of Confucianis~ 

such as Han Yil was, therefore, to what extent did Confucian 

values remain relevant to T'ang society? The very strength 

of Han Yil's defense of Confuci~n va~ues suggest~ ~ha~ he 

thought they werp being seriously threatened. It is clear 

from his argu~ents that he saw the greatest danger as coming 

from Buddhism and religious Taoism (tao-chiao) and from the 

failure of his fellow Chinese to cultivate the values that 

had served them well in the past. Even though Confucian 

values had not been completely displaced in the T'ang, they 

had been diluted to the point that for many people they 

aight be perceived as only one of several alternative value 

systems, all equally valid. The challenge to Confucian 

values was the More serious because it was of long standing. 
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The three-way rivalry be~waen ConfucianisM, Buddhis. 

and Taoism had been developing since the first century A.D., 

when Buddhism first entered China and when Taois~ was 

adapted as the ideological foundation for a co •• unal 

religious sect. As China fell apart politically during the 

Period of Disunion, Taoism and Buddhis. sOMeti.e& borrowed 

from one another, sometimes stimulated one another. Both 

developed ecclesiastical organizations and each supported 

Multiple systems of elaborate doctrine. In their fullest 

Manifestation these doctrines were so co~plex that they 

could only be understood by members of the same educated 

elite who bore the reGponsibility for tr~nE~itting the 

teachings of Confucianism. 

To some extent Confucianism was the victim of its 

own success. Ever since Confucianism had attained the 

status of official state ideology during the reign of 

Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.>, it had come to be so closely 

associated with the Han state that when the state began to 

disintegrate in the second century A.D., many of those who 

were disillusioned with the iMpsrial government tended to 

feel dissatisfied with ConfucianisM as well. 

Political developments in the last years of the Han 

and in the succeeding Period of Disunion further contri

buted to the creation of an atmosphere in which Confucian 

ethics seemed out of place. The political philosophy of 
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Legalism, which favored strict laws and severe punishments, 

seeMed to be returning to favor nearly four hundred years 

after it had been discredited by its association with the 

hated Ch'in dynasty (221-207 B.C.). Life as a court 

official, which had been the ultiaate goal of every 

Confucian gentle.an. was fraught with danger and there 

seemed little hope of reforming contemporary society along 

Confucian lin8s. 4 

Under these circu~stances the Taoist and Buddhist 

advocacy of withdrawal from society may well have seemed to 

represent the only appropriate response for gentleMen who 

still clung to traditional ethical values. T'ao Ch'ien 

(365-427)~ the pre.ier poet of the age, represented the 

feelings of such gentlemen when he wrote of finding 

happiness in retire.ent~ where at least in nature there 

still reMained the sense of harmony that seemed to have 

disappeared fro. the world of men. 

Tl~a sort cf wi~ ~ ~wal advocated by T'ao Ch'ien was 

siailar to the attitude of philosophical TaoisM, where the 

individual did not cut himself off COMpletely from human 

30cipty, but lived simply in harmony with both nature and 

other men. Another sort of withdrawal was that advocated by 

both BuddhiSM and religious Taoism. The ulti.ate goa~ of 

4 Cf. Etienne Balaza, Chinese Civilization and 
Bureaucracy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964), chs. 
13 and 14. 
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both was to transcend life in this world and attain a ~ore 

satisfactory state of existence either in the Buddhist 

nirvana or as an iM~ortal in one of the Taoist heavens. 5 

The shixt in focus froM this world to sOMething 

other than this world .arks a significant change in outlook 

fro~ what had previously been the dominant tendency in 

Chinese thought. Despite all the specific dixferences that 

separated the~, all the MaJor schools of Chinese thought in 

the past had concentrated their attention on life in this 

world. Even when they spoke of death, both Confucianis~ and 

philosophical Taoism were concerned primarily with the 

living and the way they should conduct the~selves in this 

world. 

Behind this lay a basicelly positive attitude toward 

hUMan life. an assuMption that life in the presont world was 

good. or could beCOMe good. and that it was worthwhile to 

devote one's efforts to learning how to interact with the 

world. If this positiv~ attitud~ ~9r~ !?st. ~$ often seems 

to have been the case in the Period of Disunion. then 

schools of thought whose philosophy partly relied on it. 

such as ConfucianisM, would necessarily &eem less relevant 

to conteMporary hu~an needs. 

5 For the role that withdr6~al caMe to play in 
ConfUCianism, .ee Frederick W. Kote, "Confucian Eremitism in 
the YUan Period," in Wright. The Confucian Persuasion. pp. 
202-240. 
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For those who felt the need for some sort of 

philosophical guidance (of course. not everyone did>. the 

loss of confidence in Confucianism .ade the~ .ore receptive 

to alternate ways of dealing with the unsatisfactory nature 

of their w~rld. Buddhism came fully equipped with a 

detailed--even if so.ewhat confusing--explanation of why 

life was unsatisfactory and what could be done about it. 

Buddhia. entered China in the first century A.D .• 

but did not become popular until the Period of Disunion when 

life in China aee~ed to confirm its teachings. 6 In addition 

to offering consolation to the suffering. Buddhism brought 

w!th it from India a complex system of thought that 

attracted the attention of .any .embers of the educated 

elite in China. Buddhist thought had a special fascination 

_ ~or Chinese intellectuals because it dealt with issues that 

were new to them and offered a range of speculation about 

the nature of the universe and human life that went far 

beyond anything they had encountered previously. 

"erely unravelling the various strande of Buddhist 

thought was a maJor endeavor. especially since the differ-

ent schools were not introduced in any kind of order and the 

translations were at first not very accurate. It c?uld take 

years to understand clearly the teachings of even a &ingle 

6 On the history of Chinese Buddhism. see Kenneth 
Ch'en. BuddhiSM in China: A Historical Survey (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press. 1964). 



Buddhist school. For those who were dissatisfied with the 

world they lived in, thia Might be a welCOMe diversion. 

Such study was, however, undertaken at the expense of other 

pursuits that a Confucian like Han Yti Might have considered 

More useful. 
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In circuMstances where existing political and social 

units had broken down and were no longer able to Meet the 

needs of the people Buddhisa and religious Taoism probably 

did serve a useful purpose by providing new basea for social 

organization and Mutual assistance. Buddhist Monasteries 

and Taoist co~munities could be places of refuge for 

displaced persons for whOM no faaily or governMental 

assistance was available. Moreover, Buddhism introduced 

charitable institutions and practices that had not 

previously existed in China. 

For MeMbers of the ruling claso both religions 

offered a further attraction by providing a new fora of 

support for the legitimacy of their superior social and 

political status. In a period when ~ost dynasties were of 

ahort duration and when the ruling elite often lacked strong 

social ties to the Masses of the ruled, identific~l·ion with 

Buddhist or Taoist religion halped to Justify their aonopoly 

of political power and their high social status. 

There were thus good reasons for the rise and spread 

of Buddhist and Taoist religions during the Period of 
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Disunion. Once established on fir. foundations their 

further develop~ent took on a life of its own only partly 

dependent on the conditions that had originally given the~ 

birth. Fro~ about the fifth century onward, Chinese 

Buddhists had good translations of Indian texts and they 

were sufficiently co~fortable with their understanding of 

the principles of BuddhisM to begin to form distinctively 

Chinese schools of BuddhisM. In the process Buddhis~ lost 

sOMe of its alien character and for that reason beca.e More 

attractive to larger numbers of Chinese. 7 

Although our present knowledge of the developMent of 

the Taoist religion is less cOMplete than what we know about 

Buddhisa, it is apparent that it went through a siailar 

process of evolution. It too developed at least three 

different schools, each with its own scriptures which were 

believed to have been "revealed" to its leaders, who were 

often .e~bers of elite families, especially in the south. 

These scriptures were often written in an esoteric language 

which could be understood only by those who had been 

initiated into the mysteries of the religion. A.ong other 

things, this peraitted the scriptures to be explained 

differently to different groups of believers according to 

their intellectual capacity and interests. 

7 Cf. Kenneth K. S. Ch'en, The Chinese TransforMation 
of BuddhiSM (Princeton: Princeton University Preas, 1973). 



The fact that they could be understood at different 

levele wae iMportant for the developMent of both religions 

because it peraitted them to appeal to a much broader range 

of people than would have been possible otherwise. While 
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their most sophisticated texts and doctrines attracted those 

who were intellectually inclined. their ceremonies and 

claims of spiritual power attracted those who hoped for 

salvation or protection against harMful spirits. Probably 

the maJority of followers of both religions were not able to 

understand the full meaning of their doctrines and were 

attracted by the desire to obtain soae benefit. either 

spiritual or earthly (e.g .• as an answer to prayers or 

protection from harm). 

As a result of their broadly-based appeal and the 

presence of favorable historical circu~stances. by the T'ang 

both Buddhist and Taoist religions had attracted aany 

followers and established many temples. often with large 

endowaents thanks to the generosity of their believers. 

These temples were normally exempt from taxation as were 

those persons who were forMally registered as priests or 

~cnks of a recognized temple or sect. 

Because of their prosperity and their large 

following. both religions were very influential and wielded 

considerable economic power as well. Many te~plee had 

extensive landholdings (some of which continued to be 
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controlled by their wealthy donors who thus obtained 

exe~ption fro~ the land tax). and SOMe engaged in commercial 

enterprises such as mils and Money lending. Figures cited by 

Kenneth Ch'en indicate that during the K'ai-yuan reign 

period (713-741), before the rebellion of An Lu-snan, the 

total number of Buddhist teMples in the empire was 5,358. 

while in the city of Ch'ang-an there were sixty-four 

Ronastariea and twenty-seven nunneries. The official census 

records of the same period list 75,524 monks and 50,576 

nuns. 8 

There were already complaints early in the T'ang 

period that many persons who obtained the status of mon~s 

had done so for economic rather than religious reasons. In 

the same article referred to above, Kenneth Ch'en quotes a 

Memorial o£ 711 which charges that "At present those who are 

able to put up wealth and to rely on their influence have 

all become araManas (~onks). Those who wish to avoid the 

corvee and to practice deceit have all beCOMe converted. 

Only those who are poor and virtuous have not been 

ordained.,,9 In 747 the T'ang governMent introduced a system 

o£ o££icial ordination under which ~onks were required to 

8 Kenneth Ch'en, "The Economic Background o£ the Hui
ch'ang Suppression o£ Buddhis~;" pp. 78. 85, 92-104. See 
also Jacques Gernet, Les Aspects Economigues du Bouddhis~e 
dans la Societe Chinoise du Ve au Xe siecla (Saigon: Ecole 
Francaise d'Extraae Orient, 1956). 

9 Ch'an, "EconoJllic Background," p. 79. 
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obtain a certificate of ordination from the Bureau of 

Sacrifices. but the sale of these certificates to raise 

~oney during the rebellion of An Lu-shan defeated the 

purpose of the syste~. 

In the post-rebellion period the T'ang court had 

great need of the revenue and manpower that the great 

religious establish~ents controlled. But the power and 

influence of these establishments was such that excapt for 

the actions of individual officials (such as Han YU in 809>. 

no significant action was taken by the government to deal 

with this problem until the maJor suppression of Buddhism 

which took place in the years from 841 to 845. 10 

Lest these religious establishments appear more 

monolithic than they really were. it should be noted that 

not only did Taoists and Buddhists compete with one another 

for followers and patronage. but different schools or sects 

within each religion were also in competition with one 

another. For the Buddhists in partic~lar. the T'ang was a 

ti~e when they became especially conscious of the differ-

ences that divided them despite the com~on foundation of 

their beliefs. 

The identities uf the Buddhist schools which were 

most prominent in the T'ang reflects the extent to which 

10 Edwin O. Reischauer. Ennin's Travels in T'anq China 
(New York: Ronald Press, 1955>. pp. 217-271. 



Buddhism had become a Chinese religion, not Just a Chinese 

branch of an Indian religion. The four ~ost iMportant 

schools, T'ien-t'ai, Hua-yen, Pure Land, and Ch'an, all 

originated in China (despite claims to the contrary> and 

none had a counterpart in India. 
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Both the T'ien-t'ai and Hua-yen schools of Buddhism 

stressed the unity which und~rlay the apparent differences 

that separated the various schools of th~ir religion. The 

approach employed by T'ien-t'ai was to classify the 

doctrines of the different schoole (p'an-chiao) according to 

a theory by which each W~6 said to be appropriate for 

believers at different levels of attainment. Hua-yen, whose 

teachings had much in common with T'ien-t'ai, also 

classified the doctrines of the different schools (putting 

its own on top, of course), but emphasized a complex 

doctrine of the interpenetration of all things which 

stressed that at the level of ultimate truth all differences 

were illusory. 

While these doctrines may be explained in purely 

Buddhist terms, one may also see in them so_ething of the 

pre-Buddhist Chinese concept of an "organic" universe in 

which "all of the parts of the entire cosmos belong to one 
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organic whole and ••• they all interact as participants in one 

spontaneously self-generating life process." 11 

The influence of Chinese values on Buddhis~ is most 

apparent in the Ch'an (i~ J~p~nese. ~: both representing 

the Sanskrit dhyana). or meditation. school. Like T'ien-

t'ai and Hua-yen. this is a purely Chinese school of 

Buddhis~. despite its atte~pts to trace its roots back to 

India. Ch'an accepted many of the philosophical premises of 

T'ien-t'ai and Hua-yen. but reJected the notion that long 

years of textual study were indispensable to the attainment 

of enlighten~ent. Ch'an Buddhists did engage in such study. 

but they stressed that the sort of insight that brings 

enlightenMent co~e6 as a result of a kind of intuitive leap 

to a higher level of understanding within the mind. They 

believed that ~editation was ~ore effective in bringing this 

about than the extended study of complex religious 

doctrines. They wanted to avoid becoming so attached to the 

study of religious philosophy that study itself became an 

obstacle to attaining enlightenment. Consequently. they 

advocated oral transmission of their teachings directly fro~ 

.aster to disciple and tried to express their teachings as 

simply and directly as possible. 

11 Frederick W. Mote. Intellectual Foundations of China 
(New York: Knopf. 1971>. p. 19. See also JC5eph Needham. 
Science and Civilization in China (CaMbridge: Ca~bridge 
Univereity Press. 1955>. vol. 2. ch. 13. 
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In addition. they employed the doctrine of the 

universal presence of the essence of Buddhahood (which was 

also an essential part of the philosophy of both T'ien-t'ai 

and Hua-yen) to Justify an attitude toward life in this 

world that was more positive than that of other schools of 

Buddhism. If the Buddha nature is present in all things at 

all times. than it should not be necessary to reJect the 

world. only to learn to look at it differently. This 

attitude enabled them to view the world in a way which was 

much .ore co.patible with traditional Chinese values than 

had previously been possible. Ch'an's debt to philosophi-

cal Taoism is apparent in aany aspects of its teachings. 

such as ito advocacy of simplicity and detached acceptance 

of the world as it is. Here. also. one May detect evidence 

of Chinese values rising to the surface after Many genera-

tions of being submerged under a thick layer of Indian 

religious philosophy. 

Ch'an was subdivided into several sub-schools and 

during the eighth century there was intense competition 

aRong these schools, each of which claiaed to be the only 

legitimate transmitter of the school's original teachings. 12 

One of the aethods these sub-schools used to support their 

claiM8 to legitiMacy was to trace the transmission of Ch'an 

12 Cf. Philip B. Ya.polsky. The PlatforM Sutra of the 
Sixth Patriarch (New York: ColuMbia University Press. 1967). 
pp. 1-57. 
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doctrines through a aeries of patriarchs froM India to China 

ending with the their own present leadership. It has been 

suggested that there is a siMilarity bet~een this practice 

and Han yti's discussion of the tran6~ission of the teachings 

of Confucius <tao-t'ung>.13 

It is not i_possible that Han yti was influenced. 

either directly or indirectly. by this aspect of the 

co.petition for legitiMacy within the Ch'an school. It 

should not be forgotten. however, that ever since the Period 

of Disunion upper class Chinese had been very .uch aware of 

the i~portance of being identified with a well known and 

respected lineage. The orthodox line of the trans.ission of 

Ch'an teachings froM one .aster to another was essentially 

the religious counterpart of the genealogies cOMpiled by 

elite lineages to keep track of their Members and confirm 

their superior social status. It would indeed be ironic if 

Han YU, notorious for his anti-Buddhist opinions, had gotten 

the idea for his doctrine of the transmission of the 

Confucian Way from Buddhist sources. A _ore likely 

explanation, however, is that both Han YU and the Ch'an 

Buddhists belonged to the same cultural milieu and that both 

were influenced by the saMe 60cial values despite their 

obvious philosophical differences. 

13 T'ao Hai-sheng, Chung-kuo cheng-chih ssu-hsiang shih 
(History of Chunese Political Thought) (1943~ Taipei: Lien
ho t'u-ahu kung-aau, n.d.>, vol. 4, pp. 274-275. 
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Ch'an is not the only Buddhist school in which one 

can detect a reaction against an excessive 4aphasis on 

complicated religious doctrine&. The Pure Land 

(ching-t'u) school required of its followers only th:t they 

express sincere faith in the Buddha Amitabha. They would 

then be assured of rebirth in the Pure Land where conditions 

would be perfect for theM to hear and understand the 

teachings of the Buddha. This doctrine made it much easier 

for ordinary people to practice BuddhiSM without the need to 

abandon their families and occupationa--one of the aspects 

of Buddhis_ that had been strongly criticized as contrary to 

traditional Chinese values. Although the Pure Land school 

had been in existence in China since the fifth century. it 

experienced rapid growth during the T'ang. Its last great 

aaster. Fa-chao (712-804). was active in Ch'ang-an during 

the early years of Han yti's residence there. 14 

Of all t~e schools of Buddhisa active in China. 

Ch'an and ~ure Land were best adapted to the Chinese 

environaent. and they ultiaately becaae the dominant schools 

of Buddhis. in China. Among the various schools of Chinese 

Buddhisa they were both the aost coapatible with traditional 

Chinese social values and the least dependent on patronage 

14 For a detailed treataent of Pure Land in this 
period. ~ee Tsukaaoto Zenryu. To chuki no Jodo-kyo (Pure 
Land Buddhisa in the aid-T'ang) (Kyoto: Toho bunka gakuin. 
1933). 



from the court and the educatad elite. Thes. qualities 

proved to be critical in ensuring the survival of these two 

schools when other schools of Buddhism in China declined 

after tha suppression of 841-845 and ultiMately ceased to 

.xist as separate entities. 

With the perspective of history we ~ay now identify 

chcnges that were taking place within T'ang Buddhis~ that 

would be of great Significance in the long term. It is 
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unlikely. however. that the significance of these changes 

was apparent in Han Yti's ti.e. If any trend seeMed apparent 

at that tiMe. it was probably toward an increasing interest 

in .agic and esoteric doctrines such as that of the Tantric 

Buddhi~M taught by the ~onk A~oghavaJra (705-774). who 

enJoyed i~perial support for nearly thirty years. Since 

Magic and esoteric doctrines were also COMmon elements of 

religious TaoisM. it may well have see.ed that this was the 

direction in which Chinese religious beliefs were headed. 

Th. fact that the develop.ent of Chinese thought and 

religion ultiMately took a differer.~ direction is due partly 

to internal factors such dS those discussed above. and 

partly to external factors such as the rebellion of An 

Lu-ehan and the rise of IslaM. The Chinese defeat by an 

IslaMic ar.y at the battle of Talas in 751 .arked the end of 

Chines. do.ination of Central Asia. The situation became 

worse after the outbreak of the rebellion of An Lu-shan when 
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T'ang arMies had to be withdrawn from border areas to fight 

the rebels and protect the court. This left the remaining 

Chinese garrisons in Central Asia vulnerable to attacks fro~ 

the Uighurs and the Tibetans. who soon controlled much of 

the territory formerly held by the Chinese. Contact with 

India was thus made much mo%"o difficult. At the same time. 

Buddhism in India began a period of decline due to internal 

decay. co~petition from new Hindu sects. and persecution by 

Muslim conquerors. This eliminated the possibility of using 

the stimulus of new ideGs from Indian Buddhism to 

reinvigorate Chinese Buddhism as had been done a number of 

times in the past. Chinese Buddhists were now on th~ir own. 

Whatever new developments might arise in Chinese Buddhism 

would have to come from within their own tradition. 

Within China. the intellectual impact of the 

rebellion may be compared with the situation at the end of 

the Han dynasty when the failure of the political system led 

to a crisis of confidence in Confucian values. Both 

situations gave rise to questions about how such a disaster 

could have occurred. but there were two important 

differences in the case of the T'ang. The dynasty did not 

fall, 80 there was atill hope that reforMS could be made 

that would rostore it to its former glory. And Confucianism 

was not 80 closely identified with the government that it 

had to share the blaMe for the government's near defeat. 
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On the contrary. because Hstian-tsung'& court had 

been not ad for its patronage of both Buddhis~ and TaoisM. it 

was possible for Confucian critics to argue that part of the 

reason for the failure of the T'ang political 6yste~ to 

preserve order was that the govern~ent had paid too little 

attention to Confucian principles. 

The fact that the rebellion had failed to overthrow 

the T'ang dynasty suggested the possibility of a 

"restoration" cOlRparable to the restoration of the Han 

dynasty after the usurpation of Wang "ang (r. 9-23 A.D.>. 

When conditions failed to return to their pre-rebellion 

6tate de6pite the surrender of the la6t of the rebel~. it 

was obvious that &o~ething wa6 aMiss. However. the proble~ 

wa6 not eeen in purely ideological ter~s. 

Young Men like Han Hui who were not in positions 

where they could influence official policy ~ight discuss 

statecraft in an idealistic way. but the court and its 

highest officia16 tended to be pre-occupied with practical 

~atters related to the continued survival of the cGntral 

90vern~ent. B~fore any other refor~s could be effective it 

was neces6ary to str~n9then the armies and en6ure that there 

would be adequate revenues to support a re-assertion of 

central authority. Progress was ~ade in both areas but. as 

we have aaen. ~atters were co.plicated by the fact that the 

officials respon6ible for i~ple~entin9 governMent policies 
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were often equally concerned with protecting their own 

interests and keeping their faction in power. 

Those intellectuals who found stimulus for thought 

in the probleMs of the post-rebellion period thus were not 

generally high officials theMselve&. Those who specialized 

in the critical study of the Confucian classics g such as Tan 

Chu and his followers, do not appear to have had Much 

influence in politics. On the other hand, those who sought 

to exert a More direct influence on governMent policies, 

while not ignoring the classics, did Sgem to devote more 

attention to other topics. 

An example of a thinker in the latter category is Tu 

Yu (735-812>, whose thought has been studied by Professor 

Pulleyblank. 15 Tu Yu's interest in governmental institutions 

is reflected in in his T'unq-tien (Comprehensive 

Institutions>, an encyclopedic history of the institutions 

of Chinese government from antiquity to 755. Written 

between 766 and 801, the T'ung-tien provided the historical 

background for an analysis of conteMporary political 

probleMS along with a COMMentary on selected topics 

expressing Tu Yu's own opinions. Although Most of his 

official career was spent serving in the provinces, Tu Yu 

held office in the capital twice. Significantly, both times 

15 Pulleyblank, "Neo-Confucianism and Neo-Legalism," 
pp. 97-106. 
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during periods when MaJor institutional reforMs w=re being 

atteMpted: between 780 and 782 during Yang Yen'. r.for~& of 

the financial system and again in 803 when preparations were 

already underway for the ill-fated reforMs which were 

atteMpted during the short reign of the e~peror 5hun-tsung. 

The conventional view has been that in the latter period Tu 

Yu was an elder statesMan who was Merely being used as a 

figurehead by Wang 5hu-wen p who acted as his deputy in 

controlling state finances. In Pulleyblank's view however. 

a closer connection seems likely. Even though Tu Yu may not 

have been a lRember of the reform group. "there is good 

rea~on to think that ••• his ideas were influential aMong them 

and he was looked upon as a source of leadership and 

inspiration."16 

If one accepts the proposition that Tu Yu's ideas 

reflect at least one current of reforM thought in this 

period. then it May be useful to su •• arize some of his ~ain 

points in order to cOMpare theM with Han Yti's ideas. One 

way in which Tu Yu differed frOM Most of his contemporaries 

wa:o. in what Pulleyblank calls his "undeniable Legalist 

affinities." He appreciated the work of political planners 

of the past. but felt that the essential truths of the past 

should not be iMitated but adapted to the needs of the 

16 Pulleyblank. "Neo-ConfucianisM and Neo-LegalisJII. .. 
p. 110. 



present.. Pulleyblank not.es that. such views "are usually 

associated, if not necessarily wit.h pure Legolis., at. least 

wit.h t.he Legalist. pole wit.hin ConfucianisM."17 
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Tu Yu disagreed wit.h t.he Taoist ideal of a "golden 

age of SiMplicit.y before the creat.ion of social instit.u

t.ions." He agreed wit.h Han Yii's view that. life for t.he 

ancient. Chinese was priMitive and barbaric, but. credit.ed t.he 

rise of civilizat.ion t.o favorable environMent.al fact.ors 

which gave birt.h t.o &ages who created polit.ical and 

cult.ural inst.it.ut.ions according t.o the needs of t.he t.iMes. 

He felt. t.hat t.he progress of aocial developMent. had be~n 

continuous and included even such Men as the founders of the 

Ch'in dynasty a=ong t.hose who had cont.ribut.ed to that 

progress. He eMphasized the Material well-being of t.he 

people as a Means for Judging the st.at.e of civilization, and 

found the basis for "civilizing transforMation" (chiao-hua), 

a favorit.e ter~ of Confucian reformers, in "bringing about a 

sufficiency of food and clothing." 

Tu Yu aay have inspired Liu Tsung-yUan's faMOUS 

criticisft of feudaliSM with his own arguaent that while a 

feudal 6yste~ Might benefit a part.icular royal faaily, t.he 

people would benefit More under a centralized bureaucratic 

governMent. This argument responded to those who had 

auggested the restoration of feudal institutions aa a ~eans 

17 Pullayblank, pp. 99-100. 
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of cOMbatting the tendency of the Military governors to act 

contrary to the intereets of the throne. Despite favoring 

bureaucratic institutions. however. Tu Yu did not favor the 

selection of officials via the examination system. Having 

entered office through hereditary privilege himself. Tu Yu 

felt that the choice of new appointees was better left to 

the personal Judgement of senior officials. Tu Yu favored 

refor.s which shifted the basis of taxation to land rather 

than population. consistent with his participation in Yang 

Yen's financial reforms. and stressed the primacy of 

agriculture as the economic foundation of the state. His 

lack of sympathy for Merchants and commerce suggest to 

Pulleyblank a Legalist bias which contrasts with Han Yti's 

aore sympathetic acceptance of their legiti.ate role in 

T'ang society (as reflected. for example. in his ~~~oriQl on 

the proposed reform of the salt .onopoly in 822).18 

With this background as a basis for comparison, we 

.ay now proceed to an examination of some of Han Yti's ideas 

to see how they fit into this historical and intellectual 

climate. 

18 Pulleyblank. pp. 99-106. 



THE TEXTUAL BASIS OF HAN YU'S CONSERVATIVE IMAGE: 

HIS DISCUSSION OF THE "WAY" AND "ON THE BUDDHA'S BONE" 

Since much of Han Yti's image in later times derived 

from the sentiJllents he expressed in his essay "An Inquiry 

Concerning the Way" <Yiian tao) and his "Memorial on the 

Buddha's Bone" (Lun fo-ku piao), they are the logical 

starting point for a study of his thought. We will then 

look at sOllie of his other writings on related subJects in an 

attempt to gain a better perspective on these two pieces and 

determine to what extent they were really representative of 

his thought. 

As we have noted previously, the five essays which 

all have titles beginning with the character yiian were 

probably written between 800 and 805. Although it is not 

known precisely when they were written or even whether they 

were all written at the same or at different times. it seems 

quite likely that the ideas contained in these essays were 

developed over a period of time, probably beginning with Han 

Yii's arrival ip Ch'ang-an as a candidate for the chin-shih 

examination. 

During his years of unemploYJllent in Ch'ang-an Han :u 

certainly had sufficient leisure tiMe to engage in 
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philosophical discussions with other young Men who were 

si~ilarly unsuccessful and, in all probability, Just ~s 

frustrated as he was. !n these circumstances it is easy to 

i.ag1ne Han YU a~ong a group of failed chin-shih candidates 

discussing the problems of the world and what he would do to 

solve those proble.s if only he were in Q position to do so. 

Such discussions probably continued in Pien-chou where Han 

YU found hi.self in the co~pany of like-minded friends who 

shared .any of his political and philosophical views. 

Professor Rideout was probably right in seeing a 

connection between Li Ao's "Returning to One's True Nature" 

(Fu-hsinq shu)l and Han YU's YUan tao. but it is not 

necessary to assume, as he does, that Han YU's essay was a 

response to Li Ao's.2 It is Just as likely that each ~an 

was responding in his own way to the same issues which had 

been the topics of nUMerous discussions in which both men 

took port. Both Han YU and Li Ac are obviously concerned 

with dissuading Chinese gentle.an from succumbing to the 

attractions of Buddhist philosophy_ Li Ao does so by 

providing an approach to Confucian self-cultivation which 

incorporates some of the qualities of Buddhist thought that 

Chinese intellectuals had found attractive. He showed how 

it was possible to employ the techniques of Buddhist thought 

1 Translated by Barrett, Li Ao, pp. 217-277. 

2 Rideout, "Context of the YUan Tao and YUan Hsing." 



in the pur&uit of Confucian goals, finding new significance 

in texts which were already an established part of the 

Confucian tradition. In doing SOr he anticipated some of 

the basic characteristics of the new form of Confucianism 

which was born in the Sung period. 

Han YU approached the same proble~ froa a different 

direction, stressing the points on which Confucianism, 

Taoism~ and Buddhism differed in order to show why he 

considered Confucianism suparior. His emphasis is not on 

the inner self-cultivation of the indiVidual, but on the 

interaction of the individual with the rest of human 

society. In Han YU'a view, Confucianism contributes to the 

welfare of human SOCiety as a whole while Buddhism and 

Taoism harm society by interfering with the network of 

relationships and system of values that are necessary for 

SOCiety to function effectively. 
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The essay YUan tao can be interpreted as an argument 

presented by one side in an on-gOing debate in which we must 

use our imaginations to reconstruct the arguaents of the 

oppOSing side. The content of the easay suggests that Han 

YU'a purpose ia to refute the proposition that there is 

really no significant difference between Confucianism and 

its rivals, 80 it is not necessary for a Confucian gentleman 

This was clearly a common view at the time, 

as was illustrated earlier in our reference to the Buddhist 
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and Taoist pursuits of the members of the ku-wen literature 

Bovement in the eighth century. The intellectual tendencies 

that prompted Albert Dien to coin the term "Buddho-

Confucian" to describe Yen Chih-t'ui (531-c. 591) were still 

relevant in Han Yil's time. 3 

The title Yuan tao had appeared previously as the 

title of chapters in two well-known books, the Huai-nan-tzu 

<The Master of Huai-nan. referring to the Han prince who 

sponsored its compilation), an eclectic work of the second 

century B.C. generally claaai£ied as Taoist. and the 

Wen-hsin tiao-lung (translated by Vincent Shih as The 

Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragons). an important work 

of literary criticism dating from the late fifth century 

A.D. Han YU was certainly aware of these two books and it 

is likely that he had read them. but there is no apparent 

connection between their chapters entitled Yuan tao and his 

essay of the same name. 

Moreover. Han Yil did not write Just a single essay 

entitled Yuan tao. He wrote five essays of unequal length 

and di£fering in contents, all with two-word titles con-

sisting of the word yilan and a noun which identifies the 

topic of the essay: Yilan tao. Yuan haing. Yilan hui, Yuan 

Jen. and Yuan kuei. The meaning o£ the nouns is quite clear 

3 Albert E. Dien, "Yen Chih-t'ui (531-591+): A Buddho
ConfUCian," in Wright and Twitchett. Confucian 
Personalities. pp. 43-64. 
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and presents no problem in translation. For exaMple, there 

ia no doubt that the ~ in the title of the firat essay 

refers to the Way taken in a philosophical sense. The 

concept of the Way was COMMon to virtually all schools of 

Chins&e thought, although ~ach interpreted the term in the 

light of ita own values and beliefs. The Meanings of the 

other nouns is also clear: "hUMan nature," "slander," 

"Jlankind," and "ghosts." The M&dning of the terM yuan in 

this context is less obvious, therefore aOlle explanation may 

be in order. 

The character yilan by itself .eans source or origin. 

By extension this takes on the added I\eaning of "basic" or 

"essential" when used adJectively to describe another noun. 

Taken verbally, it Means "to trace the origins of" or "to 

inquire into." This is the sense in which the term has 

been interpreted in Most English translations of the YUan 

tao. This is not a common aeaning of the word yilan, but Han 

YU was quite capable of using words in unusual ways. It 

should be underatoc.od, of course, that the word "inquiry" in 

this context does not refer to an i.partial investigation of 

data, for the purpose of the essay is clearly to pre~ent an 

arg~.ent in favor of a particular view of the tao. In all 

five of these essay& Han YU i8 concerned with explaining his 

interpretation of topics that he feels have been 

misunderstood by others. In the YUan tao his aiM ia to 



describe what he considers to be the true nature of the Way 

in order to stress the way it differs fro. and is .uperior 

to the Way of the Buddhi&ts and Taoist •• 
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While the translation presented here will follow the 

generally ~ccapted interpretation of the tera, it May be of 

interest to consider the consequences of interpreting the 

word yuan as an adJective. This is interesting because it 

brings up the possibility that Han yti's choice of the terM 

yuan might have been influenced by a desire to respond to a 

Buddhist concept with which he disagreed. 

Buddhists frequently r.eferred to the "original 

nature" <pen-hsing> of ~an, by which they Meant the 

Buddha-nature which constituted the true nature of Man in 

contrast to his physical being which they considered 

iMpermanent and, therefore, unreal. The fact that both Han 

yti and Li Ao wrote essays on human nature suggests that it 

was a topic of some iaportance to them. While Li Ao was 

willing to answer the Buddhists by using their own 

terminology to present his Confucian alternative to their 

philo&ophy,4 Han Yti seems to have Made an effort to eMploy 

in these essays terms that carriod no non-Confucian 

associntions. Han yti'& essay Ytian hsing .ay, therefore, be 

an attempt to provide an alternate explanatio~ of hUMan 

nature in contrast to the Buddhist View, Just aa in the YUan 

4 Barrett, Li Ao, pp. 278-284. 



tao he seeks to present the Confucian Way as a better 

alternative to the Ways of the Taoists and Buddhists. 

Looked at in this way, YUan hsing would refer to the 

"'original nature"' or "'true nature"' of IRan as seen from a 

Confucian point of view, and the titles of the other essays 

would be translated similarly. 

Of course, this interpretation is speculative since 

there is no way to know what was in Han YU's mind when he 

wrote thase essays. However. even if it is not the meaning 

that Han YU intended. it is possible that this is how his 

title was understood by SOMe T'ang readers aore familiar 

with Buddhist than with Confucian literature. 

The translation that follows is COMplete and fairly 

literal so that the ideas it contains may be compared with 

those which Han YU expressed on other occasions. 

An Inquiry Concerning the Way 

Universal love is called hUManity (len). 
Practicing it in an appropriate way is called 
righteousness (~). To conduct oneself in 
accordance with these is called the Way (tao). To 
be sufficient in oneself without reliance on 
anything external is call&d virtue (te). Humanity 
and righteousness are definite terMS whereas the Way 
and virtue are abstract terms, therefore there is a 
Way for the auperior aan (chUn-tzu) and a Way for 
the inferior aan (hsiao Jen). and there is an 
inauspicious virtue and an auspicious virtue. Thus. 
Lao-tzu'a belittling huaanity and righteousness does 
not harm thea but shows the narrowness of his 
viewpoint, Just as one sitting in a well obaerving 
the sky and s~ying. "'The sky i8 s.all"' would not 
make the sky SMall. He took Mere kindness to be 
hu.anity and isolated acts to be righteousness, so 
his belittling them is appropriate. However. what 
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he calls the Way is only his concept of the Way. It 
is not what I call the Way. What he calla virtue is 
only his concept of virtue. It is not what I call 
virtue. The Way and virtue as I define the. always 
include humanity and righteousness. To sp~ak of 
the. thus is in accord with the co •• on speech of the 
world. The Way and virtue as Lao-tzu defines them 
discard hu~anity and virtue. To &peak of them thus 
is in accord with only the private speech of one 
.an. 

The Way of the Chou declined. Confucius died. 
There was a fire in Ch'in (in 213 B.C. when 
Confucian texts were destroyed by order of the first 
emperor of Ch'in). There waG the school of the 
yellow e.peror and Lao-tzu in the Han, and Buddhism 
in the period of the Chin, Wei, Liang and Sui (i.e., 
between Han and T'ang). As for those who spoke of 
the Way and virtue, humanity, and righteousness, if 
they did not enter into the teachings of Yang Chu 
(an ancient individualist philosopher, dates 
unknown), then they entered into the teachings of 
~o-tzu. !£ they did not enter into the teachings of 
Lao-tzu, then they entered into the teachings of the 
Buddha. Entering into those, they necessarily had 
to depart fro. this (i.e., Confucianism). What they 
entered into they treated as the master: what they 
departed fro. they treated as a slave. What they 
entered into they becaMe attached to: what they 
departed frOM they disparaged. Ales! If persons of 
later tiMes should wish to hear of humanity and 
righteousness, of the Way and virtue, fro~ whom 
should they hear of them? The followers of Lao-tzu 
aay, "Confucius was our teacher's disciple." The 
followers of the Buddha say, "Confucius was our 
teacher's disciple." Even those who favor Confucius 
have become so accustomed to hearing this kind of 
talk that they enJoy this absurdity and belittle 
themselves, also saying, "Our ta!lcher also has said 
50!·' Not only do they support it in their speech, 
they also write it in their literary works. Alas! 
Even if persons of later tiMes should wish to hear 
of humanity and righteousness, of the Way and 
virtue, fro~ whom should they seek them? It is 
extreMe! People in their fondness for the unusual 
do not seek its beginning nor do they follow it to 
its end. They wish to hear only of the exotic. 

Of old, the classes of the people were four 
(gentle.en, farmer5, craftsmen and merchants), but 
today there are six (the above four plu~ Taoist and 
Buddhist clergy). Of old there was one category of 
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teaching. but today there are three. There is one 
class of farmers. but six classes who eat grain. 
There is one class of craftsmen. but six classes who 
use i~ple~ents. There is one class of merchants. 
but six classes who are supplied by them. How then 
can the people evoid becoming impoverished and 
turning to banditry? 

In ancient times the things that might harm men 
were Many. but then men who ~ere 6Qges arose and 
they taught the~ the way of mutual production and 
nourishment. They made for them lords and teachers. 
drove away the harmful insects. snakes. birds and 
beasts. and settled them in the central land (the 
Yellow River valley). When (the people) were cold 
they made clothes for them; when they were hungry 
they made food for them. Dwelling in trees they 
might fall; dwelling in the earth they ~ight become 
ill; so (the sages) ~ade houses for them. They 
created crafts to provide them with tools to use. 
They created commerce to exchange what they had for 
what they lacked. They created medicines to save 
them from premature death. They created burials and 
sacrifico3 to extend their sense of gratitude and 
love. They created propriety to order (the 
relations betwsen) their former and later 
generations. They created music to express their 
pent-up feelings. They created government to limit 
their laziness. They cre~ted puni5hment~ to weed 
out the unruly. People cheated one another. so they 
created tallies and seals. peck and bushel measures. 
and balance scales to make them honest. People 
robbed one another. so they created walled cities. 
armor. and weapons for them to defend themselves. 
When harm came. they made preparations against it 
for them. When troubles arose. they made defenses 
for them. 

Now (the Taoiste') words say, "Until the sages 
die. the great robbers will not stop. Split the 
peck measures. snap the scales. and the people w111 
not wrangle."S Alas! They Just do not think. that 
is all! If in the past there had been no sages 
mankind would have been annihilated long ago. Why? 
<Because men) have no feathers or fur, scales or 
shells to s~rvive the heat and cold; nor have they 
claws and teeth to contend for food. For this 

S A. C. Graham. tr .• ChuanQ-tzu: The Seven 
Inner Chapters and Other Writings from the Book 
Chuang-tzu (London: Allen and Unwin: 1981), p. 208. 
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reason there are lords who issue orders. There are 
Ministers who iMple.ent the lord's ordera and 
transmit them to the people. There are the people 
who produce .illet. ric~, hemp, and silk, and who 
make i.plements and vessels and circulate 
co •• odities and .oney in order to serve their 
superiors. If the lord does not issue (appropriate) 
orders, then he will lose that whereby he is a lord. 
If the .inister does not iaple.ent the lord's orders 
and transmit them to the people, or if the people do 
not produce millet, rice. hemp. and silk, make 
iMpleMents and vessels. and circulate com~odities 
and money in order to serve their superiors, then 
they are sevQrely punished. 6 

Now (the Buddhists') law says. "You must desert 
your lord and ministers. get rid of your father and 
children. prohibit the way of mutual production and 
nourishment." thereby to seek what t.hey call 
"purity" and "extinction." Alas! It is both 
fortunate (for them) that they appeared after the 
Three Dynasties (Hsia. Shang and Chou. during which 
the sages lived) so that they were not disgraced by 
yu. T'ang. (kings) Wen and Wu: the Duke of Chou. or 
Confucius. and unfortunate (for us) that they did 
not ~ppear before the Three Dynasties and so were 
not corrected by YU. T'ang. Wen and Wu. the Duke of 
Chou. or Confucius. 

An emperor differs from a (s8ge) king in name, 
but that wha~eby they a~e sagos is the same. (It is 
like) wearing (garments made of) light cloth in 
summer and leather in winter. or drinking when 
thirsty and eating when hungry: as actions they 
differ. but that whereby they are wi~e is the same. 
Now (the Taoists') words say. "Why not emUlate 
antiquity's absence of (organized) affairs?" This 
is like blaming the one who wears leather garments 
in winter saying. "Why don't you take the easier way 
of wearing light cloth (all year round)," or blaming 
the one who eats when hungry saying. "Why don't you 
take the easier way of drinking?" The tradition (of 
the Great Learning in the Record of Rites) says. 
"The ancient::;;. who wished to illustrate illustrious 
virtue throughout the kingdom, first ordered well 
their own states. Wishing to order well their 
states. they first regulated their families. 
Wishing to regulate their families. they first 
cultivated their persons. Wishing to cultivate 

6 On the term chu. see above. p. 126 n. 13. 
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their persons, they first rectified their hearts. 
Wishing to rectify their hearts, they first sought 
to be sincere in their thoughts."7 Thus what the 
ancients called rectifying the heart and .aking 
their thoughts sincere was for the purpose of taking 
action. Now, however, (the Taoists and Buddhists) 
wish to regulate their hearts and put themselves 
outside the world, the state, and the family. They 
destroy the constant (principles) of nature. As 
sons, they do not treat their fathars as fathers. 
As ministers, they do not treat their lords as 
lords. As subJects, the do not serve as they 
should. When Confucius wrote the Spring and Autumn 
~nnals (Ch'un-ch'iu), if the feudal lords used 
barbarian customs, then he treated them as 
barbarians. If (the barbarians) had advanced to 
Chinese customs, then he treated them as Chinese. 
The Classic (the Analects of Confucius) says. "The 
barbarians having lords are not the equal of the 
Chinese without them."S The Book of Odes says, "the 
Jung and Ti (barbarians), these (you should) punish: 
(the barbarians of) Ching and Shu, these (you 
should> chastisG ... g Yet today (the Buddhists) take 
up the ways of the barbarians and raise them above 
the teachings of our former kings. 

Now what is Meant by the teachings of the former 
kings? Universal love which is called humanity. 
Practicing it in an appropriate way which is called 
righteousness. To conduct oneself in accordance 
with these which is called the Way. To be 
sufficient in oneself without reliance on anything 
external which is called virtue. Their literature 
was the Book of Odes. the Book of Documents, the 
Book of Changes, and the Spring and Autumn Annals. 
Their Methods were rites •• usic. punishments. and 
government. Their people were (the classes of) 
gentle.en, farMers, crafts.en, and merchants. Their 
status roles were lord and .1nister, father and son, 
teacher and friend, guest and host, older brother 
and younger brother, husband and wife. Their 
clothing was hemp and silk. Their dwellings were 
houses and halls. Their food was Millet and rice. 
fruits and vegetables, fish and meat. They created 

7 Legge, Chinese ClaSSiCS, vol. 1, pp. 357-358. 

S Cf. Legge, Chinese ClaSSiCS, vol. 1, p. 156. 

9 Cf. Legge, Chinese Classics, vol. 4, p. 626. 
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a way that was easy to understand. They created 
teachings that were easy to practice. Therefore. if 
one applied the~ to oneself, the result was 
happiness and good fortune; if one applied the~ to 
(relationships with) others, the result was love and 
unselfishness; if one applied the~ to the mind. the 
result was harmony and tranquillity; if one applied 
the~ to (the ~anagement of) the world. the state. 
and the family. there was no place where they were 
not suitable. Therefore, (those who applied these 
teachings) in life (were able to express) their 
feelings. in de~th (they were able to) fully express 
the cons~ant (quality of their relationships). They 
offered sacrifices (to Heaven according to these 
teachings) and the heavenly spirits received them. 
(They of~ered sacrifices at) their ancestral temples 
and the spirits of their ancestors enJoyed them. If 
so~eone should ask. "What way is this?" I would 
reply. This i6 what I call ~he Way. It is not the 
way of the Taoists and Buddhists referred to above. 
Vao transmitted it to Shun; Shun transmitted it to 
Vti; Vti transmitted it to T'ang; T'ang transmitted it 
to Wen and Wu and the Duke of Chou; Wen and Wu and 
the Duke of Chou transmitted it to Confucius; 
ConfuCius transmitted it to Mencius. After the 
death of Mencius it was no longer transmitted. 
Hstin-tzu and Vang Hsiung selected (elements) of it, 
but did not get its e~senca; they spoke of it, but 
not in all of its details. Those sages who came 
before the Duke of Chou were in superior positions 
as rulers. so they (could express their 
understanding of the Way through their) conduct of 
affair.; those who ca~e after the Duke of Chou were 
in inferior positions as subJects. so they (could 
only express their understanding of the Way through) 
talking about it at length. 

If this is the case. then what can be done? I 
oay. if (the way of the Buddhists and Taoists) is 
not blocked. (the Confucian Way> will not continue; 
if (their way) does not cease. (our way> will not be 
put into practice. Treat their personnel as 
(ordinary) persons; burn their books; make their 
dwellings into ordinary residences. Make clear the 
Way of the former kings in order to guide them; let 
widows and widowers. orphans and those who are 
childless. the sick and the disabled be nourished. 
This comes close to what can be done. 10 

10 HCLC. pp. 7-11. 
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Han yti begins his essay by defining the principles 

that characterize the Confucian Way. In defining humanity, 

one of the primary Confucian virtues, as universal love 

<po-ai), Han Yti counters the cuddhist criticis. that 

Confucianism is lacking in compassion. Wing-tsit Chan notes 

that Han Yti has chosen a term with prior Confucian 

precedents rather than borrowing a Buddhist term or using 

the term "mutual love" (chien-ai) which was identified with 

the school of the ancient philosopher Mo-tzu, a contemporary 

and rival of Confucius. 11 Han yti's definition of 

righteousness as putting universal love into practice in an 

appropriate way reflects the Confucian view that correct 

behavior differs according to circumstances and the 

relationship between the persons involved. Since both the 

Way and virtue are important terms in both Confucianism and 

Taoism. Han yti has to explain how it is possible for the two 

terms to have different meanings for Confucians and Taoists 

and why the Confucian Meanings are correct. In the next 

part of the essay he describes the rise of heterodox 

philosophies and the concurrent decline of Confucianism. 

Han YU then turns his attention to the people's 

economic distress. which he blaMes on Taoism and Buddhism. 

He follows this with a description of the many ways in which 

11 Wing-tsit Chan, A Sourcebook in Chinese Philosophy 
<Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), p. 455. 
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the Confucian sages showed their concern for all aspects of 

the people's welfare. Han Yil/s view of the priMitive nature 

of ancient Chinese society is similar to Tu YU's. as is his 

e.phasis on the material well-being of the people. His 

purpose here is to demonstratG that the contribution of the 

&ages (and the Confucian ideology that they sYMbolize) was 

entirely p~sitive and was essential to the survival of 

aankind and the growth of civilization 

Han Yil's criticism of the Tcoists and Buddhists is 

ai~ed pri.arily at the harm they do to the system of values 

and hierarchical relationships that he believes are 

necessary for society to function satisfactorily. He quotes 

the Great Learning (Ta-hsileh). a text included in one of the 

Confucian clas&ics. the Record of Rites (Li chi). which 

later attained independent status as one of the Four Books 

of Neo-Confucianism. For this reason he has been credited 

with recognizing the i.portance of this text at a ti.e wh9n 

others paid little attention to it. While there may be some 

truth in this. it is also true thct the Li chi was included 

along with the other Confucian classics as required reading 

for a &tandard Confucian education and it was referred to on 

occasion by other T'ang writers. Han Yil selected this 

quotation so he could contrast the purpo&e of Confucian 

sel£-cultivation to benefit society with the purposes of 

Taoist ond Buddhist self-cultivation which benefitted only 
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the self while har~ing society. This interpretation of the 

purposa of self-cultivation did beco.e an i.portant 

characteristic of Neo-Confucianism. 

Han YU also equates Confucian is_ with Chinese 

identity and suggests that those who adopt non-Confucian 

beliefs risk losing their identity as Chinese. The ancient 

sage kings and their teachings are identified with all that 

is characteristically Chinese. Moreover. their teachings 

are easy to underctand and easy to practice. unlike the 

teachings of the Buddhists and Taoists which were known to 

be difficult to understand and to practice in their more 

sophisticated foras. These teachings that were so well 

6uited to the conditions of Chinese life consequently 

brought favorable results wherever they were applied. 

A further .eans of distinguishing the Confucian Way 

fro. the ways of its rivals was to trace the trans~ission of 

Confucian values through a series of sages who were known to 

ell Chinese as paragons of virtue. The doctrine of the 

trans~iasion of the Way (tao-t'unq> beca.e another important 

co.ponent of Neo-Confucianism. Han YU's inclusion of 

Mencius a6 the successor to Confucius departed from the 

conventional T'ang view of Mencius as Just one a.ong Many 

philosophers who sought to continue Confucius's teachings. 12 

12 Cf. Chun-chieh Huang. "Three Interpretations of 
Mancian Morality in T'ang TiMes." part 1. ASian Culture 
Quarterly. vol. 10. no. 2 (su •• er. 1982>. pp. 75. 77. 
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This view of "encius alao anticipated the iMportant 

position "encius would be given in Neo-Confucian thought. 

Han yti accounts for the break in the transMission of the Way 

after the death of "encius by suggesting that the best 

thinkers of the period did not fully understand it and that 

the sages who caMe after the Duke of Chou were no longer 

rulers so they could only talk about the Way. unlike the 

earlier aages who could apply it to their conduct of affairs 

of state. 

Han yti obviously believes that the Confucian Way can 

still be revived, but equally obvious is his conviction that 

it is being seriously threatened by Taois~ and BuddhisM. 

The feeling expressed in the conclusion of this essay that 

ConfucianisM and its rivals are utterly inco~patible is so 

&trong--and ao untypical of the T'ang--that one is pro~pted 

to wonder whether there ~ight have been some specific 

incideut that provoked such strong eMotions in Han yti. 

While we will never know whether there was a 

particular incident that inspired Han yti to write his 

"Inquiry Concerning the Way." we do know t.he circumstances 

which prolRpted hiM to submit his ""emorial on the Buddha's 

Bone." Even though SOMe fourteen years or More had passed 

in the MeantiMe. Many of the same concerns evident in the 

earlier essay are also present here. Foremost aMong theM is 

the fear that an excess of zeal on the part of the 
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worshippers of the Buddhe ~ight leed theM to her~ the~

.elves econo~icelly or even physicelly. Since there is e 

strong possibility thet Hen YU hed been in the cepitel to 

witness the populer response to the previous displey of this 

Buddhist relic. he ~ey heve believed.his feers to be well 

founded. 

The first pert of this MeMoriel eppeers et first 

glence to be nothing more than a rether weak polemicel 

argument against Buddhism in general. It consists of e long 

series of references to Chinese rulers who lived before the 

arrivel of Buddhis~ in China end points out that they all 

enJoyed long lives. These are then contrasted with later 

rulers who di~d young end whose dynesties did not lest long 

despite their patronege of Buddhism. As we have seen. it 

wes this pert of the memorial that ~ost engered the emperor 

and nearly cost Han Yil his life. 

It is possible to explain the eMperor's anger in 

ter~s of sympethetic Megic. e common belief in the premodern 

world. according to which the mere ~ention of something 

inauspicious such as the eMperor's eerly deeth could 

actually cause that event to occur. However, the Japanese 

scholer Kekehi Fumio hes drewn ettention to other 

circu~stances which mey elso help to eccount for this part 

of Han Yil's ~e~orial end the emperor's reaction to it. 
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Like meny other T'eng eMperors. towerd the end of 

his reign Hsien-tsung beceme interested in the Teoist arts 

of immortality. On the seventh dey of the eleventh Month of 

818. epproxiMetely two months before Han Yil subMitted his 

memorial. Hsien-tsung appointed 8 Taoist n~~ed Liu Pi to the 

post of ecting prefect of T'ei-chou so thet he might direct 

the seerch for e secred herb seid to grow neerby on Mount 

T'ien-t'ei. Liu Pi feiled to find the secred herb. but 

thenks to the influence of Hueng-fu Po end others he 

reMeined close to the emperor end provided him with en 

elixir to drink. Thereefter. Hsien-tsung begen to beheve 

irrationelly and punished those who tried to dissuede him 

from teking the elixir. 13 

It is not cleer how fer Hsien-tsung's pursuit of 

Teoist immortelity had progressed et the time Hen Yil 

submitted his MeMoriel. but it is likely thet Hen Yil knew 

whet direction the emperor's interest hed teken. If Hen YO 

believed thet Hsien-tsung's petronege of Buddhism wes 

motiveted by the hope of geining personel benefits for 

hiMself. such es long life end prosperity, this would 

explein why he put so much eMphesis on the point that 

patronege of BuddhisM hed not brought long life or 

prosperity to Chinese emperors of the pest. 

13 Kekehi Fumio. Ken Yu Ryu 50gen (Han YO end Liu 
Taung-yUan) (Tokyo: Chikume 5hobo. 1973), pp. 140-141. 



Ke.orial on the Buddha's Bone 

Your servant humbly submits that Buddhi.M is 
Merely a religion of the barbarians. It has been in 
China (only> since the tiMe of the Later Han dynasty 
(25-220 A.D.); it did not exist (here) in anciant 
ti.es. Of old, the Yellow E.peror was on the throne 
for one hundred years and lived to the age of one 
hundred end ten. (The Yellow E~pgror's son) Shao 
Hao was on the throne for eighty years and lived to 
the age of one hundred. (The Yellow Emperor's 
grandson) Chuan HaU was on the throne for 
seventy-nine years and lived to the age of 
ninety-eight. Eaperor K'u (the grandson of Shao 
Hao) was on the throne for seventy years and lived 
to the age of one hundred and five. Eaperor Yao 
(the son of eMperor K'u) was on the throne for 
ninety-eight years and lived to th~ age of one 
hundred and eighteen. E~perors Shun and YU both 
lived to the age of one hundred. At this tiae the 
eMpire was at peace and the people were happy and 
long-lived, yet there was as yet no BuddhisM in 
China. After this <king} T'ang of the Yin (Shang) 
dynasty also lived to the age of one hundred. 
T'ang's grandson T'ai Kou was on the throne for 
seventy-five years and (hi& descendant) Wu Ting was 
on the throne for fifty-nine years. The docu~ent5 
and h16toris6 do not =Qntion the length of their 
lives, but estiMating tt.~ir ~ges it is probable that 
both lived for not less than one hundred years. 
During the Chou dynaety kirg Wen lived for 
ninety-seven years and king Wu lived for 
ninety-three years. King Ku was on the throne for 
one hundred years. At this tiae Buddhisa hed still 
not yet entered China, so it was not because of 
(their) serving the Buddha that this caMe to be so. 

BuddhisM first appeared in China during the 
reign of eaperor King of the Han dynasty (r. 58-76 
A.D.>. Eaperor King was on the throne for only 
eighteen years. After this, disorder and ruin 
followed one another, and the reigns of the rulers 
were not long. Fro. the tiMe of the Sung, Ch'i, 
Liang, Ch'en, and Northern Wei dynasties (i.e., the 
Period of Disunion), worship of the Buddha gradually 
incr9~sed while reign. were short. Only .Mperor Wu 
of the Liang dynasty (r. 502-550) was on the throne 
for (as long as) forty-eight years. During his 
reign he donated his body to assist BuddhiSM (by 
COMpelling his Minister. to "ransoJII" hiJII) three 
tiJlles. In the sacrifices at his ancestral teaple he 
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did not use animals and ate only once a day, 
li.iting hiaself to vegetables and fruits. Despite 
this, in the end he was forced (from his throne) by 
Hou Ching (d. 552) and he starved to death at 
T'ai-ch'eng. His kingdo~, too, was soon destroyed. 
Serving the Buddha in order to seek good fortune. 
instead he got disaster. Fro~ this it can also be 
seen that the Buddha is not worthy of worship. 

When Kao-tsu (first e.peror of the T'ang) first 
aasuaed the throne on the abdication of the Sui. he 
discussed eli~inating (Buddhism). But the tclent 
and wisdom of the ministers of that tiae were not 
extensive and they were not able to understand in 
depth the way of the for~er kings. nor of what was 
appropriate for both the past and the present so 
that they ~ight have supported the emperor's sagely 
intelligence and thereby corrected this harmful 
practice. The idea was thus not carried out. to 
your servant's constant regret. 

I consider that in sagely wisdom. in both civil 
and military matters, and in divine courage there 
has been no one to aqual your maJesty for several 
thousand years. When you first ascended the throne 
you did not permit the ordination of new persons as 
Buddhist ~onks or nuns or Taoist priests. nor did 
you perMit the establishment of new monasteries or 
temples. Your servant believed that Kao-tsu's 
intention would certainly be carried out by your 
maJesty's hand. Even though it aight not as yet be 
p05sible to implement (this intention) completely. 
how could it be that you would allow (Buddhism) to 
spread and cause it to flourish? Now I have heard 
that your maJesty has ordered a group of monks to 
receive the Buddha's bone at Feng-hsiang, that you 
will personally observe it from a tower as it enters 
the imperial palace, and that you have further~ore 
ordered the various Buddhist temples to welcome it 
and worship it in turn. 

Although your servant is extremely stupid. yet I 
feel certain that your maJesty is not so deluded by 
Buddhism as to do it this honor for the purpose of 
gaining blessings or rewards. It is only that the 
year has been prosperous and the people are Joyful, 
so that you wish to give in to the feelings of the 
people and so have arranged this strange observance 
for the amusement of the gentlemen and comMoners of 
the capital. How could one have sagely intelligence 
such as yours and still believe in this aort of 
thing? 
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But the mosses of the people are ignorant and 
dull. easily deluded and difficult to enlighten. If 
they see your maJesty behoving like this they will 
soy that you are sincere in worshipping the Buddha. 
and they will all soy. "The Son of Heaven is a great 
sage. yet he also whole- heartedly and reverently 
believes. How can commoners such as we begrudge our 
bodies or our lives?" They will burn the tops of 
their heads and singe their fingers (in the 
ceremonies of becoming Monks). and in crowds of tens 
or hundreds they will cost off their (commoners') 
clothing and give away their money, from morning to 
night rushing after one another. only feorin9 that 
they might be late. Old and young hurry along. 
forsaking their occupations and ronks. If you do 
not issue a prohibition to stop it and the bone is 
circulated among the various temples, there will 
certainly be those who will cut off their ar~s and 
mutilate their bodies as a form of sacrifice. This 
would do harm to our Moral values and provoke 
laughter everywhere. It is not on insignificant 
matter. 

Now the Buddha was originally a man of the 
barbarians. He did not understand the Chinese 
language; his clothes were of a different tityle. He 
did not speak in the manner of (our) former kings. 
nor was his body clothed in the manner of the former 
kings. Hs did not ~ndarstand the duties of lord and 
minister nor the feelings of fathers and sons. If 
he were still olive today and he come to our capital 
ot his country's command. your MaJesty might be 
willing to receive him. but only to the extent of 
granting him an audience. entertaining him at a 
formal banquet. and giving him a suit of clothing; 
then you would guard him and escort him to the 
frontier. not allowing hiM to delude the masses. 
How is it then now when he has been dead for 60 long 
and his bone is dryed out and decayed, that it 
.hould be considered appropriate for this filthy and 
inauspicious remnant (of his body) to enter the 
imperial palace? 

Confucius said. "Respect ghosts and spirits. but 
keep theM at a distanca."14 When the feudal lords 
of ancient tiMes went to offer condolence within 
their own states. they still ordered exorcists to 
prec&Qa tham with peach-wood wands to 

14 Analects 6:20; cf. Legge. Chinese Classics. 
vol. 1. p. 191. 
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drive away inauspicious influences and only then 
would they advance to offer their condolence. Now 
without reason you will fetch this decayed and 
filthy thing and you will personally observe it. 
Exorcists will not precede you; the peach-wood wand 
will not be used. Your ministers do not say that 
this is wrong; your censors do not point out that 
this is a Mistake. Your servant is truly shamed by 
this. I beg that you entrust this bone to the 
proper officials to throw into water or fi~6 so that 
we may forever break off the roots (of Buddhism> and 
settle the doubts of the Gmpire. thus preventing the 
delusion of later generations and causing the people 
of the eMpire to know that the accomplishMents of a 
great sage (such as yourself) surpass the ordinary 
by ten thousand ten thousands. Would it not be 
glorious? Would it not be Joyful? 

If the Buddha should really have divine power 
and the ability to cause calamities and evil. it is 
fitting that all such misfortune and blame should 
fall (only> on your servant's person. With Heaven 
as his witness. your servant would have no regrets. 
Exceedingly grateful and sincere. Your servant 
respectfully submits this memorial for your 
consideration in fear and trepidation. iS 

This text differs somewhat in style from Han YU's 

earlier essay. Memorials addressed to the emperor were 
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expected to conform to established stylistic conventions and 

there were also certain established techniques of persuasion 

that were particularly applicable in arguments addressed to 

the emperor. Thus Han YU praises the emperor's superior 

wisdom and then suggests that such a wise ruler could not 

really believe in Buddhism. If ~he emperor accepts the 

flattery of the first part ~f Han YU's argument it is 

difficult for him to reJect the second part without denying 

his own wisdom. In reading texts of this kind. it is 

is HCLC. pp. 354-356. 
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important to remeMber that what appears to be excessive 

praise of the person to who~ the text i. addressed ~ay be in 

part styli~tic convention and in part rhetorical technique 

intended to elicit a positive response to the argu~ent being 

presented. Beneath the polite flattery, Han yti is really 

being quite critical of the emperor. 

Making due allowance for the different circu~stances 

in which they were composed, the two texts translated in 

this chapter do exhibit an obvious consistency in Hen yti's 

point of view over a long period of tiMe. However, before 

drawing any final conclusions about Han yti's values we 

should look at aome of his other writings on related 

subJacts. 



CONFUCIAN ORTHODOXY AND POLITICAL REALITY: 

THE LIMITS OF HAN Yij'S CONSERVATISM 

If one were to evaluate Han YU's thought solely on 

the basis of the texts translated in the preceding chapter, 

it might seem that his commitment to Confucianism compelled 

him to reJect entirely all thought that was not purely 

Confucian. Such a conclusion would not be entirely 

accurate, however, as an examination of some of his other 

writings reveals. 

In his essay "On Reading Hsiin-tzu" (Tu HsUn), Han YU 

notes that he gained a greater appreciation of the teechings 

of Confucius from reading Mencius and thought for a time 

that Mencius was the only one left who respected the sages 

after the passing of the disciples of Confucius. Then he 

obtained the works of the Han scholar Yang Hsiung and found 

that Yang also appreciated the teachings of Confucius and 

led Han Yii to a greater respect for Mencius. 

At this point he decided that the works of Mencius 

and Yang Hsiung were the only "pure" Confucian works that 

survived after the burning of the books by the Ch'in and the 

flourishing of Huang-Lao Taoism in the early years of the 

Han. But then he obtained a copy of the works of Hsiln-tzu. 
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who had previously been unknown to him. Although at times 

Hstin-tzu's words seemed impure, in the end Han Yti concluded 

that the points on which Hstin-tzu differed frOM Confucius 

were minor and that he probably belonged somewhere between 

Mencius and Yang Hsiung. 

In deciding how to handle the points where Hstin-tzu 

differed from Confucius, Han Yti proposed to follow the 

aethod which he believed Confucius had followed in editing 

the Book of Odes and the Book of Documents and in compiling 

the Spring and Autumn Annals. "What was in agreement with 

the Way, he included; what departed from the Way, he 

oJRitted. Therefore, the Book of Odes, the Bock of 

Documents, and the Spring and Autumn Annals are without 

flaws." Applying this te~hnique to the works of Hstin-tzu, 

·'1 would like to excise from HsUn-tzu that which is not 1n 

agreement (with the Way>, and attach (the remainder) to the 

books of the sages. Was this not also the intention of 

Confucius?" In conclusion, Han Yll reaffirlls his high 

opinion of Mencius while also giving due credit to Hstin-tzu 

and Yang Hsiung. "I'lencius was the purest of the pure; 
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HsUn-tzu and Yang Hsiung were for the most part pure but had 

:::inor defects,"l 

1 HCLC, pp. 20-21; tr. Liu, Chinese Classical Prose, p. 
43. 
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Hstin-tzu is usually classified as a Confucian, 

albeit one with Legalist tendencies, so Han Yti's attitude 

toward him is not too surprising. Rather less to be 

expected. given his reputation as a Confucian purest, is Han 

Yti's sympathetic attitude toward Mo-tzu, who was once an 

important rival of Confucius. Referring to several chapters 

of the Mo-tzu that had frequently been the obJect of 

ridicule by Confucian scholars. Han Yti finds that they do 

not differ greatly from doctrines attributed to Confucius. 

In "On Reading Mo-tzu" (Tu Mo), he gives examples of what 

seem to be points of agreement between the doctrines of 

Confucius and Mo-tzu. The chapter titles from Mo-tzu are 

cited according to the translation of Y.P. Mei. 

On Reading Mo-tzu 

Confucians ridicule the chapters of the Mo-tzu 
entitled "Identification with the Superior," 
"Universal Love," Exaltation of the Virtuous," and 
"On Ghosts." Yet Confucius respected g:ceat men. 
"Residing in this country. do not criticize its 
great officers."2 and the Spring and Autumn Annals' 
ridiculing tyrannical ministers--are they not 
"identifying with the superior"? Confucius spread 
love and made humanity his intimate, and took it as 
sagely to provide liberal aid to assist the 
masses--was this not "universal love",? Confucius 
respected the worthy. He used (the system of 
ranking in) four classes to advance and reward his 
disciples, and he said, "(The superior man) dislikes 
the thought of his name not being mentioned after 

2 Quoted in Hstin-tzu chi-chieh (Hstin-tzu with 
collected annotations), ed. Wang Hsien-ch'ien 
(Taipei: Vi-wen yin-shu kuan, 1977>, ch. 20, p. 9a. 



his death."3 Is this not "exaltation of the 
virtuous"? Confucius sacrificed as though <the 
spirits of the dead) were present. and he ridiculed 
those who did not perfor. the sacrifice personally.4 
saying. "My sacrifice will then bring good fortune" 
(this is not part of the quotation fro~ the 
Analects)--is this not <the senti.ent expressed in 
the chapter) "on ghosts"? 

Confucians and Mohists alike express approval of 
Yao and Shun. and they are alike in condemning (the 
evil rulers) Chieh and Chou (last rulers of the Hsia 
and Shang dynasties). and alike in cultivating their 
bodies and rectifying their minds in order to 
regulate the empire. the state. and the family. How 
is it that they are not fond of one another then? I 
think that the dispute arose among inferior scholars 
who each took it as his responsibility to promote 
the theories of his own teacher. The ways of two 
teachers could not both be fundamentally correct. 
This being 60. Confucians necessarily had to treat 
Kohists as inferior and Mohists necessarily had to 
treat Confucians as inferior. If they did not treat 
one another as inferiors. they did not <consider 
themselves) adequate to be Confucians and Mohists. 5 

This is a more tolerant attitude than we have come 

to expect from Han YU. Also somewhat unexpected 

is his admission in another essay that he finds the classic 
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On Ceremonial and Ritual (Yi-li) difficult to read and apply 

in conteJltporary circumstances. He says. "r have felt 

troubled that the Yi-li is so difficult to read. Moreover. 

its practice at the present time is quite limited. The 

traditions (regarding it) are different. so there is no 

source fro. which to restore it. Investigating it at the 

3 Analects 15:19; tr. Legge. Chinese Classics. 
vol. 1. p. 300. 

4 Analects 3:12; tr. Legge. vol. 1. p. 159. 

5 HCLC. pp. 22-23. 
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present time, there is really no way to use it." He 

expressea the belief that the details of the institutions of 

the sages have long been lost and all that can be known ia 

thair general principle •• Its profound themes and 

unfamiliar words have been written in books where they can 

be studied by scholars, but whe~e, he implies, they are not 

used for guidance in actual ceremonies and rituals. He 

regrets this situation, saying. "It is a pity that I cannot 

reach back into their time to associate with them and 

participate in their ceremonies."6 

Han Yli recognized as well that there was room for 

interpretation in the teachings of Confucius and that this 

could lead to differing approaches to Confucian doctrines. 

In a preface sent to a recipient of the chin-shih degree 

named Wang Hslin. he says. "I have often considered that the 

way of Confucius is great and can be broadened <i.e., 

interpreted by extension. ~). His di~ciples could not 

observe all aspects of it and understand it completely, so 

when they studied it they all obtained what was near to 

their own natures. Afterwards (i.e •• after their master's 

death). when they had dispersed tv reside separately among 

the feudal states, again each taught his disciples according 

to his own ability and as they became more distant fro. the 

origin, the branches (of Confucian thought) became 

6 HCLC. p. 2~. 



increasingly differentiated." Han yti then explain& why he 

prefer. tha branch of Confucian learning associated with 

Mencius: "Meng K'o (Manciu&> took as his teacher Tzu-sau 
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(the grandson of Confucius). Tzu-ssu's learning surely ca.a 

from Tseng-tzu (Tseng Shen, a direct disciple of Confucius 

and reputed author of the Classic of Filial Piety). After 

the death of Confucius there was no one among his disciples 

who did not have writings, but only those transmitted by 

Meng K'o were of his ancestry. Therefore. since I was young 

I have enJoyed reading in the",."7 

Despite his respect for Mencius, Han Yti did not 

agree with every aspect of his thought. A notable point of 

difference between them is their approach to human nature. 

Mencius's view. which ultimately became the standard for 

Confucians. was that human nature is inherently good and 

needs only to be properly nurtured and developed. This 

contrasted with the view of HsUn-tzu that human Hatur~ is 

bad, in the sense that each man tends to seek what benefits 

himself rather than what benefits society as a whole, but 

that this tendency could be overcome through education. A 

third view that was common in Han Yil's ti",e was that of the 

Buddhists, whose emphasis on the ultim6tely unsatisfactory 

nature of human existence must have appeared to a Confucian 

~uch ~~ Han yti to be a very negative view of human nature. 

7 HCLC. pp. 152-153. 
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In his essay "An Inquiry Concerning Human Nature" (YUan 

haing>. Han YU suggeats that human nature should be 

~lassified into three grades: purely good, purely bad, and 

mediu •• which can be led to become either good or bad. As 

Professor Wing-tsit Chan has pointed out, similar theories 

had been proposed by earlier scholars such as Wang Ch'ung 

(27-100?) and HsUn YUeh (148-209).8 Han Yti does not mention 

either of these scholars. although it is certainly possible 

that he was fa~iliar with their views. He does Make 

reference to the views of Kencius and HsUn-tzu referred to 

above. as well as the opinion of Yang Hsiung that man's 

nature is a mixture of good and evil. Han YU argues that 

all of these interpretations apply only to the mediuM gr~d~ 

of hu~an nature while ignoring the superior and inferior 

grades. To Justify his system of claSSification, he citea 

exa~ples fro. ancient Chinese history of individuals who fit 

into each of his three categories. 

Parallel with his theory of three grades of human 

nature. which he believes to be present already at birth. 

Han YU also postUlates a theory of three grades of feelings 

or emotions (ch'ing). Unlike human nature (hsing), these 

feelings are not present at birth but arise in response to 

cont~ct with external things. The three grades of hu~an 

nature are classified with reference to the Five Constant 

8 Chan. Sourcebook. pp. 453-454. 



Virtues of Confucianism, while the three grades of feelin90 

are classified with reference to s.ven emotions. Han Vii 

explains his system of classification as follows (in Wing-

tsit Chan's translation): 

Human nature consists in £1ve Virtues, namely, 
humanity (Jen), propriety (li), faithfulness, 
righteousness (~), and wisdom. In the superior 
grade, one of these five is the ruling factor while 
the other four also are practiced. In the medium 
grade, there is more or less of one of the five 
while the other four are not pure. In the inferior 
grade, one rebels against one of these anbd is out 
of accord with the other four. The relation of 
nature to feelings depends on its grade •••• what 
constitute the feelings are seven: pleasure, anger, 
sorrow, fear, love. hate~ and desire. In the 
superior grade, when any of these seven becomes 
active, it abides by the Mean. In the medium grade. 
some of the seven are excessive and some are 
deficient but there is an effort to be in accord 
with the Mean. In the inferior grade. whether they 
are excessive or deficient, action is directed by 
whichever feeling happens to be predominant. 9 
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The critical difference in classification is clearly 

whether one allows one's behavior to be governed by one's 

emotions or by ethical considerations. This determines the 

method by which persons in the two categories may be most 

effectively influenced. "The nature of the superior grade 

9 Chan, Sourcebook. p. 452. 



becoaes aore intelligent through education. The nature of 

the inferior grade comes to have few faults through an awe 

of power. Therefore the superior nature can be taught and 

the inferior nature can be controlled."10 

We do not know the specific circumstances in which 

Han YU developed this concept, but it is tempting to 

speculate that he had specific individuals in mind when he 

proposed the superior and inferior categories. It is not 

characteristic of Han YU to engage in abstract philoso

phizing for its own sake, whereas he consistently shows a 

deep concern over the way contemporary human behavior is 

affected by ethical values or their absence. 
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This concern figures prominently in his essay. "An 

Inquiry Concerning Slander" (Yuan hui) in which he 

criticizes gentlemen of his own time for demanding little of 

themselves but much of others. He contrasts this with the 

attitude of the great men of the past who were demanding of 

themselves but lenient toward others. He laments that the 

great men of his time are too lazy to develop good qualities 

in themselves and Jealous of those who do try to develop 

such qualities. This leads them to ignore the good points 

and accomplishments of others and to concentrate instead on 

someone else's defects and failures. The result is that 

accoMplishment and virtue bring only defamation and slander. 

10 Chan, Sourcebook, p. 453; HCLC, pp. 11-13. 
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It is not difficult to see in this ess~y ~ reflection of Han 

Yu's fru&tr~tions ~s he sought to ~dv~nce himself in T'~ng 

politics. 11 

Although the issues of hum~n n~ture ~nd self-

cultiv~tion th~t Han Yli discusses in these essays were ~lsc 

~~Jor concerns of the Neo-Confuci~n philosophers of the 

Sung, H~n Yli's tre~tment of these issues is quite different 

in its practic~l emph~sis with only a minimum of abstr~ct 

theory. Even when it appe~rs ~t first that H~n Yli is going 

to eng~ge in philosophic~l discourse, he soon turns the 

discussion in ~ pr~ctic~l direction. This ~~y be seen, for 

example, in his essay "An Inquiry Concerning Man" (YUan 

Jen): 

An Inquiry Concerning ~an 

Th~t which h~s form ~bove is c~lled He~ven. That 
which h~s form below is c~lled earth. That which 
lives between these two is called man. What has 
for. above (such as) the sun, moon, and the stars, 
~ll (belong to the category of) He~ven. Th~t which 
has for. below (such as) plants, trees, mountains, 
and rivers, all (belong to the category of) earth. 
That which lives between these two (such as) the Yi 
and Ti barbarians. birds, and beasts, all (belong to 
the category of) man. So.eone said, "If this is so, 
thsn I might call birds and beasts Men. Would this 
be permissible?" I said" "It would not." If' 
someone were to point to a mountain and ask of' it, 
"Is it a .ountain?" and it" I replied, "It is a 
.ountain," that would be permissible. (However), 
.ountaina have plants, trees, birds, and beasts, all 
of which they support. If someone were to point to 

11 HCLC, pp. 13-14: tr. by Rideout in Anthology of 
Chineae Literature, pp. 255-257: Liu, Chinese Classical 
Proae" pp. 31-33; Spring, Tang Guwen, pp. 380-391. 



a plant on a mountain and ask. •. Is ita Mountain?" 
and if I were to reply. "It is a .ountain." then 
that would not be permissible. 

When the way of Heaven is disordered. the sun. 
the ~oon. and the stars do not obtain their (proper) 
movements. When the way of earth ia disordered. 
plants and trees. mountains and rivers do not obtain 
their (proper) level. When the way of ~an i& 
disordered. the Vi and Ti barbarians. the birds and 
beasts. do not obtain their (proper) feelings. 

Heaven is the master of the sun. the moon. and 
the stars. Earth is the maater of plants. trees. 
mountains. and rivers. Kan (i.e •• civilized 
men=Chinese) is the master of the Vi and Ti 
barbarians. the birds and the beasts. But if he 
treats them cruelly. man doss not obtain the way of 
being a master. Therefore, the sages saw them all 
as one and treated thelll all humanely. They were 
serious with those who were near {i.e •• more 
civilized> and r~ised up those who were distant 
(i.e •• less civilized).12 
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What appears at first to be an essay on the place of 

man in the universe turns out instead to be ~ plea for 

humane treatment of those over whom (Chinese) man has 

dominion. Han YU does not challenge the concept that the 

Chinese are superior to barbarians as man is superior to 

birds and beasts. nor does he in other contexts question the 

established status relationships that characterized T'ang 

society. Nonetheless, the attitude toward barbarians 

displayed in this essay certainly appears to be less hostile 

than the attitude displayed in "An Inquiry Concernin9 the 

Way" and the "Kemorial on the Buddha's Bone." 

Han Yu's interest in man in human society rather 

than man in the universe is consistent with t~e attitude 

12 HCLC. p. 15. 
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displayed by early Confucianism where the emphasis is also 

on ethical relationships in human society. Unlike the 

Confucians of the Han and the Period of Disunion. Confuciua 

had little apparent interest in questions that did not 

relate to human behavior and human relationships. While 

Confucius did not deny the existence of a spiritual world. 

he seldom mentioned it. His attitude was expressed 

succinctly in his definition of wisdolR: "Serve men with 

righteousness: respect ghosts and spirits. but keep them at 

a distance."13 Han Yii is more willing to talk about ghosts. 

but his emphasis is still on human behavior in this world, 

as shown in his essay "An Inquiry Concerning Ghosts" (YUan 

kuei>. 

An Inquiry Concerning Ghosts 

(Someone said,> "There was a wllistling in the 
rafters. I responded to it and shone candle~~light 
on it, but saw nothing. Was this a ghost?" I 
replied. "It was not. Ghosts have no sound." 
(Someone said,> "There was something standing on the 
(roof of) the hall. I responded to it and looked 
for it. but saw nothing. Was this a ghost?" I 
replied. "It was not. Ghosts have no form." 
(Someone said,> "Something bumped into my body. I 
responded to it and tried to grasp it, but didn't 
get it. Was this a ghost?" I replied, "It was not. 
Ghosts hsve no sound and no for.. How could they 
have substancs (ch'i>?" (Someone said,> "Ghosts 
have no sound. They hsve no for",. They have no 
substance. Does that mean there are no ghosts?" I 
replied. "There are things that have form but no 
sound. such as earth and stone. There are things 
that have sound but no form. such as wind and 
thunder. There are things that have both sound and 

13 Analects 6:20: cf. Legge. vol. 1. p. 191. 



form, such as men and animals. There are things 
that have no sound and no £or~, such as ghosts and 
spirits." (Sollleone) said, "If that is so, then if 
there is sOlllething strange that comes in contact 
with people or things, what might it be?" I 
replied, "Such things are of two kinda. There are 
ghosts and there are physical things. Those that 
are vague, without fora and without sound are 
commonly ghosts. When among the people there is 
disobedience to Heaven and evil toward other people, 
when there is failure with regard to physical thinge 
and (actions) contrary to behavioral norms. this 
stimulates a response in matter (ch'i) and thereupon 
ghosts take form and respond to (this stimulus) with 
sounds and by sending down disasters and calamities. 
All of this is caused by people. That this is so is 
(because) there is also something contrary to what 
is normal (in the spirit world as in the human 
world). (Someone) said, "What are the physical 
things (that might account for strange 
occurrences)?" I replied, "(They are) those which 
are constituted of ~or.s and sounds, such as earth 
and stone, wind and thunder, men and beasts; the 
opposite of those without sound or form, such as 
ghosts and spirits. Those that cannot (be 
conSistently defined as) having for~ and sound or 
not having form and sound are (classified as) 
strange physical things. Therefore, when they occur 
and come in contact with people there is no 
regularity. Consequently, they may act among the 
people and bring calamity or they may act among the 
people and bring good fortune, or they may act among 
the people and bring neither cal:2mity nor good 
fortune. This fits the situation of the people at 
present, (therefore) I wrote 'An Inquiry Concerning 
Ghosts' • "14 

Like Confucius, Han yti does not deny the existence 

of ghosts and spirits. However, neither does he admit that 

they can exist independently. He asserts that they are 

created as a result of an abnormality in the human world 

which creates a corresponding abnormality in the spirit 

14 HCLC, pp. 15-16. 
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world. Han Yil is more willing than Confucius to discuss 

such ~att.rs, and his attitude i~ significantly less 

respectful toward spirits than that of Confucius. 

In piecee such as "Farewell to Misfortune," he is 

obviously using imaginary spirits in which he does not 

r~~lly believ~ to advance a particular argument or point of 

view. He is equally willing to use figures froM popular 

folk religion, such as the god of the wind, for satirical 

purposes in a piece such ~s "Against the God of the Wind" 

(Sung feng-po>, where the god represents the official Li 

Shih (the metropolitan governor mentioned previously) who 

insisted on continuing to collect taxes in a bad year even 

though the emperor was willing to remit them. 15 Liu 

Tsung-yuan even attributes to him an attjtug~ toward Heaven 

that suggests a hostile relationship between Heaven and 

man .16 

While it is possible to find inconsistencies in Han 

Yil's attitude toward the supernatural over a period of time, 

this only tends to confira that in nor~al circu.stances he 

did not take spirits very seriously. This clearly sets hi. 

15 HCLC, p~. 35-36; cf. tr. by Rideout in Anthology of 
Chinese Literature, p. 250, and introductory comment, p. 
243. 

16 See the discussion by H. G. Lamont in "An Early 
Ninth Century Debate on Heaven," part II, Asia MaJor, vol. 
19, pt. 1 (1974), pp. 37-45. 
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apart fro. those of his contemporaries for whom such matters 

were both real and very i.portant. 

There can be no doubt that religion played a maJor 

role in the lives of many citizens of T'ang China and that 

they did take seriously the existence of a spiritual real. 

beyond this world. As we have seen previously, even many of 

Han yti's colleagues in the ku-wen literature movement 

continued to have an interest in either Taoism or Buddhism 

or both. Even Liu Tsung-ytian, who was skeptical about many 

aspects of traditional thought and values. still found an 

interest in Buddhist philosophy. 

In this environment Han yti could not avoid coming in 

contact with Buddhists and Taoists and. as we have seen. he 

did not avoid associating with others simply because of 

their religious beliefs. His most stringent criticism was 

directed toward institutionalized religion in general rather 

than toward particular individuals. As we have also seen. 

he was particularly critical of those aspects of religion 

which he believed would be economically or physically 

har~ful to the people. either directly or indirectly. Where 

religion was a matter of individual belief which did no harM 

to anyone else he could be more tolerant. 

An example of this more tolerant attitude toward 

individuals is found in a poe~ which Han Yil wrote for a 

Buddhist priest during his stay at Yang-shan in 804-805. 



Ne~r the conclusion of "Seeing Off Reverend Hui" (Sung 

Hui-shih). H~n yti s~ys (in Stephen Owen's translation): 

I think the Western Te~ching is wrong. 
but love your p~ssion and purity. 
I loath lazy wanderers. 
but love your simplicity and resolution. 17 

Han yti is able to appreciate Reverend Hui as an 

individual even though he disapproves of the "Western 

Religion" (Buddhism). This ability to distinguish between 

an individual ~nd his religious beliefs is ~lso ~pparent in 

Han yti's friendship with the poet Chia Tao (779-849>. who 

was a Taoist priest with the name Wu-pen at the time when 

Han yti met him. 

A further example is Han Yti's friendship with the 

monk Ta-tien during his exile in Ch'ao-chou immediately 

after his criticism of Buddhism in the "Memorial on the 

Buddh~'s Bone" in 819. It m~y be significant in this 

context that T~-tien w~s a Ch'an monk. since of all the 

schools of Buddhism active in China at that time Ch'~n was 

prob~bly least guilty of the abuses that prompted Han yti's 

disapproval. 

The see~in9 contradiction between H~n Yti's 
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condemnation of Buddhism and Taoism in some contexts and his 

friendship with individual Buddhists and Taoists may also be 

explained as reflecting different aspects of his 

17 HCLS. pp. 91-94; tr. Owen. Meng Chiao and 
Han YU. pp. 92-94. 
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personality. On the one hand. his Confucian training led 

hiM to associate his status as a meMber of a hereditary 

elite with a sense of responsibility for the welfare of the 

~asses of the people--a sort of noblesse oblige. In thia 

context Buddhism and Taoism were harmful to society because 

they diverted human and economic resources that were needed 

to ensure the well-being of the people and the state. ~nd 

because th6y tended to undermine the social relationships 

that Confucians considered essential to the harmonious 

functioning of society. It seems likely that. to some 

extent at least. Han V·" , ,y s sense of self-worth derived frOM 

his image of himself as a defender of values that were 

necessary for the preservation of civilization as he knew 

it. 

On the other hand. Han YU was naturally gregarious 

and enJoyed the company of educated companions who could 

converse with hi. on the same intellectual level. While he 

naturally gravitated toward those whose views were similar 

to his own. his interests were broad enough to ellow him to 

form friendships with persons whose interests and values 

were not identical to his. It was his recognition of their 

literary and intellectual talent that led him to forM 

friendships with Chia Tao and Ta-tien despite his 

disagreement with their religious beliefs. 
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Furthermore, in defining Confucianism he seems to 

have CO.8 very close to equating it with traditional Chinese 

values in general. Confucianism did, of course. incorporate 

Many values and attitudes that had long been characteristic 

of the Chinese people, so Han yti was not without 

Justification in viewing it in this way. This is how it was 

possible for him to find so much in the Mo-tzu that was 

compatible with ConfucianisM, for it arose in the same 

SOCial environment as Confucianism and consequently shared 

Many of the same basic values. 

While Han yti's interpretation of Confucianism was 

broader than that of many of his spiritual successors in the 

Neo-Confucian movement, it was narrower than that of many of 

his contemporaries. Han yti believed that members of the 

hereditary elite which had long provided political 

leadership for Chinese society should, as a mat~er of 

course, cultivate in themselves those Confucian values which 

had in the past proved effective in preserv~ng the security 

and material well-being of the Chinese people. He believed 

further that selection of officials for public office should 

be based on mastery of ConfUCian principles and not solely 

on hereditary status or personal connections. 

This view was contrary to the way the T'ang 

political system actually worked, and consequently Han yti 

felt a great deal of frustration with the system, especially 



in the early years of his c~~eer. He was constantly forced 

to ~oka compromises between his Confucian values and the 

praotical necessity of getting a Job to support ~imself and 

his extended faMily. The only suitable emploYMant for a 

young man of his background was as a government official. 

and in order to get and keep such a position he had to rieal 

with senior officials whose values were not necessarily the 

same as his. 
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A large part of the difficulty Han YU experienced in 

obtaining official employment was very likely due to his 

insistence on adhering to his idealistic Confucian values 

even when it was not to his advantage to do so. His self-

confidence ~ust have appeared to many as arrogance. the more 

so because he was never very skillful at personal diplomacy. 

Although his letters to the chief minister asking for 

employment have been criticized for being excessively 

subservient. Han YU may well have appeared to the chief 

minister as a presumptuous young man trying to tell the 

chief minister how to do his Job. 

Although Han YU learned from practical experience as 

an official. his idealis~ never completely disappeared. One 

might compare. for example. the very practical arguments he 

advances in his memorial on the reform of the salt 

administration submitted in 822. and the mixture of 



practical concerns with Confucian idealism in his "Memorial 

on the Buddha's Bone" written three years earlier in 819. 

While it is apparent that he was not always suitQd 

to the duties to which he was assigned. the ~uccession of 

high posts which Han Yli h~ld in his later years suggests 

that he did have some administrative ability. He does see~ 
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to have taken hlb o££icial duties seriously and to have felt 

a genuine concern for the people over whom he had authority, 

as evidenced by the various reforms he implemented 

throughout his career. 

His hopes for bringing about an improvement in 

contemporary political and economic conditions did not rest 

on a program of radical reforms, but rather on persuading 

political leaders, including thF emperor, to commit 

themselves to Confucian values and to recognizing their 

responsibility for the welfare of the people. To be sure, 

Han yti was not alone in c~ring about the people's welfar6. 

A similar concern may be seen, for example, in the "new 

ytieh-fu" poems of Po ChU-i and Ytian Chen. However, Han YU's 

approach to the problem of achieving political change 

through alter~ng the mental outlook of the ruling class was 

to prove more effective in the long run. 

One of the essential preconditions for improv~ng 

political and economic conditions was the preservation of 

China as a single political unit. For Han Yil this was 
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possible only within the context of a hereditary monarchy. 

W~ile he recognized that ideally the ruler should be the 

most worthy person available, he realized that the 

alternative to a strong monarchy was likely to be chao~- He 

discussed this issue in an essay whici, takes up a question 

raisp~ in the Mencius18 regarding the legendary emperor Yti. 

the founder of the Hsia dynasty. who passed the throne on to 

his son at his death rather than to a worthy, but unrelated. 

person as his predecessors Yao and Shun had done. 

A Question Concerning YU 

Someone asked. "Yao and Shun transmitted (the 
throne) to a worthy person. whil~ YU transmitted it 
to h~s son. Do you believe it?" I replied. "It is 
so." "If it is so. then was it because YU was not 
as worthy as Yao and Shun?" I replied. "No. Yao 
and Shun's transmitting it to worthy persons was 
because they desired what was best for the empire. 
YU's transmitting it to his son was due to his 
concern for the disorder that would r9sult if later 
generations were to contend for it. Yao and Shun's 
benefitting the people was great: YU's concern for 
the people was also profound." 

(Someone) said. "If this is so. then how is it 
that Yao and Shun did not worry about later 
generations?" I replied. "Shun was l~ke Yao. so Y~o 
tr~nsmitted it to him. YU was like Shun, 50 Shun 
transmitted it to him. Yao and Shun were ones who 
found a suitable p~rson and transmitted (the throne) 
to him. YU was one who did not have a suitable 
person and worried about the troubles (that might 
result if the wrong person were selected). so he did 
not transmit it (to so.eone outside his family). If 
Shun had not been able to transmit it to YU. then 
(thi& would mean that) Yao (froa whom he received 
the throne) did not know (how to Judge~ men. If YU 
had not been able to transmit it to his son. then 

18 "encius. bk. 5. pt. 2. ch. 6: cf. Legge. Chinese 
Classics, vol. 2. p. 358. 



(this would mear. that) Shun did not know Chow to 
Judge) men. Yao transmitted it to Shun because of 
his concern for later generations; Yti's transmitted 
it to his son because of his concern for later 
generations." 

(Sollleone) said. "Yti's concern was profound, 
then, so he transmitted it to his son; but what if 
his son had not been good enough for the position?" 
I replied. "The times were increasingly ditficult to 
manage. If he had transmitted it to someone else 
and there had been a struggle (for the throne. the 
empire) would not have had its previous stability. 
If he transmitted it to his son. there would be no 
struggle and (the empire would still enJoy its) 
previous stability. If its previous stability were 
preserved. even though (the ruler) was not 
(completely) worthy, it would still be possible to 
preserve order. If its previous stability were not 
preserved and no worthy ruler was obtained. then 
there would be struggle and disorder. Heaven does 
not produce many great sages, but neither does it 
produce many great eVils. One might transmit it to 
someone a~d get a greNt SNg~, and then no one would 
dare to struggle (for the throne~J or. one might 
transmit it to someone and get a great evil. then 
people would suffer the resulting disorder. Four 
hundered years after Yti there was (the evil ruler) 
Ch~eh; also four hundred years later there were 
T'ang (the virtuous founder of the Shang dynasty) 
and (the virtuous minister) Yi Yin. Yti could not 
wait for T'ang and Yi Yin so he could transmit it to 
them. If he transmitted it (to someone else) who 
was not a sage the result would be struggle and 
disorder, so was it not better to transmit it to his 
son? Even if he ware not worthy, it would still be 
possible to preserve order." 

(Someone) said, "What about Mencius's statement, 
'When Heaven gave (the throne) to a worthy person, 
it was given to (that) worthy person; when Heaven 
gave it to the son (of the previous ruler). then it 
was given to the son'?" I replied, "In his heart 
ftencius believed that a sage would not improperly 
show favor to his son. thereby harming the empire. 
I sough~ an explanation of this statement, and not 
finding one I composed these words (to explain 
it)."19 

19 HCLC. pp. 17-18. 
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Han YU recognizes that hereditary rulers may not 

always be worthy. but believes that the stability that 

results from continuity of political leadership is 

preferable to the chacs that would reoult if there were a 

struggle for the throne at the end of each reign. This 

belief in the importance of political stability als~ 

accounts for his support for a strong monarchy. a position 

that has drawn criticism from some mcdern scholars. 

It must be remembered. however. that neither 

democracy nor socialism were available as political 
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alternatives in Han YU's time. The most likely alternatives 

to a unified empire were either a return to some form of 

feudalism such as had prevailed during the Chou dynasty. or 

the breakup of the empire into a number of competing 

kingdoms--an alternative that became reality during the 

period of the Five Dynasties (907-960) foll~wing the formal 

end of the T'ang dynasty. 

Observation of the chaotic political conditions of 

the recent past was certainly a maJor factor in convincing 

Han Yti of the need for a unified empire under a strong 

monarch. h~ld together by the "cement" of a common ideology 

which would assure the commitment of the ruling elite to the 

welfare of the ruled. and which would minimize the sort of 

political factionalism that had so often limited the 

effectiveness of the central government. 



CONCLUSION 

Much in Han YU's thought can be seen to relate to 

the two goals of political st~bility for the state and 

recognition for himself. Although the second goal was a 

personal one. Han YU tended <~s did other Chinese writers in 

similar situations) to universalize his personal problems. 

His own difficulty in obtaining the recognition that he 

thought he deserved thus came to symbolize a more general 

problem shared by men of talent in T'ang China. 

While the problems relating to the attainment of 

these two goals were complex. Han YU paid particular 

attention to one problem that seemed to him to underlie all 

of the others. This was the apparent loss of a sense of 

shared values which had formerly united the Chinese people 

and given order to their soci~l and political relationships. 

The diversity refle=ted in the differing value systems o£ 

Buddhism. Taoism. and Confucianism certainly contributed to 

the cultural brilliance of the T'ang. but they also made it 

nore difficult to define a common ground on which to rebuild 

the Chinese state after its near collapse dur~ng the 

rebellion of An Lu-shan. 
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Han YU's attraction to Confucianism as a means of 

dealing with the problems of his ti~e was undoubtadly due in 

part to his pers~nal b~c~ground. Another fdctor may well 

have been certain similarities between his own time and the 

Eastern Chou dynasty (770-256 B.C.) during which Confucius 

and the other classical thinkers lived. In th~t time, as in 

Han YU's time, a theoretically unified state was being frag

Dented as regional leaders flaunted the authority of the 

nominal ruler and his administration. Confucius, like Han 

YU, was born into a hereditary elite which had traditionally 

provided the officials for the Chou state and its v3ssals. 

He was, therefore, qualified by birth to hold office. but 

Gonfucius--again like Han Yti--had great difficulty in 

obtaining recognition of his abilities ~nd ~ppointmant to an 

official position. 

While others advanced to high positions due to their 

skill in political maneuvering, Confucius insisted that the 

best way to restore order and harmony to Chinese society was 

by stressing traditional ethical values which he identified 

w~th the legendary sage rulers of earlier dynasties and with 

the founders of the Chou. In Confucius's view. officials 

should be chosen primarily for their mastery of ethical 

values rather than because of their birth or their special 

political skills (of course, this would make Confucius 

eminently qualified for office). Confucius did not claim to 
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be a 60ciel revolutionery, esserting thet he wes merely e 

trensMitter of treditionel velues. Nevertheless, the effect 

of his teechings end his personel behav~or (he accepted 

st~dents without regerd for their hereditary stetus) tended 

to undermine the foundetions of the eristocratic society of 

his time. 

It is not difficult to understand how Han yti might 

heve seen the teachings of Confucius and his school to be 

particulerly relevent to the problems of the T'aQg. There 

were, however, differences between the two periods which mey 

help to eccount for the differences between Hen Yu's thought 

end the ideas of Confucius end Mencius. 

The decline in the power end authority of the T'eng 

centrel government wes not neerly es greet es the decline of 

the Chou government in Confucius's time. Neitner were the 

militery governors of the T'eng es strong as the leeding 

regional powers of the lete Chou, who ected for all 

prectical purposes es independent stetes. The T'ang emperor 

reteined sufficient power and prestige thet a reesonable man 

might still conclude thet the restoretion of conditions 

previous to the rebellion of An Lu-ahan was a prectical 

possibility. 

Moreover, the T'eng exeminetion system, despite its 

flews, showed that the state recognized the importance of 

the principle (et leest) thet officiels ought to be chosen 



according to some obJective standard of ability. Han YU's 

experiences demonstrate the weaknesses of the system as it 

e~isted in the T'ang. and show why it was changed in the 

Sung to eliminate the worst abuses of the T'ang. However. 

we should not forgEt that despite all his frustrations Han 

yti did have a relatively successful career as an official. 
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This is an important point of difference between Han 

yti and Confucius (and Mencius. as well). Over a period of 

nearly thirty years. Han yti served in a variety of official 

positions. rising to the rank of vice-minister. a level that 

most officials never reached. Indeed. it is conceivable 

that had Han yti lived longer he might have risen even higher 

in rank. This practical experience as an administrator 

differentiates him from Confucius and Mencius. neither of 

whom held an important political office for any significant 

length of time. and draws attention to an important aspect 

of Han yti's thought. 

There is in Han Yti's thought a mixture of idealism 

and practicality. This is quite possibly why he looked so 

favorably on the philosophy of Hstin-tzu. for here. too. 

there is an emphaSis on the application of Confucian 

principles in situations where social conditions fall short 

of the expectations of Mencian idealism. Han Yti clearly 

respected the ideals of Confucius and Mencius. but given the 

polit~cal conditions of his lifetime he may well have found 
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it difficult to accept Mencius's premise that dll men are by 

nature good. Thus, in "An Inquiry Concerning Human Natura" 

Han Yti expresses the belief that some men must be compelled 

to be good. 

Modern scholars recognize tl~t traditional Chinese 

systems of thought are not moaolithic entities, but contain 

within thea a range of different approaches to the funda-

mental principals of each school of thought. Han Yti seems 

at times to move toward the Legalist pole within Confu-

cianism. such as in his ideas concerning human nature, or 

regarding the need for control of the state by a strong 

central authority. Yet. he remains a true Confucian because 

the reason for such Legalistic-sounding ideas is not for the 

~8ke of the state, but for the sake of the people. In this 

context, one is reminded of Arthur Waley's description of 

the Legalists (fa-chia) as Realists who insisted that 

theories of government must deal with the world as it really 

is. 1 

Regarding the problem of political stability, Han YU 

agreed with the idealistic view that the emperor should be a 

person of superior virtue dedicated to the welfare of his 

people, and that the people should respect and obey the 

emperor and his representatives because they recognized 

1 Arthur Waley, Three Ways of Thought ~n hnciant China 
(1939; reprint New York: Anchor Books, n.d.>, ~. 151. 
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their superior virtue. At the same tiMe. Han yti recognized 

that present conditions f~ll short of this ideal. and he 

advocated strengthening the authority of the emperor ana the 

use of military force against rebels when persuasion failed. 

As an official. he punished offenderc ~ccording to the law 

when he considered it appropriate to cio 00. This was 

essentially consistent with the general Confucian attitude 

toward law and punishment in imperial China. which was that 

the best way to regulate society was through universally 

acccepted (in China) moral standards, and that law and 

punishments should be invoked only when these moral 

standards were violated. 2 

The practical sidG of Han yti's mind led him to 

accept the need for coercivo measures in some circumstances, 

but the idealistic side told him that such circumstances 

represented an aberration. a departure from what ought to be 

the norm. Preferable to the use of force was ideological 

indoctrination based on common values which were recognized 

as legitimate by the maJority of the Chinese people. If the 

values identified as "Confucian" were really universally 

accepted in China, there would be no need for coercive 

measures because each person (including the ruler) would 

play his rol~ in society with sincerity and diligence , and 

2 Cf. Ch'ti T'ung-tsu, Law and Society in Traditional 
China (Paris and The Hague: ~outon, 1965>, p. 283. 



all would interact according to a set of rules which were 

understood and accepted bv all. 
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Han yti recognized that this ideal situation was not 

immediately attainable. but believed that it represented the 

best hope for a long-term solution to China's problems. It 

was also advantageous for him personally. If the teachings 

of Confucius and Mencius were to be acknowledged as 

essential to the welfare of society. then as a teacher who 

thought of himself as the successor to Confucius and 

Mencius. Han yti could expect to play a pivotal role in th~ 

transformation of Chinese values. In the legendary past. it 

had b~en the sage kings who preserved and transmitted the 

set of values now identified as "Confucian." It was. 

therefore. a source of pride for Han yti and those who 

followed in his footsteps to think that they were now 

fulfilling this duty as the present-day surrogates of the 

former kings. 

Han yti has never been accused of excessive modesty. 

and his image of himself as a sort of latter-day Confucius 

did elicit scornful laughter from some of his contempo-

raries. This does not necessarily mean. howev~r. that his 

advocacy of Confucian values was merely self-serving. He 

appears to have been quite sincere in his desire to benefit 

the people, snd his most extreme ideological views, as 

e~pressed in the essay "An Inquiry into the Way" and the 



"MeMorial on the Buddha's Bone." are belied by his conduct 

in real-life situations. 
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Han Yti considered Buddhism and Taoism undesirable 

because they were economically harmful to society. and 

because they were obstacles to the re-establishment of a set 

of common values that could be used to re-unify Chinese 

society. In his personal relations with individual 

Buddhists and Taoists. however. Han yti seems to have been 

governed primarily by his perception of their personal 

qualitiss and the sincerity of their beliefs. 

Like Confucius. Han yti was not a social revolu

tionary. He did not criticize the social system of his time 

and quite probably enJoyed his elite status. However. he 

agreed with Confucius that mastery of ethical principles was 

more important than hereditary status. and that such mastery 

should be the basis for the selection of officials. He also 

acknowledged that merchants played a legitimate role in 

society. and that there were activities for which the state 

and its officials were not suited. 

Contrary to the praises that were lavished on him by 

some of his most ardent admirers in later times. Han yti did 

not single-handedly change the direction of Chinese thought. 

He merely contributed to an ongoing movement which had its 

culmination in the Sung period. 
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His contribution wae 5ignific~nt. however. because 

it shows that the roots of Suns Neo-Confucianis~ do go back 

to the T'ans; becaues it helped to shift the focus of 

Chinese thought back to the importance of life in this world 

(this. too. was an ongoing process); and because it 

reaffirmed the relevance of Confucianism to Chinese life at 

a time when such reaffirmation was needed. 
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